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ABSTRACT
A Study of the Diffusion Practices of
Alternative Schools in the New England Area
February, 1977
Michael D. Barkhurst, B.A., University of Dubuque
M.A.T., Mankato State College, Ed.D. , University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor William C. Wolf, Jr.
This study examined the process of program initiation and the use
.
and communication of new information and practices of public alternative
schools or programs in the New England area. Four research questions
were pursued in the study. First, are there patterns which are common to
the initiation of public alternative schools in New England? If so, what
are they? Second, is new information utilized to influence on-going
program development? If so, how? Third, do alternative school programs
communicate new information and practices to others? If so, how?
' Fourth, what outside sources of information and what information is im-
portant or has been important to alternative school directois?
Many educators point to the alternative school movement as one
of
the dynamic areas of innovation within the field. Yet, little
exists in
the literature to account for sources of these schools, how
they spread,
and how they engage in self-renewal. Case studies and
census-type sur-
veys have provided most of what is known about these
schools. To date,
no research has been reported which addresses questions
like the four
raised above.
An ex post facto research methodology, employing
mailed questionnaires
vii
and personal interviews, was expedited. Given a set of alternative
schools, efforts were made to describe operations and to ascertain commu-
nication patterns within each school and also across schools.
Dependent variables of importance included existing alternative
school operations, current information utilization practices of staff em-
ployed by these schools, and current information communication practices
adhered to by staff employed by these schools. Independent variables in-
cluded antecedent events responsible for each school establishment, for
information utilization behavior, and for information communication beha-
vior. Data analyses were aimed at defining parameters of variables iden-
tified and at suggesting relationships among variables. Descriptive sta-
tistical techniques were utilized to treat the data.
Both survey instruments--the questionnaire and the interview inven-
tory--were pilot tested and revised prior to actual implementation. Both
were also critiqued by research specialists prior to use. Data obtained
from the application of these instruments were coded and processed using
the Cyber 74 SPSS, a software package capable of processing up to forty-
seven variables.
The study population included all public alternative schools located
within the six New England states, or sixty-seven schools. Questionnaires
were returned by 85.0 per cent of these school sites. From these respon-
ses, fifteen persons identified as initiators of public alternative
schools were randomly selected and interviewed in the setting of their
practice.
Public alternative schools in New England can be described as
follows:
Alternative School directors typically served in such
a capacity for about {toe. yuan*.
The typical school has been operating for faun and
one.- kailf ye.au>.
Moh.e. than 60.0 per cent of these schools enroll fewer
than one hunched students
.
Enrollment in more than four- fifths of these schools
it> voluntary.
More than four- fifths of the public alternative
schools serve .secondary level students only.
Less than $1,200.00 is spent per pupil annually by
over half oft the schools.
Slightly more than hal f o f the schools enroll predom-
inantly middle class students and are located in sub-
urbia.
Other salient information obtained:
Public alternative schools are "grass-roots " ventures
initiated by members within rather than from outside
communities
.
Over 70.0 per cent of school staffs studied changed
major aspects o f their operations within the past two
years, which is in stark contrast to conventional
school staff behavior.
Public alternative school s tails actively communicate
information about their schools to others.
Printed matter rather than people has been the single
most important source of information for school direc-
tors; meetings of local, state, regional, and national
groups are least important.
This study has identified information about public alternative school
characteristics and operations which may help account for the rapid proli-
feration of the concept, which may contribute to the initiation of such
schools in areas not currently being served, ana which opens a number of
lines of research worthy of pursuit.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The last eight years have seen the rise of a national movement to-
wards alternatives in public education. Estimates concerning the number
1 2
of public alternatives vary from 500 to 1,250 .
...such numbers suggest that the most far reaching
experimentation and innovation to ever occur in
public education is now underway. When compared to
other major movements in public education--progres-
sive schools, Eight Year Study Schools, performance
contract schools, Trump's Model Schools, the Ford
Foundation's Experimental Schools, or even the free
school movement outside public education; there has
never been anything like it. 3
There has been a growing advocacy for alternative education. Educa-
tors as diverse in their thinking as Charles Silberman, Jonathan Kozol
,
Mario Fantini, Ivan Illich, and Dwight Allen have promulgated alternative
school ideas. In addition, several national organizations have been de-
veloped which serve as clearinghouses and centers for research for alter-
native education. Among these organizations are: The National Alterna-
tive Schools Program, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts
(NASP); International Consortium for Options in Public Education,
Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana (ICOPE); The Center for New
Schools,
Chicago, Illinois; and an assortment of regional networking
operations.
The alternatives in operation«have not been studied
in any consis-
tent and organized way. The literature for alternative
education tends
to be of two types: individual case studies and
large-scale surveys.
For example. The Center for New Schools has studied
Metro High School in
Chicago for the past five years and has produced a
series of monographs
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3Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to examine all the public alternative
programs in New England to develop an understanding of the process of
program initiation and the utilization and the communication of new in-
formation and practices. Four questions were raised for research:
1. Are there patterns which are common to the ini-
tiation of public alternative schools in New
England? If so, what are they?
2. Is new information utilized, by programs in New
England, to influence on-going program develop-
ment? If so, how?
3. Do alternative school programs in New England
communicate new information and practices to
others? If so, how?
4. What outside sources of information and what
information is important or has been important
to alternative school directors?
The population of the study consisted of 67 public alternative
schools or programs in the six states of New England. An ex post
facto
research methodology which employs mailed questionnaires and personal in-
terviews was used to collect the data. Questionnaires were
mailed to all
of the 67 directors of public alternative schools or
programs in New
England. The investigator personally interviewed
initiators of public
alternative schools or programs from 15 schools; these
15 interviews
represented a random sample of the previously
identified population
through returned mailed questionnaires.
Delimitations of the Study
The study depends on surveys and
interviews to determine how the
participants in alternative programs view the
initiation process and the
use of communication skills for new information
in the schools. The
4study does not have an experimental thrust; it does not posit hypotheses
to be proved or disproved. Rather, it describes and analyzes what is In
the schools as perceived by the participants. As a result, the study
depends on the accumulation and interpretation of qualitative as well IS
quantitative data.
Further, the study does not purport to develop an understanding of
all the processes of alternative school development. It focusses dually
on the process of initiation and the use of communication skills with In-
formation. The study concentrates on one region of the country and does
not purport to include a cross-section of national schools.
Finally, since the study concentrates on schools or programs present-
ly existing, it does not propose to measure the effectiveness of alterna-
tive schools. There is no discrimination between successful versus un-
successful alternatives.
Significance of the Study
The study presents new information about alternative
schools in New
England which proves useful to practitioners and researchers
alike.
It determines whether a few or numerous individuals
initiated alter-
native schools in New England. Knowing the names
and locations of initi-
ators aid others who want to begin new schools.
It is important to ascertain whether initiators
possess similar
characteristics. Such information assists
potential initiators in lad-
ing new alternative schools. The data are
useful to central administra-
tors or school boards searching for those in
their communities most
likely to succeed in starting alternative
programs.
sPerceptions initiators have about the past, present, and future de-
velopment of their schools are important to people starting alternative
schools or to participants in existing schools.
The methods utilized by initiators to disseminate information in
communities where alternative schools were and are created Is of pfifiie
importance. If certain patterns exist, these might serve those initia-
tors anxious to sustain the movement.
Knowing the specific channels of communication through which an in-
dividual receives information about alternative school education before
and after he/she becomes a teacher or director in an alternative school
should help various agencies disseminate information of relevance to
alternative schools in the most expeditious manner.
Do certain specific events, books, and/or persons primarily influ-
ence the thinking of directors and/or initiators of alternative schools
in New England? This information proves helpful in ascertaining
signifi-
cant factors affecting alternative schools in New England.
The study of major operational changes influencing the development
of alternative schools is significant, as are reasons
for the major
operational changes. For instance, if similar major operational changes
exist which most alternative schools sustain after a
period of time, the
information is useful to new alternative schools.
To further scrutinize the diffusion of
alternative school practices
in New England, it was necessary to examine
how active alternative schools
are in communicating innovation to others.
The examination provides data
relevant to the present activity level of the
diffusion of alternative
school concepts in New England. Personnel
in new alternative Schools
6find the information helpful in their search for viable methods to disse-
minate concepts to others in their geographic area.
It is important to discover which organizations or outside agencies
are utilized most frequently as sources of new ideas and assistance by
alternative schools in New England. New schools, as well as established
schools, are able to employ this knowledge in searching for new ideas and
assistance. Agencies of the federal government or state departments of
education might utilize this information to ascertain which sources in
New England are of greatest assistance to alternative schools.
Meaning of Terms
For the purposes of the study, the following terms are defined as
they are used:
Diffusion . The notion of diffusion is central to the study.
Everett M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker state in their book,
Communica-
tion of Innovations , "Diffusion is the process by which innovations
spread to the members of the social system."
5 More specifically, diffu-
sion means: (1) introduction of innovation, (2)
development of innova-
tion, and (3) communication of innovation.
Alternative school . Schools included as "alternative"
are among
those included in the National Alternative Schools
Program's 1975 Direc -
tory of Publir Alternative Schools, . The
following definition is utilized
for "alternative schools":
We began our efforts with the following
working defi-
nition: "an educational program which
provides earn-
ing experiences not available in
the conventional
school and which is available by
choice and at no
extra cost to every family within
community In
the course of the survey we found
that strict ad er
ence.to this definition was
impossible, as it applied
7only to one type of school. It excluded many alter-
natives, for example, referral programs, teenage
parents centers, and dropout schools, all of which
are not open to everyone, and it included many al-
ternatives which we did not wish to focus on at this
time, for example, traditional special education,
continuation and vocational schools. The directory
reflects a modification of the original definition,
broadening the "strictly by choice" phrase to include
referral type programs established to meet the vari-
ety of needs of its participants, and tightening the
"educational program" phrase to exclude more tradi-
tional alternatives ... 6
Pi rector . Any individual working at an alternative school who Is
identified by members of the staff and students as the principal or
chief administrator is consistently referred to as "director". Although
this is not uniformly the title applied to that position, it is a common
title, and, for the purposes of the study, is consistently applied.
Initiator . In the study, initiators of alternative schools are
identified in order of importance by directors. If a school was chosen
by random sample to have its most important initiator interviewed, the
investigator called the director to ascertain which particular individual
was most knowledgeable about past, present, and future development of the
school
.
Organization of the Study
The study consists of five chapters. Chapter I presents an Intro-
ducation to the study consisting of the problem statement, the
purpose
of the study, the delimitations, the significance of the work,
and the
definitions of terms which occur in the body of the paper.
Chapter II reviews the relevant literature and
provides the theore-
tical base for the study.
8Chapter III outlines the design of the research project, including
questionnaire and field testing, the interview format, and the format for
collection and analysis of data.
Chapter IV provides a presentation and analysis of the data and
answers the four research questions presented in the "Purpose of the
Study" section in Chapter I. This includes categorical data from speci-
fic items identified by directors in the questionnaire, cross-tabulation
of various questions in the questionnaire, and categorized perceptions of
a random sample of initiators of alternative schools derived from struc-
tured interviews.
Chapter V presents a summary and conclusion of the study and indi-
cates implications for future research and practice.
9Footnotes for Chapter I
National Alternative Schools Program, Summary of the NASP Survey
,
1 974
,
(Amherst, Massachusetts: National Alternative Schools Program,
University of Massachusetts, 1975).
^Robert Barr, "The Growth of Alternative Public Schools: 1975 ICOPE
Report", Bloomington, Indiana: International Consortium for Options in
Public Education, Indiana University, (Bethesda, fteryland: ERIC Document
Reproduction Center, ED 106 898, 1975), pp.2-3.
3
Ibid
.
,
p.3.
^Thomas E. Wolf, "A Context for the Data Generated", Summary of the
NASP Survey, 1974
,
(Amherst, Massachusetts: National Alternative Schools
Program, University of Massachusetts, 1975), p.2.
5
Everett M. Rogers with F. Floyd Shoemaker, Communication of Innova -
tions: A Cross Cultural Approach , (Second Editioiro) , (New York: The
Free Press
,
1 971 )
,
p. 12’]
^National Alternative Schools Program, 1 975 Directory of Public
Alternative Schools , (Amherst, Massachusetts: National Alternative
Schools Program, University of Massachusetts, 1975), p.2.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of the review of the literature is to establish a theo-
retical base for the study. To meet this end, the review of the litera-
ture is divided into three sections: Section One scrutinizes general
change theory and the diffusion of innovations. Drawing on the works of
scholars in change and innovation, this section establishes a framework
for analyzing alternative schools as a change process. Section Two
analyzes specific characteristics of public alternative schools as an
example of change theory and diffusion of innovation. This analysis
leads to Section Three in which a graphic presentation is used to
show
how change and diffusion of innovation theory can be employed
as bench-
marks or guidelines for the study of public alternative
schools as an
i nnovation.
Section One: General Change Theory and
Diffusion of Innovations
Various change strategies introducing innovations
into social sys-
terns have been employed throughout the
historical development of educa-
tion in the United States. Several schools
of thought about innovation
and organizational change have emerged. None
of these schools of thought
has discovered the magic answer for
introducing innovations into social
systems where true change will occur;
however, together they offer good
models for analyzing change attempts
and innovation. Bennis, Benne, and
Chin, in The Planning of Change, , state:
11
Conceptual schemes are never right or wrong; they are
only useful or not for some specified purpose. In
this view, current conceptual schemes of planned
change may be judged as of some use for observers and
students of its processes and of even greater use for
steering the activities of change agents in the prac-
tice of their roles
J
These various schools of thought, focus their thinking usually on
formal organizations; however, the literature provides an excellent
theoretical base for studying the emerging informal organizational struc-
ture of public alternative schools.
Major Schools of Thought
Two authors in particular have divided the literature of change into
several schools of thought. Ronald G. Havelock, in The Change Agent's
Guide to Innovation in Education , divides the literature into three major
areas; (1) problem-solving where user need is all important and the out-
side change agent must remain nondirective; (2) social interaction where
the spread of innovations through social systems is emphasized; and, (3)
research, development, and diffusion where a rational sequence of
innova-
tions is assumed.
2
He sees a "rebirth of conflict and crisis models of
innovation;"
3
he also proposes his own area named "Linkage-A Unifying
Concept"
4
which synthesizes the three major categories. In this area, it
is important for a social system such as a school to be
linked with out-
side resources; the inside user system and outside
resources cooperate
with each other for their mutual benefit.
Benne and Chin also define three types or
groups of strategies for
change: (1) empirical -rational assumes
people are rational; and if an
outside agent proposes a change and explains it
in a sensible manner,
12
then people, because they are rational, will follow their self-interest
and adopt the innovation; (2) normative-re-educative does not deny the
rationality of people; however, this strategy proposes change will only
occur when people change their total normative outlook toward old pat-
terns of behavior and develop commitments to new ones; changes in values,
skills, attitudes, and relationships must occur for these new normative
behaviors to be assimilated; and, (3) power-coercive strategies transpire
because those with more power are able to coerce and force change upon
5
people with less power.
Similarities exist throughout these divisions. Havelock's "problem-
solving" and Benne's and Chin's "normative-re-educative" strategies
are
similar. Havelock's "conflict and crisis" models are similar to
Benne’s
and Chin's "power-coercive". These divisions illuminate
two methods for
synthesizing the many schools of thought which exist for
studying change
and innovation.
Specific Change Theorists
Alan Gaynor presented a paper at the American
Educational Research
Association (AERA) on April, 1975, titled "The
Study of Change in Educa-
tional Organizations: A Review of the
Literature."
6
In this paper, he
traces the study of educational change over
the last twenty years. From
this analysis, specific schools of thought
are identified relevant to
the study of change and innovation in
education. They are: (1) diffu-
sion and adoption of innovations among
individuals (the rural sociology
approach); (2) implementation and
institutionalization of innovations in
complex organizations; (3) change
within a communications framework;
13
(4) human relationists; and, (5) political aspects of the change process.
To present a framework for scrutinizing public alternative schools,
the investigator will present selected works in each of the categories
delineated by Gaynor.
The rural sociology approach is best exemplified in Rogers' and
Shoemaker's Communication of Innovations: A Cross Cultural Approach.
7
These authors have probably presented the most thorough empirical account
of diffusion of innovations. Havelock would place them under the "social
interaction" school of thought. Benne and Chin might place them under
the "empirical-rational" strategies. A caveat is necessary
because
. j • • n8
Rogers and Shoemaker also write about "authority-innovation
decisions
which Benne and Chin call "power-coercive". Rogers and
Shoemaker also
demonstrate how innovations, if adopted into a social system,
might
change norms existing within groups. Benne and Chin
would identify
these change strategies as "normative-re-educative".
The theme developed in Communication of
Innovations J jL-
...Communication is essential for. social change. .
.
The process of social change consists of
three se-
quential steps: (1) invention, (2) diffusion,
and
(3) consequences. Invention is ,
the Pro
^
ess
n .^ fll
which new ideas are created or developed.
Diffu-
sion is the process by which these new
ideas are
communicated to the members of a social
system.
Consequences are the changes that occur
within a
social system as a result of the
adoption or rejec-
tion of the innovation. Change
occurs when a new
idea's use or rejection has an effect.
Social
rhanae is therefore an effect of
communication...
Social chanqe is the process by which
alteration
occurs in the structure and
function of a social
system.
9
Rogers and Shoemaker categorize
social change as immanent or contact.
Immanent change results when the
members within a social group, such as a
14
school, conceptualize a new idea and develop it with little or no outside
assistance; contact change occurs when an external change agent intro-
,
. . 10
duces the new idea.
They also delineate crucial elements in the diffusion of new ideas:
"(1) the innovation (2) which is communicated through certain channels
(3) over time (4) among the members of a social system. It is the
ele-
ment of time which distinguishes diffusion from other types of communica-
tion research."^
This rural sociology approach has been criticized by various authors
in education. Alan Gaynor states "...that persons operating as
members
of organizations are simply not as free as independent
entrepreneurs (e.g.
farmers and physicians) to implement significant innovations entirely
on
their own initiative.
1,12 Gaynor is proposing that organizational
restraints as well as individual characteristics may
influence even the
introduction of innovations.
A further criticism of this rural sociology
or diffusion and adop-
tion studies approach is that innovation
adoption does not necessarily
coincide with innovation implementation in an
organization. Implementa-
tion of innovations has been minimally studied,
heal Gross, in MUr
mantinn llrnani za
t
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compares implementation of innovation
with the rural
sociology approach to change. In this
work. Gross criticizes rural
sociology's approach to the individual
adopter. He maintains the indivi-
dual adopter, such as a teacher, of
major educational innovations is not
actually free to accept or reject innovations
because of constraints
arising from either administrators or
the organization; therefore, the
15
rural sociology approach is weak in the actual study of the implementa-
14
tion of innovations. Gross is criticizing Everett Rogers' earlier book
Diffusion of Innovations written in 1962. 15 In the book Communication of
Innovations , however, Rogers...
...breaks from traditional diffusion research (inclu-
ding his own), which has always emphasized the "indi-
vidual" adopter of innovations. Here his focus is on
the informal social groups and the formally organized
system, assessing their influence on the adoption be-
havior of their members. In doing so, he achieves
the important integrative objective of relating the
concepts and theories of diffusion research to those
of organizational change. 16
W. C. Wolf, Jr., professor at the University of Massachusetts, ar-
gues in favor of utilizing the rural sociology approach in education. He
argues that actually a very few individuals control the adoption of inno-
vations into school systems. These individuals are often superintendents
or school board members. Methodological approaches employed by the rural
sociologists are more efficient than the trial and error change attempts
of educators.
I*7
Matthew B. Miles appears to agree with Wolf's arguments in a recent
paper presented at AERA, April, 1975, titled "Communication Networks in
the Designing and Starting of New Schools". In this paper he states,
"As compared to other studies of networks, the spread of information in
new sites appears to be more like that of agriculture in the sense that
local resources are utilized more than professional research or opi-
nion." 18
Another arguement presented by Gross is that change studies
too
often blame the failure of innovation on an individual change
agent un-
able to overcome early resistance of organizational
members to change.
16
Gross discovered there was no early resistance to the adoption of the
innovation in the inner-city elementary school they were studying. They
found, however, even though the innovation--catalytic model role of
teachers--was adopted in the beginning phases by the school, it was never
actually implemented into the working relationships of the teachers.^
Richard 0. Carlson in "Barriers to Change In Public Schools" offers
cogent explanations for this failure of actual innovation in the public
schools. He presents three barriers to change common to most convention-
al schools: (1) the absence of an institutionalized change agent; (2) a
weak knowledge base about change processes in education; and, (3) the
domestication of the public schools (a social agency with a captive
clientele)
.
2
^ Gross, however, suggests five guidelines for administra-
tors to utilize to insure implementation of innovations:
...(1) making the innovation clear to the staff mem-
bers involved in implementation; (2) providing the
training experiences required so that the staff will
possess the capabilities needed to perform in accord
with the innovation; (3) ensuring that the staff is
willing to make the appropriate innovative efforts;
(4) making the necessary materials and equipment
available for implementation of the innovation; and
(5) rearranging prevailing organizational arrange-
ments that are incompatible with the innovation.^'
Matthew Miles in his book, Innovation in Education , wrote about a
series of stages which occur prior to the actual adoption of an
innova-
tion by a target system."
22 These stages are design, awareness-interest,
evaluation, trial, and adoption. Whether the change strategy
is initi-
ated from the target system or the environment of
the target system, his
concern, like Rogers' and Shoemaker's, is with
adoption .
23 Miles con-
ceptualizations would fit into Ronald Havelock's
"research, development,
and diffusion" and Benne's and Chin's "empirical-rational"
school of
17
thoughts cited previously in this section. Miles proposed four ways an
innovation might be initiated. Innovations can be initiated from the
target system working with an existing structure or by creating a new
structure; they can also be introduced by systems in the environment of
the target system either with existing structures or by creating new
structures.
W. C. Wolf, Jr. argues more recently on the subject of how to uti-
lize effective diffusion strategies to gain adoption of innovations:
...I would argue that the adoption of an innovation
is partially a function of:
1. the positive and negative prior states of the
selected target audiences;
2. the extent or prior involvement of the target
audience in positive innovation adoption activity*
3. the position and status of involved members of
a target audience;
4. the amount of effort invested to identify—then
utilize--optimum methods for diffusing specific in-
novations to target audiences;
5. the acquisition of needs assessment information;
6. the ability of individuals, who are initial re-
cipients of a diffusion undertaking, to success-
fully sustain the momentum of such an effort by ex-
tending it to the practice of less innovative mem-
bers of their collegial group. 2 ^
Ronald Havelock's monumental work, PI anning for Innovati on Through
the Dissemination and Utilization of Knowledge ,
25
is another contribution
to the literature of planned change. In this work, Havelock organized a
massive synthesis of change literature within a communications framework.
He devised a formula to simplify the knowledge dissemination and
utiliza-
tion process: "who says what to whom by what channel to what
effect for
what purpose."
26
He conceptualizes inter- and intra-system communication
channels for innovations. Innovations begin from outside
the target sys-
tem, sometimes several systems removed, and proceed from
system to system.
18
Change agents and favorable circumstances can strengthen the capability
of these innovation flows from system to system; incompetent change
agents and unfavorable circumstances can also hinder these change
27
attempts.
W. C. Wolf, Jr. offers three areas where Havelock's formula is use-
ful to education: (1) it can be utilized to evaluate the efficiency of
communication elements employed by individuals; (2) it can ascertain the
place of people in the communication process of education; and, (3) It
can present data "about the relationship between innovation complexity
28
and innovation adoption."
A vast amount of literature has been written about the human rela-
tions movement in organizations. This literature analyzes change in
individual and group dynamics that influence organizational development.
In their book, Management of Organizational Behavior: Utilizing Human
Resources ,^
9
Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard synthesize the theories of
major writers in this movement to develop a contingency model of leader-
ship for change. In the contingency model, change is accomplished by
effective leadership. An effective leader is one who can adapt his/her
leader style to the situation; different situations require different
styles of leadership. The effective leader is not only able to adapt his/
her style, but the style adapted must be appropriate to the leadership
situation. Further, in their chapter "Planning for Change , Hersey and
Blanchard write about two change cycles (participative and coerced change).
Participative change occurs when new knowledge is made available to the
group and the group eventually, through its own interaction in
the change
process, alters its group behavior. At this level, the
individuals or
19
group have much influence in setting their own goals. Coerced change is
change imposed on the total organization. With this kind of change, in-
dividuals or the group have minimal input in establishing goals. 30 Three
phases for any change process are identified: (1) "unfreezing is the
breaking down of the mores, customs, and traditions of an individual --the
old ways of doing things;" (2) changing--the individual is ready to learn
new behaviors; and (3) refreezing--the new behaviors are integrated into
31
the individual s personality and become patterned.
The political view of change is best illustrated in a work by Victor
Baldridge titled Organizational Change Processes: A Bibliography and
Commentary .
32
Baldridge analyzes how political groups affect change in
organizations rather than individual or group dynamics, individual adop-
tion patterns, and communication networks. In this work, he gives mini-
mal attention to the human relations perspective. His major focus is upon
"authorities" and "partisan groups" and "organizational conflict" as
33
agents and promoters of change.
Several schools of thought concerning general change theory and dif-
fusion of educational innovations have been represented throughout this
section of the review. Alice Jwaideh and H. S. Bhola of Indiana Univer-
sity present an excellent conclusion for the differences between
these
various approaches and their usefulness in studying change
theory and
diffusion of innovations within social groups.
We suggest that while we learn from the rationalistic
knowledge production and utilization model, the hu-
manistic organizational development mode, and the.
rural sociology tradition of the extension agent
in-
teracting with the farmer as an entrepreneur, we
must
articulate, develop and commit ourselves to
systems
analysis approaches for both the study and
the prac-
tice of diffusion and planned change.
20
Change cannot be understood except in terms of the
typical configuration of a particular change episode.
Diffusion of instructional innovation, as of any
other set of innovations, thus cannot be strategized
except in terms of the special configurations of
change events. In one case the need may be for the
innovator system to supply usable information from
an ERIC Clearinghouse, in another it may be neces-
sary to sell them a catch phrase such as "Equality
of Educational Opportunity" or "Spaceship Earth!
"
In one case the explanation for change or lack of
change may lie in the structure of motivations of
individuals and groups, in another in the lack of re-
sources to convert persuasions into behavioral ac-
tions. In one case it may be the problem of communi-
ty animation, in another the lack of commitment among
the elite to their own declared policy goals.
We must, therefore, develop a perspective on change
that does not commit us to one narrow view of plan-
ning, developing strategies, or training for innova-
tion diffusion and change. In a specific situation
diffusion may be determined by the special presses
from social environment, or by contemporary ideology
or policy. Our perspective should accommodate these
possibilities. In another situation, it may be in-
stitutional constraints, organizational designs,
group dynamics, and social architecture, or even per-
sonalities of the protagonists, that may explain
change. Our model must then enable analysis to move
rather freely from one level to another. Or the out-
come may depend on linkages, or intellectual resources
to do the job, or goodwill among client groups. Money
may create problems of both scarcity and affluence;
institutional resources may be strained beyond toler-
able limits; at other times the problem may be of time
itself. Our conceptualizations should be structured
to include all these variables of diffusions and
change. 34
Jwaideh and Bhola demonstrate how the various schools
of thought,
concerning change theory, complement each other.
Together, they serve as
excellent guidelines for studying change and diffusion
of innovations
within social groups. How then can this literature
guide a theoretical
approach to the study of alternative schools?
Alternative schools repre-
sent unique attempts at change and innovation
in education. They
21
represent massive reform attempts at change and innovation. Participants
in these schools are striving to totally restructure the process of edu-
cation found in the majority of public schools in this country. Because
these public alternative schools are spreading among social groups., dif-
fusion of innovation is an imperative study.
Summary
This section has presented works from the major schools of thought
concerning change and diffusion of innovations. Its purpose has been to
establish a framework for analyzing alternative schools as a change pro-
cess.
Literature concerning change and diffusion of innovations can be
divided into various schools of thought. Major divisions might be classi-
fied as problem-solving, social interaction, research, development, and
diffusion, conflict and crisis models, and linkage models (Havelock);
another method of separation is to classify them as empirical-rational,
normative-re-educative, and power-coercive (Benne and Chin). There are
similarities among the divisions; however, the various categories
guide
and allow one to focus on specific change situations. These
divisions
act as an aid for the study of innovation under any
unique circumstance.
Specific methods for investigating change and
diffusion of innova-
tion are: (1) diffusion and adoption of
innovations among individuals
(the rural sociology approach); (2) implementation and
institutionaliza-
tion of innovations in complex organizations; (3)
change within a commu-
nications framework; (4) the human relations
movements; and (5) political
aspects of the change process (Gaynor). These
methods can be analyzed
22
for the purpose of presenting a framework to study public alternative
schools.
The rural sociology approach is the pioneer for scrutinizing the
diffusion and adoption of innovations among individuals (Rogers and
Shoemaker). This approach has been criticized because the individual in
education is not as free as a farmer or physician to adopt innovations
(Gaynor). Further, because of organizational and personal constraints,
the individual is not as free to implement innovations as the rural
sociology approach assumes (Gross). Some authors disagree. Actually,
innovations in education are controlled by a very few individuals (Wolf),
and local resources, like in agriculture, are utilized more than profes-
sional research or opinions (Miles).
There are common barriers to change in the public schools (Carlson);
however, the implementation of innovation is more certain if the Innova-
tion is made clear to the staff, training experiences are provided to
insure staff capability, the administrators make sure the staff is will-
ing to innovate, necessary materials and equipment are provided, and
there are organizational rearrangements of components incompatible with
the innovation (Gross).
Another author conceptualizes a series of stages before an Innova-
tion is incorporated into a social system (Miles); however,
this approach
still concentrates on innovation adoption rather than
innovation Imple-
mentation . Innovation adoption can be reinforced if
specific criteria
are scrutinized by change agents before attempting
alteration attempts
(Wolf).
Change theory and diffusion of innovations can
also be studied
23
within a communications framework (Havelock). It is useful to education
because it can evaluate the efficiency of communication elements employed
by individuals, it can ascertain the place of people in the communication
process, and it can show the relationship between innovation complexity
and innovation adoption (Wolf).
The human relations movement in education scrutinizes change by ana-
lyzing individual and group dynamics influencing organization development
(Hersey and Blanchard). Further, change and diffusion of innovations can
be analyzed from the political nature of the particular situation.
Rather than individual or group dynamics, the politics governing various
elements in the social system are scrutinized for their positive and
negative influences upon the change endeavor (Baldridge).
For analysis of any change or innovation, it is necessary to under-
stand each of these approaches. We cannot depend on one narrow view but
must utilize the complementary nature of all the views to scrutinize
change (Jwaideh and Bhola). Therefore, all of these schools of thought
are necessary for studying novel characteristics of public
alternative
schools.
Section Twot Specific Characteristics
of Public Alternative Schools
In this section, specific characteristics
of public alternative
schools, as an innovation in education, will
be analyzed. For purposes
of this study, public alternative schools
are seen as an example of
change theory and diffusion of innovation.
The definition of "diffusion
cited under "Meaning of Terms" and the
four research questions cited
24
under "Purpose of Study" in Chapter I of this study focus the review of
the literature about public alternative schools. Specifically, the
following areas pertaining to public alternative schools are reviewed in
this section: (1) introduction of the innovation into public education
in the United States; (2) unique characteristics of the innovation; and,
(3) patterns of development of the innovation.
Educational Reform in the Sixties
The decade of the sixties saw many new attempts at change and inno-
vation presented to the American Educational scene. It was...
...an era of new desks, new curriculum materials, pro-
grammed instruction, movies, slides, film strips,
overheads, tape recorders, teaching machines, by them-
selves, and in any conceivable combination. It was a
time in which only a cursory look at the professional
language might suggest that extensive experimentation
and change were taking place: team teaching, modular
scheduling, behavioral objectives, individualized pro-
grams, differentiated staffing, the disadvantaged, the
deprived, compensatory education...
Even with all these new innovations in education, there is evidence
negating any significant change in the methods by which the majority of
children were educated in this country. Michael Katz, in Class, Bureau-
cracy and Schools: The Illusion of Educational Change in America, offers
the following conclusion: "The structure of American Urban education has
not changed since late in the nineteenth century; by 1880 the basic fea~
tures of public education in most major cities were the same as they are
today." 36
John Goodlad, in Behind the Classroom Door , conducted a study
to dis
cover how innovations of the sixties were adopted in America's
classrooms
25
They found in their study, "projects usually appeared to be 'tacked on 1
07
rather than integrated into the fabric of the school."
Richard Carlson, in Adoption of Educational Innovations
,
reports
findings similar to Goodlad and Klein's. He discovered some unanticipated
consequences in the use of programmed instruction. Teachers discovered
methods to retain their role as director of learning by utilizing pro-
38
grammed instruction in ways that were unintended by the developers.
Seymour Sarason, in The Culture of the School and the Problem of
Change
,
perceived the same problem with change attempts. Any change
attempt in the public schools of this country always entails a behavioral
or programmatic regularity, and change agents rarely recognize this.
Because of these regularities, teachers or other participants will util-
39
ize innovations in old ways.
Further, Goodlad sees the lack of any "critical mass of teachers,
parents, and others working together toward developing either a sense of
direction or solutions to school -wide problems concerning them... as a
major hindrance to change efforts in the schools,... school personnel
appeared to be very much alone in their endeavors." This theme of iso-
lation of students, teachers, parents and administrators is also
empha-
sized throughout Sarason 's book, The Culture of the Schoo1_aj]lJhe_frob-
41
1 em of Change .
Bill Brownson proposes that the lack of
significant change in the
„42
sixties was because change was "interventional" and
"impositional .
"
Changes in the sixties were unsuccessful because
they were imposed rather
than incorporated cooperatively with participants
of the public school
systems. He has alluded to a major difference in consequences
between
26
innovations which are imposed on a social system and innovations which
arise from within the social system.
Robert Barr, Co-director of the National Consortium on Educational
Alternatives, Indiana University, in commenting on educational innova-
tions in the sixties offers comments similar to Brownson's:
We had energetically tinkered with all of the parts
of public education, but the pervading effect of
the school culture had proved too powerful. It had
"swallowed up" all our good efforts and good ideas
and innovation, and quickly slipped back into Its
conventional form.
Even more disturbing than the failure of our efforts
for education reform is the discovery that our
"strategies-for-change" had proved so ineffectual.
We had always believed that the schools could be
changed through teacher-education, leadership train-
ing programs, research-development-dissemination,
experimental and model schools, and through the de-
velopment of educational "change-agents". Now we
are not so certain. Our strategies for change have
been called in question, and we have been forced to ^
rigorously re-examine the utility of our techniques.
How then were public alternative schools about to develop out of
these unsuccessful reform movements of the sixties?
Historical Overview of the Public Alternative School Movement
Is there an initial starting point for public alternative schools?
Vernon Smith, Co-director of the National Consortium on Educational!
Alternatives, Indiana University, states "...to the media, and, ttere-
fore, to the public, the alternative public school began with the
Parfkwaj
Program in Philadelphia in 1969". . .Berkeley's Community High
started tthe
same year; and Chicago's Public High School for Metropolitan
Studies
(Metro) followed in 1970.
44 Smith, in a recent book. Alternative SchgpTg
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The Development of Options in Public Education ,
45
traces the development
of alternatives in public education and describes both the history of the
movement and unique characteristics of these schools.
Abundant literature exists tracing the history of these schools.
Public alternatives gained impetus from the political, social, and
civil rights ferment of the sixties. Some authors feel these schools owe
their roots to the counterculture or "free school movement"; others to
the quest for desegregation in the South. Both of the movements were
established outside the sphere of public education. Out of the quest for
desegregation came the "freedom schools" which were established in the
South during the sixties as alternative forms of education for blacks.
People first took notice from these schools that alternative modes of
learning might be possible.
Jonathan Kozol , one of the major proponents of "free schools", states
a major premise of the philosophy for existing outside of public schools:
The school that flies the flag is, in the long run,
no matter what the handsome community leader in the
startling Afro likes to say, accountable to that
flag and to the power and to the values which it
represents. This is, and must remain, the ultimate
hang-up of all ventures which aspire to constitute
in one way or another, a radical alternative with-
in the system". 46
Probably the most extensive critique of the "free school"
movement
has been written by Allen Graubard. The literature affecting
the free
school" movement has also had great Impact on public alternative
schools.
Graubard divides this new school literature into four
basic genres;
(1) Critical analysis of the structure
and function
of the public school system--Paul Goodman,
Comp
ul
-
sory Mis-education ; Jules Henry, Culture Agajn|l
Man; John Holt, How Children Fa il.
thieving School ; Edgar Fnedenoerg, Coming of .Age
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in America ; Miriam Wasserman, The School Fix-— NYC ,
USA; Paul Lauter and Florence Howe, The Conspiracy
of the Young ; Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society ; The
Schoolboys of Barbiana, Letter to a Teacher .
(2) Personal accounts of experiences of teaching In
public schools and of sometimes attempting to try
out free education ideas--Jonathan Kozol
,
Death at
an Early Age ; Herbert Kohl, 36 Children ; James
Herndon, The Way It Spozed To Be and How to Survive
in Your Native Land ; Nat Hentoff, Our Children are
Dying .
(3) Personal accounts of doing new schools--A. S.
Neill, Summerhill ; George Dennison, The Lives of
Children ; Sylvia Ashton-Warner, Teacher ; Elwyn
Richardson, In the Early World ; Peter Marin, "The
Open Truth and Fiery Vehemence of Youth" (much
anthologized).
(4) What could very loosely be called theory of free
education and advice on how to translate theory into
•practice, either in new schools or in public school
classrooms—George Leonard, Education and Ecstasy ;
Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a
Subversive Activity ; Herbert Kohl , The Open Class-
room; John Holt, How Children Learn and What Do I Do
Monday?; Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn ; Robert
Greenway and Sal 1 i Rasberry, Ras berry. Exercises ;
Joseph Featherstone, articles on British Infant
Schools contained in Schools Where Children Learn ;
Jonathan Kozol , Free Schools .
Although these works (and other I haven't named) are
often listed together as a kind of united front
against the authoritarian system of public school
education, there are substantial conflicts .among
them, and these conflicts reflect the tensions of 47
theory and practice within the new schools movement.
The authors listed above have often been called the "romantic" writers of
educational change. Criticism has often been lodged at the idealistic
nature of many of these writings. The books, however, have had a
tremen-
dous impact on public alternative school participants as well
as free
school" advocates.
Public alternative schools developed with different
strategies.
29
Proponents of these schools decided to develop alternatives within
existing school systems. Free schools charge tuition, usually minimal*
and exist outside the arena of public education. Public alternative
schools receive funding from public monies and are accountable to local
boards of education.
These schools have been influenced by the British experience of edu-
cation. Here we find schools with such names as "British Infant",
AO
"Integrated Day", "Open" or "Informal". These British schools have had
their greatest impact on public alternative elementary schools in the
United States. Charles Silberman's book, Crisis in the Classroom , aided
this movement toward the open classroom.
K. €. Cole Janssen, in Matters of Choice: A Ford Foundation Report
on Alternative Schools , reports voucher programs, performance contracts,
and community control have all had historical influence on the development
50
of public alternatives.
Mario Fantini believes voucher proposals and free schools have posed
a threat to public schools because of their basic premise to stimulate
development of alternative schools outside the system. It is his impres-
sion that the threat created by these phenomena have stimulated develop-
51
ment of alternative schools within the public school system. In his
book. Public Schools of Choice , he writes extensively about voucher plans;
he also sees the growth of public alternative schools as a challenge
to
52
the intractability of the public school system.
The unsuccessful reform movements of the sixties
also influenced the
growth of public alternatives. Massive money and energy
from the federal
government, private foundations, corporations and community
groups were
30
spent in public school systems in an attempt to generate basic reform,
however:
These large-scale efforts failed to produce large-
scale changes, partly because it is so difficult to
make a dent in the public school system. It bends,
absorbs, and springs back into its original form.
Moreover, many of the reforms attacked the problem
from the top down. They sought to change teachers
and curricula without focusing enough on the day-to-
day political and community life of the school .53
Public alternative schools were started with a different philosophy
toward reform. These schools were started usually from community needs,
so instead of a top down approach, we see a bottom up attempt at change.
These schools are attempting total system change, are usually smaller,
and, therefore, basic reform of schooling becomes more possible. If
these public alternative schools do represent massive attempts at educa-
tional reform, what are unique characteristics of the innovation?
Unique Characteristics of the Innovation . Lynne Miller, in Chapter
II of her doctoral dissertation, provides guidelines for analyzing school
organization on a formal versus informal basis (see Table 1 ).^ It is
her premise conventional schools move toward the formal pole of formal
organization and alternative schools move closer to the informal pole on
the continuum. The investigator agrees with Miller's hypotheses concern-
ing the varied organizational structures found in alternative schools as
compared with conventional schools.
Terrence Deal of Stanford University presents another table which
exhibits differences between "conventional 11 and "alternative" schools
55
(see Table 2). This table utilizes six important dimensions of learning.
These tables and the following three paragraphs imply that what
occurs in conventional schools is all bad and that which transpires in
31
public alternative schools is all good; however, it is the investigator's
opinion that these authors highlight the extremes to emphasize differ-
ences in the approaches to learning and organizational structure of the
two types of schools. Everything that occurs in conventional schools is
not all bad, and as later paragraphs in this section point out, all that
occurs in public alternative schools is definitely not all good.
Alternative schools not only present an informal organizational
structure established to restructure total educational process, but they
also "tend to be an innovative way of using many innovations, sometimes
56
only part of innovations".
In
- the area of teacher-pupil roles, there are definite goal differ-
ences between conventional and alternative schools. Louis Smith and Pat
Keith, in Anatomy of Educational Innovation ,
5
^ provide a detailed account
of the first year of an alternative school. In this substantive study,
the research team conducted observations every day for one year. The
institutional plan proposed for this school serves as an excellent
example of goal differences between conventional and alternative schools.
The change in emphasis in teacher-pupil roles would move:
from —
passive, reactive pupils
pupil followership
restriction of pupils
external disciplines
external motivation
group activities
restricting pupil interaction
teacher respon. for teaching
teacher planning
teacher evaluation
teacher as dispenser of knowledge
teacher as controller of pupils
identical roles for teachers
closed, rigid social climate
to
active, initiating pupils
pupil leadership
freedom for pupils
self-discipline
self-motivation
individual activities
encouraging pupil interaction
pupil responsibility for learning
teacher-pupil planning
teacher-pupil evaluation
teacher as catalyst for inquiry
teacher as organizer for learning
differentiated roles for teachers
open, flexible social climate
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Don Glines, former Director of Wilson Campus School, an alternative
school in Mankato, Minnesota, has written an extensive practical manual
for operating an alternative school : Creating Humane School
s
.
59
Glines
outlines 69 changes which were implemented in Wilson Campus School. 60
These changes represent 69 different ways conventional and alternative
schools differ. Alternative schools, therefore, do not seem to represent
what could be considered normal innovation attempts in American education.
There are many different kinds of public alternative schools, and
various authors define them differently. Vernon Smith of the National
Consortium on Educational Alternatives, Indiana University, proposes the
following definitions of the various types of optional public alternative
schools now existing. While various authors might disagree with these
divisions, they do serve as a useful conceptualization. Smith divides
these schools into:
Open Schools with learning activities individualized
and organized around interest centers scattered
throughout the building.
School s-Without-Walls with a concentration of learn-
ing resources in one location available to all of
the students in the community. These would include
such facilities as magnet schools, educational parks,
and career education centers.
Continuation Schools with provisions for students
whose education in the conventional schools has been
(or might be) interrupted. They would include drop-
out centers, re-entry programs, pregnancy-maternity
centers, evening and adult high schools, and street
academies.
Multicultural Schools with emphasis in cultural plu-
ralism and ethnic and racial awareness, and usually
serving a multi -cultural student body.
Free Schools with emphasis on greater freedom for
students to determine their own educational goals
and to plan appropriate learning experiences. While
this term is more frequently applied to non-public
schools, a few are available by choice within public
school systems.
36
Schools Within Schools with a small number of stu-
dents and teachers involved by choice in a different
educational program. This would include the mini*
school within the conventional school building and
the satellite school at another location but with
administrative ties to the conventional school. The
school-within-a-school would usually belong in one
of the six categories above.
A recent development has been the school that is a
cluster of mini-schools . Haaren High School in New
York City, Quincy II in Quincy, Illinois, the New
School in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, and Ravenswood
High School in East Palo Alto, California, are all
large high schools which consist of a number of mini-
schools. As far as the educational program is con-
cerned, there is no longer an identifiable conven-
tional school or program.
Not all alternative public schools would fall into
these types. There is at least one school where all
learning activities are based on behavioral modifi-
cation (Grand Rapids, Michigan), and another that is
a non-graded, continuous progress school (Minneapo-
lis, Minnesota). Recently a few communities have
started "back-to-basics" or fundamental schools.
Many alternative schools operate as voluntary Inte-
gration models within their communities--^ n Louis-
ville, Kentucky; St. Paul, Minnesota; Philadelphia}
and Chicago; for example.
Special function schools that serve students who art
assigned or referred without choice would not be in-
cluded. A school for disruptive students may be
highly desirably in some communities, but it should
not be confused with optional alternative public
schools. 61
Smith shows that there is no simple definition of the term "alternative"
which encompasses all forms of the innovation specified for this parti-
cular study. A cogent argument which could be lodged against
the above
definitions is that all of these schools differ only in the
place of in-
The philosophy and learning theories practiced in
each school
struction.
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are usually the same except for the "back to basics" or fundamental
schools.
The only extensive empirical data collected on a nationwide basis
from public alternative schools Is from a national survey conducted by
the National Alternative Schools Program (HASP), School of Education*
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, during the 1 §73-1974
academic year. A summary of this information has been published, and at
last some of the rumors concerning public alternative Schools can be dis-
CO
pelled. The survey was sent to 570 schools* 348 responded to the sur-
vey; 94 were reported to be no longer in existancO'. Many generalizations
can now be supported. For purposes of this review, several Of the more
outstanding are highlighted;
(1) OveA SO peA ccut of the idiooh> weAe th.eaX.ei. within the
peat hive. yeaAb. Peweh than 200 itudenU wehe enhoiled In 67 peA cent*
GenehaULy t tchoolt, OAe both heJLatlveJLy new and imdMx
(2) Public altehnatlve &chooU ahe definitely a "ghoAi^LoeU*
local community effort* On a question, "From what group(s) did the
major impetus for the school come?", the peheentage of total 40hoelS Ift
each ghoup weAC‘
1. School district staff 51.4%
2 . Teachers i|»||
3. students ?}•§*
4. Parents |}*|»
5. Community members
_
31*|»
6. University personnel |‘|»
7. Educational consultants ?«{{
8. School board members 16.7$
The following question 1* "Who was involved in the initial pi annlfif
§f tj§
school?" Indicated altehnatloe School participants WeAe am on the de\)U.top
ment of the school fhom the beginning
i
1. School district personnel
2. Teachers
3 . Students
4. Parents
5. Community members
6. University personnel
78,41
71.71
43.71
41 , 7*
4QM
1SJ*
7. Educational consultants 25.0%
8. School board members 17.0%
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(3) The majority ofi itu.de.yvt6 enrolled in public cutteA.natU.ve.
ic-hooli are o& high school age.. Only 10% o& the schools enroll students
6*.om kindergarten to grade 8.
(4) The l6iue "voluntarism" ai a significant 6eature
alternatives muuit be cJtaJilenged. Only about 50% o{, the programs uie
either a lottery or open admissions process; 48% have defined specific
criteria 6 or refusing admission to itudenti; 37 peA cent Aely upon
"referrals" o 6 some ioAt m paAt 06 the itudent ielectlon pAoce&i.
(5) Alternative ichooli do AepAeient Aadlcal climate reborn.
On a queitlon 06 uniqueness
,
"In what ways do you feel you are most
different from the other schools in your district?", alternative ichool
directors mere aiked to i elect up to three optlom 06 the moit important
6rom a Hit 06 ten. The ($oua moit common Aeiponsei were:
Interaction of students and
teachers 76.9%
Decision-making processes 50.3%
Curriculum 46.8%
Emphasis on affective goals 39.5%
( 6 ) The challenge that alternative ichooli have le{t the
" Bailci " and totally reformed the curriculum can be questioned. 84. Si otf
the ichooli indicated basic ikilli ai the majoA emphasis in curriculum.
(7) The learning environment ofi alternative ichooli diners
AadicaJLly tfrom conventional ichooli. 78.1% o 6 the ichooli scJiedule
expediences in the community. The majority emphasize independent study,
cross-age tutoring, open classnoom environment, problem issue oriented
learning, overnight fiieid trips, and work, study . 63
Public alternative schools, then, definitely represent unique forms
of innovation In education. They represent informal organizations which
present a new type of structure for analysis. These schools are diffi-
cult to define as an entity. Found within the informal organization
structure is a participatory decision-making climate and the spirit of
innovation and reform providing energy to the process. These schools
differ from conventional schools in important dimensions of learning.
Typical characteristics are an emphasis upon interpersonal relationships
and humanistic climates with the acceptance of much traditional
39
curriculum. Further, the "grass-roots" developmental nature of these
schools presents a unique attempt at innovation in this country.
Does a review of the literature show similar patterns of development
for these public alternative schools? The next section answers this
question by presenting several substantive case studies and general
articles pertaining to public alternative schools.
Patterns of Development
Literature about alternative schools, public and non-public, over the
last seven years has shown certain patterns of development throughout
these schools. Dr. Lynne Miller posed the following patterns of decision-
making in a nationwide sample of public alternative schools:
(1) Four patterns of decision-making are uncovered
and are identified as: Hierarchical, Adult Colla-
borative, Participant Determinant, and Representa-
tive, or Multi-Level Consensus. The patterns are
distinguished from each other by the number of
people included in the making of decisions and the
perceived influence structure of the schools.
(2) Schools which tend to include more people In
decision-making evidence the characteristics of in-
formal school organization; schools which tend to
be more exclusive in the making of decision evi-
dence characteristics of formal organization.
(3) ...It was found that differences in school or-
ganization mirror differences in school age, size,
students served, initiation and planning processes,
and staff and director characteristics.^
Miller's findings substantiate the varied organizational structures of
public alternative schools.
.65
Seymour Sarason's The Creation of Se ttings and The Future Soc i et
i es.
provides an analytical framework for understanding how new settings
are
40
created and for appreciating characteristics that distinguish them from
mature settings. This book is to a large extent based on his firsthand
experience with the development of the Yale-Psycho-Educational-Clinic.
Although this book is based largely on experiential data from other-than-
alternative-school settings, Sarason generalizes his findings to encom-
pass most new settings. It serves as a useful comparison tool with al-
ternative school literature. A new setting may be defined as "any
instance in which two or more people come together in new relationships
66
over a sustained period of time in order to achieve certain goals."
Consistent patterns emerge in the beginning phases of these schools.
Participants display high energy and high enthusiasm in the beginning or
initiation of the setting.
Smith and Keith, in Anatomy of an Educational Innovation , write of
this early enthusiasm by the participants in a new alternative school.
They suggest that participants in highly innovative organizations bring
special idiosyncratic sentiments into the beginning phases of the change
endeavor. Participants display a "sentiment of true belief" and see
themselves as part of a "crusade. Participants in the innovation they
were studying saw themselves as part of a superior mission to right the
wrongs of American education.
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Roland Barth, in Open Education and the American School , writes in
his chapter, "Romance and Reality: A Case Study", about the energy level
inherent in a new alternative. Seven young, white, liberal, educators
with minimal experience were hired to initiate an alternative school
in a
black conservative community. They had what they thought was
good out-
side support.
41
...As one of them put it, "All the lights lit up!"
All the ingredients were there: buildings, children,
money, able people, and assistance from a major uni-
versity and from the educational bureaucracy. Each
looked forward to participating in the development
of an important educational alternative within the
public schools. All were hopeful and confident and
agreed not only to sign a year's contract but to work
beyond the initial year of the program as well.
Although short on experience, they were long on abil-
ity, energy, confidence, and idealism. They dared
believe radically different things about children,
learning, and knowledge; they were now prepared to
act on their beliefs.
Seymour Sarason writes of the beginning phases of most new settings:
...in its earliest phases the setting Is suffused
with hope, enthusiasm, a sense of mission, and unity
which maximizes selective perception. The dynamics
of love have never been noted for their positive
effects on the assessment of reality. Marriage, the
smallest but most frequent instance of the creation
of a setting, illustrates these dynamics best.
Courtship, marriage, honeymoon, and the next year or
so are time when the heart is dominant over the head.
I do not say this with cynicism but, if anything,
with dispair because the feelings and fantasies ex-
perienced in the early phases of the creation of a
setting are part of what is best in man; that they
have the defects of their virtues is a fact which
says a good deal about the dialectical character of
man and his works.
This statement constitutes his warning that often in creating a new set-
ting, the participants fail to take account of various prehlstorlcal
forces in the environment which are working against the new organization.
Also, it is his premise that participants in new settings fail to take
into consideration their own growth and instead expend their energies on
helping others.
^
These three works present a sense of the zeal and superior mission
that participants (i.e., teachers, students, parents, and administrators)
carry into the beginning phases of alternative school development.
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The Center for New Schools in Chicago has followed the development
of Metro High School since its inception in Fall, 1970. Metro High
School is an alternative school without walls operating within the
Chicago Public School System. Ambitious literature has evolved ffom this
study and provides a framework for analyzing what transpires when a new
alternative school begins. Methods of research utilized in this study
include participant observation, formal testing, and interviewing. Al-
ternative schools have tended to begin operation utilizing "organic" of
"natural" growth as a guiding principle of evolution.
The concept of "organic" or "natural" growth suggest!
that once people are freed from the oppressive re-
strictions of the traditional school, a new learning
community will evolve naturally as people deal with
each other openly and honestly. There seems to be a
widely shared assumption that both the individual!
involved in an alternative school and the school com-
munity as a whole can rather easily shed a skin Of
traditional habits and attitudes, and that from undef-
neath the old skin will emerge a beautiful new man,
new woman, and new community. 72
Seymour Sarason sees this phenomenon occurring in other new Settings.
Participants are quickly confronted with the reality of conflict, COntfO-
versy, and disruption
—
precisely those characteristics of living which
,
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disposed some to leave their previous setting."
Robert C. Riordan proposes that many public alternative schools iffc
started with a "negative ideology".^ The initiators know what they !fi
against in traditional schools
—
"bigness, regimentation, tracking, pas-
sive learning, and student powerlessness. But rather than replace
the
structure of the traditional school with other structures,
these school!
emphasize process . The process is the concept of organic
Of
"natural growth". Coupled with this concept is the
"notion that everybody
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will "do his own thing", a notion that often runs directly counter to the
communal needs of these schools.
7^
Smith and Keith call this type of organization based on organic
growth an "upside-down authority structure"
77 based on democracy and egal-
itarianism. What results from this structure is an arduous attempt at
decision-making.
The occurrence of novel incidents became cases for
group decision making, since there were few general
or specific rules to which the faculty could appeal.
Long and difficult hours were required repeatedly to
reach concensus. Increased teacher time expenditure
occurred in handling the issues that typically an
administrator would perform. This, in turn, meant
less time for the preparation of instructional ma-
terials, plans, and lessons, which, in lieu of the
general absence of textbooks, was vital.'®
Roland Barth, in Open Education and the American School
provides fur-
ther insight into an organic process of development.
In short, unknown to most, the "game plan" for the
Program was to study the proDlems thoroughly, for a
year at least, before making any major attempts to
rectify them, and before determining how to rectify
them. Thus from its very outset, the Program
was an
administrative, financial, and academic shell w
no philosophy and with no stated direction.
The
situation was not unlike setting out from Eng
and
for the New World, knowing in which general
direc-
tion it lay, making copious observations alongJ;
he
way, but waiting until reaching mid-ocean
before
determining the course and the nature of the
vessels.
The absence of any pedagogical plan led
to crippling
problems. 79
Many alternative schools have experienced
difficulties with organic
growth as a principle. What happened at
Metro High school in Chicago is
not unlike what happens in many alternative
schools:
The school is started in an atmosphere
of high energy
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dedication, and the good feeling that permeates any
new enterprise carry it through a honeymood period
of six months to a year. The positive experience of
the honeymoon period sustains the belief that just
about any problem--student involvement in decision-
making, race relations, moderately severe mental
disturbance, the development of a relevant curricu-
lum--can be solved in a free and open atmosphere
with a strongly articulated commitment to interper-
sonal honesty.
As the honeymoon draws to a close, small bits of
evidence begin to accumulate that people really
haven't changed as much as was hoped. . .Community or
staff meetings are held, and strongly felt resolu-
tions are passed. But in practice, both staff and
students find it extremely difficult to confront in-
dividuals who don't abide by these resolutions, who
persist in "doing their own thing". 80
As participants attempt to restructure the process of education uti-
lizing an "organic", "natural", "hang loose" philosphy, many unantici-
pated events begin to transpire. What happens when students are suddenly
released from the all encompassing rigid structure of the conventional
school to the organic growth, student-as-deci si on-maker, informally
or-
ganized alternative school? A participant observation study
of an alter-
native school in a Mid-Western city portrays some dilemnas
which can
occur. The work titled "XANADU: A Study of The
Structure Crisis in an
Alternative School",
81 by Steven Singleton, David Boyer, and Paul Dorsey
is an investigation of what sometimes happens in
an alternative school.
These observers reported the following.
After several days spent as "sensitizing
sessions ,
we began to discern a recurrent
controversy among
Xanadu members. This issue, °ften
raised i
literature on alternative schools may
be summarized
as follows: how can a viable
organizational struc-
ture be developed and maintained
within a complete
ly voluntaristic framework?^
In this school there was only one required
course-government- -because of
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a state requirement for graduation. Students were allowed to choose
their individual course of study; responsibility for learning was to
flow from the students. In the Xanadu Manifesto we find the basic philo-
sophy of the school:
The climate of Xanadu will allow students to find
themselves. It will provide an opportunity to
search for the truth with self-direction within the
framework of freedom and challenge, replacing the
emphasis on excessive competition with on of human
cooperation. Students will learn to be responsible
for their own education, to make choices and face
the consequences of those decisions.
Classes were organized the first semester around seminar small group
themes. By the beginning of the second semester, however, there
were
student criticisms of the class procedure as a "hip high school".
Some
of the more outspoken students led a revolt to "disband
classes and iub-
stitute individualized instruction, with staff to function
merely as
'resource persons'. This resulted in a near-total
acceptance of indivi-
dual autonomy ."
85 The authors note that structurelessness seemed
to be
the "modus-operandi" of this particular school.
Anarchy seemed prevalent
throughout. A true "structure crisis" had occurred
between staff and
students. The puzzling phenomenon to the authors
was why no new struc-
ture for organization was developed when all
the participants perceived
.
. . 86
a need for organization.
This account of Xanadu is similar to
other literature focusing on
alternative schools. This ambivalence
concerning sources of motivation,
the fear of compromising the shared value
of cooperation, the anti organ-
izational, pro personal experience feeling,
and the acceptance of the
other to the extreme of never engaging
another in dialogue has been
common throughout alternative schools.
The crippling fear of arbitrary
authority and misuse of power has led at times to a leadership vacuum.
As a result of all of these negative feelings, what often occurs is a
state of anarchy where no decisions can be made.
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In the Xanadu study, the concept of power is viewed as a central con-
cern. Where does power arise in alternative schools? A Stanford re-
search team has compared a selection of alternative schools with a
selection of conventional schools. The team analyzes the differences in
power relationships among alternative schools and the more formal organi-
zational structures of conventional schools. They have found that power
in alternative schools is governed by the following:
The process seems to be governed by a series of ex-
changes among group participants in which, over time,
members both willing and able to make important con-
tributions to goal attainment come to hold power over
others less willing or able to do so.
Although alternative-school teachers said that they
want to "do away with value-laden terms like princi-
pal, parent, teacher, and student," which define
expectations in a task situation, they tended to re-
place formal organization expectations with personal
expectations based on commitments built up through
interpersonal relationships. 87
Personal power becomes superior to positional power in
an alternative
school. The informal power structure generates an
organization where no
particular position allows an individual access to
rewards and penalties.
An individual only gains power in an organization
such as this through
the interpersonal exchanges he/she has with other
members. The group
will always act as a sanction against the
power any particular individual
may acquire. “No matter how powerful an
individual becomes, he will gen*
erally be unable to work his will on the
larger group."
88 This phenome-
non of continually having to earn power
from the group and exist in an
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anti-organization has unfortunately had repercussions in many alterna-
tives. In the report held in Chicago, "Decision-Making in Alternative
Secondary Schools: A Report from a National Conference", the following
was found in many of the alternatives represented:
Related to the problems of cooperation in alternative
schools is the problem of mutual trust. Because one
of the major shortcomings of the traditional school
is its top-down authority pattern, participants in
alternative schools have guarded carefully against
any accumulation of power in the hands of one person
or group. This concern has unfortunately led in many
cases, to an extreme lack of trust. 89
The Stanford researchers compare the stability of formal authority
systems with informal power systems. Formal authority systems tend to be
more stable:
Because formal authority is associated with relation-
ships between positions in a formal organization,
rather than with relations between specific persons,
it tends to persist in spite of the comings and
goings of particular occupants. Interpersonal power,
as is seen in the free school, is wedded to relation-
ships among specific occupants and is unlikely to
survive changes in participants. This is one main
reason for the short 18-month life of the average al-
ternative school. 90
Even though a more formal power structure might
seem more efficient, be-
cause it frees the organization somewhat from
having to find natural
leaders to fill leadership positions, there are
few alternative school
participants willing to operate in this type of
organization.
John Dewey, in comparing traditional
education with progressive edu-
cation in the thirties, warns of a possible
danger in schools existing as
"anti -organizations".
There is always the danger in a
new movement that in
reiectinq the aims and methods of
that which it
Supplant, it may . devel op i ts pr i n ci pT^es nega-
tively rather than positively and
constructs y
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Then it takes its clue in practice from that which
is rejected instead of from the constructive develop-
ment of its own philosophy. 91
Teachers, students, and administrators in alternative schools must invent
and learn new roles. Participants in new situations like this undergo
extreme stress. Students who have been socialized through life with the
concept of teachers as authoritarian leader must now suddenly make their
own decisions. Students are now supposed to relate to their teachers in
collegial relationships as opposed to the top-down authority structures
in conventional schools. Teachers and administrators must also learn
these new role relationships with students. All participants must learn
to make decisions by consensus, usually in large town meetings. Often
times, participants are meeting each other for the first time in the new
setting. Even if they are not strangers, which at times is an
advantage,
the participants undergo much strain and conflict in their
new relation-
ships.
Alternative schools often lose their set of stable ties
with others
in the organizational environment. Smith and Keith
call this a 'pro-
tected subculture."
92 There are, however, dangers inherent with pro-
tected subcultures.
...Internal unintended negative consequences occurred
in the aggrandizement effect, the false
ove^tima-
tion of capabilities and accomplishments.
The §Xt®r
nal consequences lay in the disruption
of the usual
oraanizational chains of command, the authority
rila
Ships in the central office, and the unfavorable
comparisons with other buildings and
their staff
especially the principals. This kind
of status in
conqruency produced considerable
negative sentiment,
and from these sentiments came some
alleged anMr
sabolag” and blocking of Kensington's
program.93
Alternative schools must continuously
struggle not only with internal
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struggle, (i.e., new role changes for participants, student decision-
making in governance, new curriculum structures), but also with the
external environment surrounding the school. Seymour Sarason states, "I
am no longer surprised that people do not conceive of the creation of a
setting as a set of internal and external problems which are fairly pre-
dictable if one views man and our society as they are and not as what one
94
fantasies they are or would like them to be."
The alternative schools conference in Illinois found the following
factors common among the participants:
1.
Even when teachers and students leave the tradi-
tional schools, they still bring with them their past
experiences, attitudes, strengths, and weaknesses.
These characteristics often emerge in the new situa-
tion rather than some "natural" man or woman. For
example, one serious weakness of teachers and stu-
dents in alternative schools has been their limited
capacity to work cooperatively, which can be traced,
we feel, to the very limited preparation for coopera-
tive action in the American culture.
2.
Alternative schools have discovered that certain
functions (for example, the counseling of students
about options available in the program) must be
carried out for the school to survive and to reach
its goals, and that there are only a limited
number
of approaches that can be used to carry out these
functions effectively. This reality implies careful
planning and training to achieve desired goals.
It
conflicts with the idea that good ways of doing
things will emerge naturally and spontaneously,
that
"anything that happens is the best possible
thing
that could have happened".
3. Unstructured "natural " development
puts tremen-
dous strains on participants. It
produce*
“ffi10
"
and a high rate of attntion on alternative
school
staffs. Many alternative school staf.s
have -urneo
over completely in a period of
two to three years
4. Many values and approaches
that have been dubbed
reflect! " i n^real i tyl'th^parti cul
ar^world-vi ew of the
American white middle class. For
example, the
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privileged social position of middle class hip stu-
dents allows them to down grade the importance of
making a living, learning to read, etc. This class-
biased viewpoint is dangerously misleading in devel-
oping an educational program for an alternative
school that serves other than privileged white
students. x
These findings were surprising to many in alternative schools, as most of
these school people considered themselves unique. Through visiting many
schools, as well as participating and operating these schools, the con-
ference participants discovered many common threads of development.
These findings indicate that many of the problems alternative schools
have experienced are internally induced rather than externally motivated.
96
Chris Argyris in "Alternative Schools: A Behavioral Analysis",
looks at internally induced problems of alternative schools. He
utilized
300 case studies to analyze how individuals would design
their life and
their environment if freed from organizational and group
constraints. He
found "human beings use micro-theories of action to
inform their
behavior."
97 Two theories were found to be prevalent among
the case
studies: people hold interpersonal espoused
theories about how they be-
have toward self and other, however, "more
importantly, they also tend to
be unaware of the theory that does predict
their behavior, a theory that
may be called their interpersonal theory-in-use.”
98 Argyris then built a
model "of the interpersonal theories-in-use
that accounted for most (all
but four cases) of the micro-theories
generated by the population
studies."
99 (See Table 3.) How are alternative
schools connected with
these findings? Argyris hypothesizes
the following seven generalizations
1 The traditional or established
schools are de-
signed in accordance with Model
I concepts.
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P-432.
2.
The teachers within these schools learn to teach
and manage learning environments that are consonant
with Model I requirements.
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3. Administrators, teachers, and students are pro-
grammed with Model I theories-in-use.
4. The creators of alternative schools were correct
in diagnosing schools as representing Model I insti-
tutions and concluding tnat they did not facilitate
student learning and growth.
5. The creators' espoused theories for alternative
schools were never matched by an effective set of
theories-in-use for their schools.
6. The vacuum of effective theories-in-use was
filled by the Model I interpersonal theories-in-use
with which the creators were programmed.
7. The creators were able to remain blind to these
deficiencies perhaps by maintaining a high degree of
anger toward the established schools. IUU
Because of these programming influences, alternative school
creators and
participants rely on their Model I interpersonal theories-in-use
when
confusion about new roles and new behaviors ensued. This
is Argyris'
reasoning for most of the trouble and confusion in
these schools. His
answer to this dilemma is that we must train people
to learn new beha-
viors for effectively coping in new situations
which require a different
set of theories-in-use.
The patterns of development reviewed in
this section have oeen mostly
negative. Obviously, not all patterns of
development in public alterna-
tive schools have been negative. Proponents
of these schools have under-
taken a massive restructuring process of
education. These programs
might be considered innovation-producing
organisations, "continuously
learning, adapting to cnange within itself
and in its environment, and
successfully innovating in that environment."
101
If all development was
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negative, the movement would now be nonexistent; however the investigator
previously cited literature which proves the numbers of these schools are
growing. Utilizing the literature reviewed and the empirical findings of
the investigator will enable people to better judge what criteria must be
utilized to produce successful implementation of a public alternative
sciiool
.
Summary
Many of the acclaimed innovations of the sixties were never actually
implemented in schools; the conventional schooling process changed little
during the decade. Actually, public school education in this country has
changed only minimally since late in the Nineteenth Century (Katz). In
the sixties, changes were only "tacked on" to already existing school
practices (Goodlad). Recipients of these innovations discovered ways to
"fit" the innovation into already existing practices and programmatic
regularities (Carlson, Sarason). School personnel were very much alone
in these innovation attempts; a critical mass of teachers,
parents and
others were lacking to give direction and support for
the changes (Good-
lad, Sarason). Cooperative efforts were nonexistent; change
and innova-
tion were imposed upon school personnel (Brownson).
The all encompassing
conventional public sciiool system had swallowed up
all the efforts at
change and innovation; strategies for change
proved ineffectual (Barr).
Out of these failures of reform in the public
schools, public alternative
schools developed.
The media traces their beginning to
the opening of the Philadelphia
Parkway Program, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
in 1969 (Smith). The
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political, social, and civil rights ferment of the sixties gave impetus.
Free schools, freedom schools, and "romantic" literature of the new
schools movement provided new ways of viewing the conventional schooling
process (Kozol , Graubard). The British experience of education gave
Americans the "open classroom", and provided an outlet for alternatives
to develop at the elementary level in our educational system (Fantini,
Silberman). Voucher programs, performance contracts, and community con-
trol all offered further incentives for the growth of alternative
within
the public school system (Janssen, Fantini). Finally, the failure
of
massive top-down reform movements of the sixties to basically
alter
patterns of schooling in our public system gave rise to the
development
of a "grass roots" attempt at change (Janssen).
Alternative schools, as an innovation, display unique
characteris-
tics. They are informal organizations as opposed
to the formal orgamza-
tional structure of conventional schools (Miller,
Deal, Smith and Keith).
They represent an innovative nay in education to
utilize many innovations
or only parts of innovations (NEA). As an
entity, they are difficult to
define; there are many different types (Smith).
Empirical data has been
collected nationally which shows these schools
are: (1) small in size of
student enrollment; (2) "grass-roots”
community efforts; (3) mostly high
schools; (4) usually voluntary; (5)
representations of radical climate
reform in education; (6) emphasizing the
"basics"; and, (7) radically
different learning environments from
conventional schools (HASP).
Several patterns of development are
prevalent in these schools.
Decision-making processes are radically
different from those of conven-
tional schools (Miller). These schools
represent new settings (Sarason).
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In the early stages of an alternative school, participants exude a sense
of mission, hope, and enthusiasm. A sentiment of true belief prevails
and participants liken their mission to a crusade to right the wrongs of
education (Smith and Keith, Sarason). These schools begin operations
with a notion of "organic" or "natural growth." The "organic", "natural
growth
,
do your own thing", "upside-down authority structure" rapidly
develops into a state of chaos and anarchy throughout the first year in
many scnools. Consensus decision-making proves to be cumbersome and time
consuming. Unanticipated events which occur in attempting to build a
viable organization structure within a voluntaristic framework lead to
frustration for participants as the "honeymoon" phase ends (Center for
New Schools, Sarason, Riordan, Smith and Keith, Barth, Singleton, Boyer,
and Dorsey).
The concept of power is different in alternative schools. Instead
of position power, participants rely on interpersonal relationships to
gain personal power. This often leads to instability when the natural
ieaders leave the setting. Those seeking power are often mistrusted, so
the group sanctions any individual gaining too much power. Again, this
situation often leads to erratic decision-making within schools (McCauley,
Dornbush, and Scott, Center for New Schools).
Public alternative schools often exist as "anti -organizations"
(Dewey). They often find it necessary to remove themselves from any sem-
blance of cooperation with the conventional schools in their communities
(Smith and Keith). External political problems then ensue which can lead
to the demise of the new setting (Smith and Keith, Sarason). Other
authors have hypothesized that most problems alternative schools experience
>H
arise internally. Since participants bring their old behaviors with them
from conventional schools, it is hypothesized these same participants
will behave similarly in a new setting because they have been programmed
to behave in this manner ((Center for New Schools, Argyris). This pheno-
menon leads to frustration in the egalitarian settings of alternative
schools. The world view of the white middle class often conflicts with
other participants' views which leads to further internal conflict
(Center for New Schools, Argyris),
Section Three:— Change
_and Diffusion of Innovation Theory
as. Benchmarks or Guidelines for the .Study of Public Alternative Schools
as an Innovation in Education
This section uses the review of the literature presented in the pre-
vious sections to develop schematically a way to view change and diffusion
of innovation theory and public alternative schools.
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7\CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDV
The chapter details the context which the research was expedite
the study designed, and the instrumentation required-. Further a mm)
is offered which depicts inter-relationships among data collection data
analyses, and data reporting.
Background of the Study
The study develops out of a national survey effort of the NatiShal
Alternative Schools Program (NASP) at the School of Education* yiiiv&mty
of M assachusetts, Amherst. The national survey effort spanned the Fall
of 1973 and the Winter and Spring of 1974, and was initiated to identify
and to collect baseline data on all existing public alternative sefi§§1§
in the United States. Over 500 schools were identified through a g§mpi=
lation of lists gathered from other survey attempts, c1eaHfighoU§§§
* ifi=
formal contacts, and communication with the various state depdffmdfits §f
education. Of these 500 schools, 56 were identified in the New Englafld
area. All of these schools were published in a Directory nf frjhlig
Alternati ve Schools, 1974^
; the listing was updated in the 1975 hi re
of Public Alternative Schools
.
2
In the 1975 Directory, 67 pUbl'id
native schools or programs were identified in the New England arei; thd§£
67 programs represent the population of the study.-
nStudy Design
An ex eo^t facto research methodology is used in the study. Given a
set of alternative schools which have been identified within the New
England region, efforts were made to confirm the operational status of
each school, and to ascertain how senior staff employed by these schools
currently utilize information to improve school operations and communi-
cate information about the schools to others. Once information about the
practices was obtained, an effort was made to trace antecedent events
responsible for these practices.
Hence, the dependent variables of the design include existing alter-
native school operations, current information utilization practices of
staff employed by the schools, and current information communication
practices adhered to by the staff of the schools. The independent vari-
ables of the design include antecedent events responsible for each school
establishment, antecedent events responsible for information utilization
behavior, and antecedent events responsible for information communication
behavior. These variables are not treated experimentally, because not
enough is known about the parameters at the time. Rather, research
reports some attempts to define the variables and to suggest relation-
ships through the use of measures of central tendency and measures of
dispersion.
The Instruments
A questionnaire was designed for use in a mailed survey and an In-
terview was structured for use in face-to-face interviews. The
nquestionnaire was used to collect data from all of the selected public
alternative schools or program di rectors in New England. Whereas the
questionnaire yielded data of importance to all four research questions
enumerated in the "Purpose of the Study" of Chapter I; in fact, these
data were focused upon research Questions Two, Three, and Four. The
structured interview served as a second instrument. It was used to
collect data from a random sample of initiators of public alternative
schools or programs in New England. Whereas the interview data were
used primarily to answer research Question One in the "Purpose of the
Study of Chapter One; data obtained proved pertinent to research
Questions Two and Three as well.
The Questionnaires
Since the investigator collects data from all of the schools or pro-
grams in New England, a questionnaire was selected as the most appropriate
method for data collection.
Specific factors to be considered in the construction of the ques-
tionnaire were content, format, and process. Content decisions were
based on the four research questions. Format considerations included the
need for a concise, direct measurement tool which avoided vague, comp! 1
=
cated language and time-consuming responses. Process plans included a
field test with a pilot questionnaire, a time period for questionnaire
reconstruction, and a planned sequence for mail and follow-up with the
population sample. This section details the rationale for the content §f
the questionnaire evolved.
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Field Test
In April, 1975, a pilot questionnaire was designed and field tested.
(See Appendix A.) The questionnaire and cover letter were mailed to
nine directors in the United States. Seven questionnaires were returned
from the following states: (1) two from California; (2) one from New
Mexico; (3) two from Minnesota; (4) one from Pennsylvania, and (5) one
from New York. The investigator also constructed an evaluation form for
each director to complete in addition to the questionnaire. (See Appen-
dix A.)
Pilot respondents reacted to the format, appropriateness of the
questions, and the concept of the study. In addition to the responses,
the questionnaire was evaluated and redesigned with the help of Drs.
Daniel Sheehan and William C. Wolf, Jr., University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Through this process the questionnaire was revised as shown in
Appendix B.
Rationale for the Questionnaire
Based on the field test results, the revised questionnaire was an ex-
panded version of the pilot instrument. The following paragraphs deline-
ate the various questions and the rationale for the inclusion in the ques-
tionnaire.
Section 1, Question 1: Who were the individuals in-
strumental in starting the alternative school?
The question was created to identify initiators inside and outside
communities who had been most influential in starting the sOheols.
Answers to the question identified respondents for the structured interview
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format described in the Interview section of this chapter.
Directors were asked to identify positions as wen as names of ini-
tiators. Identifying the names determined whether a small or large num-
ber of people had been responsible for the initiation of public alterna-
tive schools in New England. Further, identifying the positions deter
mined if there were certain similar patterns among initiators.
Section 1, Question 2: Before becoming a teacher ordirector in an alternative school, from which of the
alii™!?®
sour <-es did you obtain information aboutternative school education? After becoming a
,
re
S° r . in an alte^ative school, fromwhich of the following sources have you obtained newinformation about alternative school education?
The question was presented to identify and to compare channels of
communication through which individuals receive information about alter-
native school education before and after he/she became a teacher or
director in an alternative school. The question discovered which outside
sources of information had most influence on the directors of public
alternative schools in New England.
The classification system consisting of the following nine compo-
nents exhausted nearly all possibilities of formal and informal communi-
cation channels in education: (1) workshops and institutes; (2) meetings
of local, state, regional or national groups; (3) printed matter; C4J
media other than printed matter; (5) educational demonstration; {fi} con-
sultant
; (7) formal training; (8) middle management positions, and (
3
])
informal gatherings. These particular nine categories were the sources
of information for the question.
Section 1, Question 3: What were the specific events,
books, persons, etc., which primarily affected .your
thinking about alternative education?
The question was constructed to ascertain which specific sources of
information had most influenced the thinking of directors of public s i-
ternative schools or programs in New England.
ocrurrPH
1
^
9^^ 1
'
011
!
41
-,
^ operational changesc ed at your school ever the
-past two years? iff
major operational cnanges have occurred, what were
specific reasons for these changes?
The question was constructed to determine how new information iinfl^-
enced program development. Further-, the question allowed categorizing
the major cnanges and reasons for tne changes that had occurred itn the
public alternative schools of New England-. Categories of positions otff
individuals most influential in producing the changes were generated tfjy
the question.
Section 1, Question 5:: What diffusion strategies etta
your alternative school staff use to extend the trn-
fluence of alternative education to others? Inti-
cate the extent to which your staff has utilised cacti
of the following diffusion strategies over the gest
year to popularize your school-.
The question determined which diffusion strategies had teen used imost
frequently by the alternative schools of New England to communicate ailter-
native school practices to others- Further,, it ascertained the actwtyy
level of each diffusion strategy over the past .year-
Section 1, Question 6- In the past year, which of
the following organizations or outside agencies rhas
your alternative school Staff utilized as sources
of new ideas and assistance?
Once an alternative school was established
,
where did the staff
search for assistance with new ideas in continuing the innovation? The
organizations listed in the question were those deemed most active ith
offering ideas and assistance to alternative schools- The question
gathered information on which organizations or outside agencies were list'd
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most frequently as sources of new ideas; it also determined the activity
level of use of each organization or outside agency over the past year.
Rationale for Section II
The section consists of background questions about the director and
demographic data about the school. Its purpose is to provide questions
tnat can be cross-tabulated with questions two, four, five, and six of
Section I. Comparisons are made between various categories of alterna-
tive schools in relation to: (1) sources of information for directors
before and after entering alternative school education; (2) major opera-
tional changes which have occurred at the schools; (3) diffusion strate-
gies alternative school staff use to communicate alternative school prac-
tices to others; and, (4) organizations or outside agencies alternative
school staff use as sources of new ideas.
The Population
The population included all (67) of the public alternative schools
and programs in New England identified in the 1975 Directory of Public
Alternat ive Schools^ published by the National Alternative Schools Pro-
gram, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Therefore, a total of 67
questionnaires were mailed, of which 48 were returned from alternative
school directors, nine schools were found to be no longer in existence,
yielding an 85.1 per cent return.
The original mailing of the questionnaire was done on October 6,
1975. A foil ow-up mailing to all non-respondents was sent on October £0,
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1975 and, on November 3, 1975 a third mailing was completed. On November
10, 1975 the investigator telephoned several directors and travelled to
several schools to complete the return of the questionnaire. Appendix B
displays the original letter sent with the questionnaire, and Appendix C
presents the follow-up letters of October 20 and November 3, 1975,
Data Analysis
The information from the questionnaires was coded on a program de-
veloped for the Cyber 74 Computer, SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences) software package. The program processed 47 variables.
Several questions required hand-written responses, and these responses
were hand-tabulated.
In addition to providing absolute frequencies, the computer program
produced relative, adjusted and cumulative frequencies (per cent) for
each question. Statistics requested included mean, median, mode, range*
and standard deviation. Cross-tabulations of questions provided addi-
tional data.
The Interviews
The study relies on the interviews as the basis for the information
collected from initiators of public alternative schools In New England.
The investigator constructed a series of interview questions which sifVid
as a tool for collecting perceptions initiators possess about the past,
present, and future development of public alternative schools In New
England.
1
Field Test
A pilot instrument was constructed in September, 1975 and field
tested with three colleagues in October, 1975. (See Appendix D.) Si
on the results of the field test and the assistance of Drs. Daniel
Sheehan and William C. Wolf, Jr., of the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst, the interview format was redesigned. (See Appendix E.)
Rationale for the Interview Format
The interview format is divided into three sections (past, present,
future) which span the history of the development of the school. These
questions connect all stages of development of the innovation. The lit-
erature review in Chapter II is an important basis for the design of the
interview questions.
The "Past" section of the interview provides information which
focuses on the initiation stages of public alternative schools on pro-
grams in New England.
The "Present" section centers on development and corrmuni cation of
the innovation, and the "Future" section concentrates on initiators' pep^
ceptions of strengths and weaknesses of the schools.
The questions used to establish criteria concerning communities In
New England where public alternative schools or programs have been starts
are:
1. From what community do the majority of the kids
in your school come?
2. What do you think it is in the history of this
community that made it a logical place for this al-
ternative school to develop?
3.
How do you imagine other schools in your commu-nity view the alternative school? (Same quest?™for: Central Administration, School Board, the
^
school
1
)
7 ’ Pare"ts, Staff, and Students in your
4.
Are there specific ways your alternative school/program has affected your community?
“
The question for discovering the information sources used before
initiators had become involved in alternative education f$:
I’m interested in finding out what information ini-
tiators had about alternative schools before start-ing them: for instance, were there specific events,books, persons, etc., which primarily affected'yodr ?
tanking about alternative education during ti}i~§
The questions used to establish criteria for characteristics §f iflj r
tiators are:
1. How long have you lived in the community?
2. How many years have you been involved with alter-
native education? u r?£r-
3.
Has your role in the school changed since it
opened its doors?
'
4^ To what extent are you involved in community
5.
Has your thinking changed about altern§tl'V§
school education from opening day to today?
The questions which trace the development of the initiation §t§tge of
public alternative schools are:
1. Where did the idea for an alternative sefiegl in
this community come?
2. As the idea of an alternative school began t§
develop, what other persons, organizations, op groups
in your community joined you in feeling that ap'afr
ternative school/program was needed? How did §joining of forces come about (methods utilized)? f§
this approximately the order?
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3. Did you use any person, organization, or orouDoutside your community to support the idea £f
9
a
° P
alternative school in your community?
^ the most difficult Actors you facedwhen attempting to initiate the idea of an alterna-tive school in your community?
5. What is the approximate time span from first
^ni J° n °l idea t0 establish an alternativeschool to actual opening of the doors? Did thi
original conception of the school change from incep-tion to opening? y H
6 Was there a planning phase for informing staff?(Also parents and students). Methods utilized?
7. In thinking about this initiation stage, what
would you do differently if you had it to do over
again?
The question constructed to discover how new information influences
innovation development is:
Throughout its history, has new information from In-
side or outside your school influenced your program?
The question used to examine program development isj
What is the size of the faculty now as compared with
its inception? (Also student enrollment and budget).
Have the facilities of the school changed since it!
inception? Are the grade levels in the school now
the same as when it was first started?
The questions employed to discover how alternative school staff
municate their innovation to others are:
1. Does your alternative school staff actively
attempt to communicate the concept of alternative
schools to people outside of the school? Method!
utilized?
2. Who do you think are the most significant Other!
your school personnel communicate alternative school
concepts to?
The questions used to scrutinize initiators' perceptions of th§
future of school development from present school strengths and weakhes§§§
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are:
!’
t
W
!
1 ® t strengths of the school do you think eontri’
oute toward its continuance in your community?
2. What weaknesses of the school do you think threa-ten its existence?
The Population Sample
Fifteen schools or 31.3 per cent of the 48 questionnaires returned
were chosen by random sample to have an initiator interviewed* The
directors had identified initiators in Question 1 of the questionnaire;
the investigator then telephoned directors in the fifteen schools for
their perceptions of which initiator was best to interview* Initiators
chosen by directors had to be the person (s) with the best overall know-
ledge of the various stages (past, present, future) of the school’s
development. This procedure produced nineteen people in fifteen schools.
A limitation of the methodology is that the original initiator of
the school was not always interviewed. Reasons for this are: (1) the
original initiator had left the school and moved to a geographical loca-
tion too distant for interviewing, and (2) the original initiator was not
the person with the best overall knowledge of past, present, and future
development of the school. Because the investigator wanted initiators
knowledgeable about all phases of the school's development, four dir©e=
tors chose two people in their schools to be interviewed.
The investigator received excellent cooperation from directors and
those initiators selected to be interviewed. One hundred per cent ©f the
directors telephoned indicated an initiator to be interviewed; one hufi=
dred per cent of the initiators telephoned agreed to an interview and
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were interviewed.
For the interview, the investigator travelled to the initiators 1 lo
cations. This procedure was completed from January 5-21, 1976 and
resulted in the investigator travelling to four of the six New England
states, Vermont and Maine having no schools in the random samples.
Analysis of Data
The investigator conducted sixteen interviewing sessions which
ranged from one to three hours; each interview was taped on a separate
cassette. In the four schools with two people to be Interviewed, initi-
ators were interviewed separately with information about specific stages
of school development and then together for a complete picture of the
school's development; one school required two interviewing sessions and
locations to obtain the total information about the school's development.
Data were analyzed in stages: first, each tape was transcribed In
its entirety; second, an independent reader analyzed responses to each
question and recorded categories; third, the investigator read all inter*
views; fourth, the investigator recorded salient responses from the
transcriptions; fifth, the investigator analyzed these responses and
recorded categories; and sixth, the investigator's categories were er©§§=
checked with the independent reader's categories. In all cases, the
categories matched.
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Study Model for Guiding the
Collection, Anal ys is, and Presentation nf the Data
Together the questionnaire and interview data answer the four
research questions. The following study model was used in guiding the
investigator's analysis and presentation of data in Chapter IV. The
paradigm delineates the various research questions, intentions, methods,
and variables used by the investigator to collect, analyze, and present
data in the following chapter of the study.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 1: ARE THERE PATTERNS WHICH ARE COMMON TO THE
SW»?MflT,VE SCH°” «“ INITIA-ENGLAND?
dilution Raided as, a RuuJU 06 HASP’* National n , 0 „ io7z ia. u
tfosimation pzAtaintng to aJUejmatlve. tdioofA ?
7 !“ 74 ‘ How 4W"
»!*** MvmaUvi tduoU tub^uiZy ZZd *°
INTENTION A
To identify the individuals who
native schools in New England.
were instrumental in starting alter-
Method
1 .
2 .
Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 1: "Who were
"-duals instrumental in starting the alternative
Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categorlza
tion of responses. a
Variables
1. Names: In the community/Outside the community.
2 . Positions: In the community/Outside the community.
INTENTION B
To ascertain how initiators identified in communities diffused Infor-
mation pertaining to alternative schools to communities where alter-
native schools were subsequently started.
Method
1. Structured interview with random sample of individuals
identified in communities as initiators of their school.
2. Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
Variables
Specific questions concerning the following:
1. Characteristics of communities where public alternative
schools started.
2. Knowledge sources before entering alternative schools (l.e.,
specific events, books, persons, etc., which have primarily
affected the thinking of initiators).
3. Specific characteristics of initiators.
4. Perceptions of the initiators' views of the initiation stags.
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INTENTION C
alternative schools were subsequently started.
''u "'"uni ties wnere
Method
1 .
2 .
int
!
rv
i
ew with random samP 1e of individuals
tive schools
0 Slde cornmunities
> as initiators of alterna-
Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-tion of responses.
Variables
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
Characteristics of outside initiators of alternatlvt
schools.
Perceptions of outside initiators' views of the alternative
school movement in New England.
Methods utilized to initiate schools in New England.
Knowledge sources before and after entering the alternative
school movement.
Specific events, books, persons, etc., which primarily
affected thinking.
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2: INFORMATION utilized, by programs in new
IF
G
SO
ND
HOW?
INFLUENCE 0N - g°ING program development?
Question Rat&ed
new information
School program?
<U a Retult of NASP'a National Survey 1913-74: Hou) doeApertarn^ng to alternative education influence alternative
INTENTION D
To identify and categorize major operational changes which have
occurred in alternative schools.
Method
1. Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 4a: "Have
major operational changes occurred at your school over the
past two years?"
2. Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
Variables
1. Specifically identified major operational changes which
have occurred over the past two years.
INTENTION E
To identify and categorize specific reasons major changes have
occurred in alternative schools.
Method
1. Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 4b: "If major
operational changes have occurred, what were specific
reasons for these changes?"
2. Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
Variables
1. Specifically identified specific reasons major operational
changes have occurred.
INTENTION F
To identify and categorize which organizations and outside agencies
alternative schools have utilized as sources of new ideas and assis-
tance.
(Continued on next page.)
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Method
1 .
2 .
Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 6: "In thepast year, which of the following organizations or outsideagencies have your alternative school staff StlllJed m
,
s
°Vr?es new ideas and assistance?"
tfon'o? responses*
6 sUtisMcal *r cetegor.za-
Variables
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
INTENTION g
To identify how frequently various organizations and outside agen-
cies have been utilized by alternative school staffs as sources of
new ideas and assistance.
Method
1. Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 6: "In the
past year, which of the following organizations or outside
agencies has your alternative school staff utilized as
sources of new ideas and assistance?"
2. Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
New Schools Exchange, Arkansas.
Center for New Schools, Chicago.
S5nnJi
U
Ai!
0r Options in Public Education, Indiana Unlv.
st^tP rJ J
1b
?
rnabive Schools Program, University of Mass.S a e Education Association.
Local School District.
National Education Association.
American Federation of Teachers.
Regional Network of Alternative Schools.
Phi 1 anthropic Organization--! Is ted.
Uni versity--11sted.
Qther--11sted.
Variables
1. The same twelve listed in Intention F, above.
2. Frequency rates in the following categories:
"Never"
"Once"
"2-4 Times"
"5 or More Times"
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INTENTION H
I.
Method
£n
e
n,!»^-
araC
-
enT ticS of ^t^native schools from answers
fo-
Q
"Uhiriflf
Sectl
°? 11 ' Questions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, S
If'* .
What is the acje of your school?"
^What is the size of your school?"
"What grade levels do you have in your school?"
What percentage of your students are in the following
"uS°n
16S socl °" economic level?" (Low, Middle, High)What percentage of the students in your school come from
"tu
areas? (Rural, Suburban, Urban)
The children who attend this school--are assigned to theschool— have voluntarily chosen the school?"
school?"
ran9e is the annual Per-pupil expenditure at your
Utilize SPSS Programming to generate joint frequency dis-
tribution tables on each of the above parameters for an
alternative school compared with answers to Questionnaire
Section I, Question 4a: "Have major operational changes
occurred at your school over the past two years?
2 .
Variable s
1 . New variables created by cross-tabulation of variables for
each parameter of an alternative school with variables
listed in Intention D.
INTENTION I
To compare characteristics of alternative schools with specific
reasons major operational changes have occurred in alternative
schools.
Method
1. Create characteristics of alternative schools from answers
to Questionnaire Section II, Questions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, &
10 (Listed in Intention H).
2. Utilize SPSS Programming to generate joint frequency dis-
tribution tables on each parameter for an alternative
school compared with answers to Questionnaire Section I,
Question 4b: "If major operational changes have occurred,
what were specific reasons for these changes?"
(Continued on next page.)
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Variables
With variables ?is?ed Inlentfon'e?
<See Intenti °" ">•
INTENTION J
SSSHrS
1
'* 5"^”"”
Method
1 .
2 . Utilize Sg npt10n H f° r speciflc charactersitics listed).
tr bition
P
t^hlp°
9ramiTlln
^
t0 9enerate joint frequency dis-i u ab es on each parameter for an alternative
Q^est on°6-
ar
"Tn
W
jJ
h anS
5f
ers to Quest ionnai re Section I,qu i 6. I the past year, which of the followina or-
school ^taf^uti
v
Si
w
6 a9encies have
^our alternative
9
tance?
,,Staff tlllzed as sources of new ideas and assis-
Variables
1 . New variables created by cross-tabulation of variables foreach parameter of an alternative school (see Intention H),
with variables listed in Intentions F and G.
INTENTION K
i”nrpntinn
a
i
n ho
f.
new idea s.have influenced alternative schools sincencept o from the perceptions of initiators identified in communi-
Method
1. Structured interview with random sample of individuals
identified in communities as initiators of their school.
2. Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
Variables
Specific questions concerning the following:
1. How new information influences alternative school programs.
2. Program development.
3. Initiators' perceptions of the future of the school from
present strengths and weaknesses.
INTENTION L
L°w1ngUnd
n
f™ le Melons’!!??61?“>< a1ter"at1ve schools In
communities.
Perceptions of initiators identified outside
Method
1 .
2 .
identified
1
n,
t
it!Td
eW With
•
andom samp,e of individuals
i?ve school’s?
communities, as initiators of alterna-
Utilize appropriate statistical
tion of responses.
techniques for categoriza-
Variables
1 . Interview questions relevant to how
enced alternative school programs.
new ideas have influ-
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RESEARCH QUESTION 3: DO ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL PROGRAMS IN NEW ENGLAND COM
rIFE ^FORMATION AND PRACTICES TO OTHERS?lr oU
, HOW?
&uUon Ralied oa a Result A/ASP'a National Sivlvzl, 1973-74:
aUejLruUu've
- communicate aUenmtlve school
Hoiv do
concepts
INTENTION M
To itienlify aid categorize what diffusion strategies alternative
othere
eXten<i ‘he 1nf1uence °f Alternative educator, to
Method
1 .
2 .
Variables
1. Provide workshops and institutes.
2. Provide programs or speakers at meetings of local, state,
regional, or national groups.
0
3. Publish and send printed matter.
4. Provide media other than printed matter.
5. Act as an educational demonstration.
6. Provide consultant help.
7. Provide formal training.
8. Provide informal gatherings.
9. Provide speakers to informal or formal groups.
10.
Others— listed.
Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 5: "What dif-fusion strategies do your alternative school staff use to
extend the influence of alternative education to others 7 "
Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-
tion of responses.
INTENTION N
To identify how frequently various diffusion strategies are utilized
by alternative school staff to extend the influence of alternative
school education to others.
Method
1. Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 5: "Indicate
the extent to which your staff has utilized each of the
following diffusion strategies over the past year to popu-
larize your school."
(Continued on next page.)
Variables
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1* pe same listed in Intention M.2
- EWS. 1
Times
,
"5 or More Times".
ISnl 2SI
1
!! 5e
^oS^pS'^S^thS???
1 s with how they COm ‘
Method
2 Utilize sKri10" " f° r Specific cturscterlstlJs lifted)
tr bu«„n
L
m..
3
™
1" 1
"? t0 9enerate Joint frequency dlfl
esSsssags*over the past year to popularize your school." *
Variables
1. New variables created by cross-tabulation of variables foreach parameter of an alternative school (see Intent on S?with variables listed in Intentions M and N
l l0 H)
*
intention
Method
1 .
2 .
Structured interview with random sample of individuals
iRil^I
ln c?Tnities as initiators of their school.Utilize appropriate statistical techniques for categoriza-tion of responses. a
Variables
Specific questions concerning the following:
1. How do alternative school staff communicate alternative
school practices to others.
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INTENTION Q
nativ^school ^concepts ^to*
1
others
e
from'the
SC '100 ^ S
t
l
^
OI,1II1Un ^ Cate a^- r*
identified outside coLunuies ' percep lons °f mitfator®
Method
1 .
2 .
Structured interview
identified, outside
tive schools.
with random sample of individuals
communities, as initiators of alterna=-
«»" rZZll^ StatiSt1ca1 tech"^« categoric.
Variables
1. Interview questions relevant to how established alternativeschools communicate alternative school practices to others.
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““‘Sa^ssaBwaB
iZtZnZZZ,ZZ“Z ZoZi ZXZZZZZZZLf1'
INTENTION R
Jerson"b
t
ec
fLanad teacheT’or ^reltorlnl^^nat?^
"chooK^”
*
Method
1,
2 .
Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 2a* »R»fnM
SS-XJeh o
t
f
a
t
C
h
h
rf^ 1
direCt0r in “
.JET
«» about a,te™«jl^^ors:i t?id^0u(£^n6o;«ra,‘dent 1 fled as before and list any specifics you can recall 1
till
Z
3SJ2SU?*
stat ’ stical tech"'^« Z ctm"-' 1
Variables
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
li.
Workshops and institutes.
Prffiefmanl??
31, State> re9i °nal> or national 9™ups.
Media other than printed matter.
Educational demonstration.
Consultant.
Formal training.
Middle management positions.
Informal gatherings.
Other.
Specifically identified sources.
INTENTION S
been
d
a?n,
f
lH
n
^!te90rif ^ u,'ces of neW which have
tive schools?
P ple became teachers or directors in alterna-
Method
1. Answers to Questionnaire Section I, Question 2b: "Afterbecoming a teacher or director in an alternative school*from which of the following sources have you obtained newinformation about alternative school education?"
(Continued next page.
)
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2. Utilize appropriate stati
tion of responses.
stical techniques for categoriza-
Variables
1- The same as those listed in Intention R.
etcl^wMch have
C
pS“^„e a??ectldP6£LfV? tS 1 books, persons,
alternative schools New IngUnd?
k '" 9 °f d1rect ° rs of
Method
1.
2 .
Se
W
splcf?ic
QU
e
e
ve
t
n?s
nna
bnLs
eCti0n Quest,' on 3: "Wat were
affected your thinking
^otlf^^att^'edu^foE^^^^
1
s
P
p
r
o°„
P
s"s
ate Stat1StiCaI *“*"*"“« for‘categor1za-
Variabl es
1 . Specifically identified events, books, persons, etc.
INTENTION U
professional*
n
expeHence
S
in
r
alternative°schools
POrS °f
Method
1.
tn'bot?nn
P
tahL°
9r
,I,n'in9 t0 generate joint frequency dis-butio bles to compare answers to QuestionnaireSection I, Questions 2a S 2b: "Before becoming a Jeacheror director in an alternative school, from which of thefollowing sources did you obtain information about after-native school education?" and "After becoming a teacher or
fnwinn°cn
ln an ® lternative school, from which of the fol-
g urces have you obtained new information about al-
Que
r
s?fon
Ve
v
Ch
"H
° education? " "ith Questionnaire Section II.ti 3. ow many years have you been professionallyinvolved with alternative schools?" y
Variables
1 . New variables created by cross-tabulation of variableslisted in Intention R with years directors have been pro-fessionally involved with alternative schools.
H
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sources of directorrbefore
0
^^
1
^^^^? S - hools with knowledge
education.
° re and after entenng alternative school
Method
Variables
^«awSSS5SS=«.
elch
v
pa
r
^«:r
c
oi\^^fL
c
r:“r
tabu
J
at
!
0
?
°f *»
With variables ll.SrfNi'StStloSlu
01 (S“ Intentl'°" H)
-
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The chapter answers the four research question through a presenta-
tion and analysis of the data. The questions under consideration are:
ti'aUnn^/^ rnS are common to the ini-
Ena! and? T £
utl 1c alternative schools in Newgl If so, what are they?
2
’
Jew
n
E“q|an
f
d
0n
"?J
1
?„"f?
tni' 2ed
'
b* Programs in
°"'90,n3 Pr°3ra” de‘
3
’
communirati'
Ve SCh
J
01 Pr05 ram: in New Englandc e new information and practices to
4. What outside sources of information and what in-
aUern^Jve'sJK^i^ec^oJs
3
?
t0
The study model presented in Chapter III of the study is used as the
format for the presentation and analysis of data. In the study, question-
naire and interview data are combined to answer the four questions.
Data About Characteristics of
Public Alternative Schools in New England
The following data are presented and analyzed to provide a composite
Picture of the public alternative schools in New England. This informa-
tion furnishes the classification system for the various characteristics
of schools used to answer Research Questions 2, 3, and 4. These are also
the characteristics from Section II of the questionnaire which were
cross-tabulated with the 39 variables of Section I of the questionnaire
to answer various intentions of Research Questions 2, 3 t and 4.
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Tables 5-12 outline these variables.
Of nirertn...
Table 5 (below) displays the number * directors respondjng ^ ^
,uest,onnaire and their years of experience in alternative schools A
mea„ of 4 75 years experience for all, and the fact that 25 or more than
o a directors in New England had five or more years of experi-
ence, indicates a vast accumulation of experience given the short history
Of public alternative schools in this country,
TABLE 5: YEARS OF ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL EXPERIENCE OF DIRECTORS
Number of
Years
Number of
Di reetOfi Per Cent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TOTAL
i
I
7
i
7
i
6
i
41
4.2
10.4
14.6
18.8
14.6
16.7
12.5
4.2
4.2
100.0
•
MEAN * 4,71
MEDIAN
= 4,64
MODE ^ 4s&0
STANDARD DEVIATION = I, Of
—
-——
-•
Table 6 (on Page 101) shows the number of schools and programs in New
England in each age category, since literature indicates the average age
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;;;
a
:
a,
r
ative^ *•
-
- rean age (4 44years) and modal response (5.00 years) indir^t
land are we„ established.
schools ,n New Eng.
TABLE 6: AGE OF SCHOOL
Table 7 (on Pago 102) shows frequencies of the site of school. Twen-
‘ ° r 60 ' 4 ^ CWl °f 8,1 Scll“ ,s 1" England, serve 100 or
fewer students. It appears the schools of New England deliberately focus
° n 3 C,iente,e
' Sf"« the «" *3* of »„ schools in New England
,S 4
;
44 yearS (refer t0 Tab,b appears these schools continue to
remain small throughout their existence.
Table 8 (on Page 102) denotes frequency of schools in each grade
,eve
'' The pub,ic alternative schools of New England follow the national
‘-end With 33 or 68.8 per cent of them established as high schools, and
only 8 or 16.7 per cent established as elementary schools.
TABLE 7: SIZE OF SCHOOL
TABLE 8: GRADE LEVELS IN SCHOOLS
Grade Level
Elementary
Junior High
High School
Junior & High School
Kindergarten to High
TOTAL
Number of
Schools Per Cent
8 16.7
4 8.3
33 68.8
2 4.2
1 2.1
48 100.0
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Table 9 (below) shows the frequency of crh n ischools and the predominant
socio-economic category of students c h ,. Schools of New England are eitherin a predominantly low (19 or 4 ? 9 ,1 42 ' 2 per cent ) »>• "*ddle (21 or 46.7 per
cent, socio-economic category. This inflation end the data in Table
10
;
9a, n$ t ^ * *« People that a, ternative schools exist
only for the suburban-upper-middle-class
students.
TABLE 9: PREDOMINANT SOCIO-ECONOMIC CATEGORY OF STUDENTS
Table ,0 (on Page 104) indicates the predominant location of students
and the number of schools in each category. The public alternative
Schools of New England are either predominantly suburban (20 or 46.8 per
cent) or urban (19 or 40.4 per cent). Schools in New England are defin-
'tely city-based phenomena; the rural areas throughout the six states
evidence little activity in establishing public alternative schools.
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TABLE 10: PREDOMINANT LOCATION OF STUDENTS
a ,e 1, (below) shows 39 or 81.3 per cent of the public alternative
schools in New England select from a poo, of students who volunteer
This method of student selection is direct,, opposite the system
employed by traditional schools.
TABLE 1 1 : HOW STUDENTS ARE SELECTED
Selection
Method
Number of
Per Cent
Assigned
Volunteer
3
39
6.2
Both 81.3
0 12.5
TOTAL 48 100.0
Table ,2 (on Page ,05) shows frequency of schools and annual per
PdPi, expenditure, with 24, or 52.2 per cent of the schools, in the
lower three categories of per-pupil expenditure, we see an indication
that the public alternative schools of New England operate below the
per-pupil expenditure of conventional schools.
TABLE 12: ANNUAL PER-PUPIL EXPENDITURE
Per-Pupil
Expenditure
$ 800 or Less
$ 801 to 1000
$1001 to 1200
$1201 to 1400
$1401 to 1600
$1601 to 1800
$1801 to 2000
Number of
Schools
Frequency
(Per Cent)
15.2
19.6
17.4
19.6
15.2
6.5
6.5
=1
1
This information has shown what the public alternative schools ^
programs in New England are like; it also provides data for answerin,
Research Questions 2, 3, and 4.
Research Question 1
INTENTION A. To ^.dznti^y the. individuate whow inUawmntal in &£&£-
ing otetojmaZivz. AcJioote in Wm England,
Specific names and their order of importance of all initiators la
in section I, Question 7 of the questional
AH of these initiators, representing 48 schools, are perceived by direc-
tors as people in the communities who are most influential in starting
the alternative schools. Positions of initiators are identified In the
question; several types of positions are identified often.
Outside Initiators
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When the study was First conceptualized, it was the Intent of the
r
' 9 ^
' »-
-P- of initiators i dent , fled ^d
;
e
;
tors from
„ere most
starting the schools. Finding hdings, however, negated this intention
Twenty-nine, or 60.4 per cent nf,ii
n
°
311 questionnaires returned, answeredQuestion 1b of the questionnaire ("Please li?t •1 F 6 ls
’ ln order of decreasing
influence, the names and position? n-r +ks of the persons from outside vnnr
community who were most influential in c+ a +•r l starting your alternative school),
none of significance"; gave no ancwpr- « * „s e , or stated places as more impor-
tant than people. The investigator assumes that no answers indicate that
no one outside the community was perceived as an important initiator in
starting the alternative school. Only two names (Robert Mackin. foraer
director of the Rational Alternative Schools Program, and Might Alien
Former dean of the School of Education, University of Massachusetts.
Arnnerst) were identified more than once. This finding strongly indicates
that few outside individuals were responsible for the initiation of
alternative schools in the New England area. From these data, every in-
dention is that public alternative schools in New England are "grass-
roots" ventures generated by people within the communities.
The investigator further corroberated the finding when interviewing
initiators identified In.. the communities.. Only four of the nineteen ini-
tiators interviewed indicated any kind of outside help in starting the
school, in these cases, the only assistance mentioned was consultant
help where the consultant talked about alternative school ideas with the
staff. Even in these cases, the consultant was only on-site a minimal
lo?
number of times and did
school
.
not take part in the actual initiation of the
The finding parallels the only empirical Ha. „P ic data collected nationallyfrom a survey of public alto™*.- > yalternative schools conducted by the Nat, pna ,Alternative Schools Proaram iin-
,
°9™’ * Of Massachusetts
, «er»,
• n a question,
"from what group(s) djd ^
the SCh00
’ — of total schools each group
1. Srhnnl + i _- c oo district staff
<-• Teachers
3. Students
4. Parents
5. Community members
6. University personnel
'
f
d“ca
f
1o"al consultants
o. School board members
51 * 4%
55.1%
32.8%
34.2%
31.6%
6 . 6%
9.2%
16.7%I b /
Outside people such as university personnel (6.6 per Cent) or education*)
consultants (9.2 per cent) are perceived as having little influence in
the impetus for the school.
On another question, "Who was involved in the initial planning of
the school?", we again see minimal outside help in the initial ptanninj
phases of the school: 3
1. School district personnel
Teachers
3. Students
4. Parents
5. Community members
6. University personnel
7. Educational consultants
8. School board members
70 . 4%
76.7%
43.7%
41.7%
40.2%
15.1%
25.0%
17.0%
The present study produces findings which show public alternative
school staffs utilizing universities on an active basis bver the past
year for sources of new ideas or assistance (see Table 11; and Append!*
F
> Tables if to 6F ) . Apparently, in New England, universities are used
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rather than during the initiation stage.
Because of these finding
little sianifi
* ^vestigator decided it would be ofntti g cance to the c+„h„ ^
_ .
^ t0
^yone identified outside
sTTTT^
°“in9
^ontified under thetudy model chapter In were eliminated:
a^de^^unitl^^rll1.".!;0*
|
) r"
iti
f
tors identified
to alternative sHools tr> m
nf?™iatlon pertaining
ti've schools we^^leJSe^J^.where alterna
9
-
’'?eas have
perceptions of initiators ident?^ and from the
nities
.
Certified outside comm.i-
iS^s JlunSe'aM"' e? tab» s '’od alterna-
to others from the DercenH™™
3
*
1
—
Sch °o1 con cePts
fied outside cnmmnnftiJ^ ° f initlators identi-
INTENTION B: To ooaoAtain hooi initiator HmUfiod in cnmmuUu dii-
<u*ed demotion p^tninina to aUvmaUoe. ichooU to com-
omutioo riieae aUomatioz icliooU
-Me iubicquMty
itcuiXzd.
This intention is answered by various questions from the interview
format. Specifically, questions concerning characteristics of communi-
«os.
^^^SO_sources_ used by initiators before entering alternative
sct™'s, aecific Characteristics of initiators, and perceptions of the
initiators 1 views of the initiation stage answer this intention.
from what community do the majority of the tids in your school
Twelve, or 86 per cent of the schools, serve only the students in the
community where they are located: one, or 6.7 per cent of the schools, is
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a regional school servina thr*0 .g ee communities: two 11 5
schools, serve two different r
*
• per cent of the
,
,
.
communities. The 15 public alternative
schools ,n this sample serve exactlv th„y the same clientele as y.
tional public schools in +h
eonven "
in the various conmunities,
is in the hie top,
of fhu .
it a loa
~ 7 t.y. .that
~
Ah analysis1“ r6Vea,S "
-— of communities thal mlgica places for alternative schools to develops The range of re-sponses include a sDertn.mp c ru of comments fmm " 4.U-. - - ^
.
om the commun i ty was actually
"the /
9,Ca
'T ^ “ aUe™tiVe SCh°01 “ *"'* «• • Remark thatcommunity has.always experienced a strong Consciousness Of edu0a=jn always had the reputation of being tops in the education System
t a e, so when the idea of an alternative came along the admin,
ton and others in education were in favor of it." other statements for
Historical factors arp‘
awareness of the needs of a |r§up ef
students that were not being met in the conventional school"! (g) „s
Itberal or radical group in the community advocated the School*! and (3)
"confrontations". There is no particular pattern of response which eduld
e considered significant as a logical factor in a community's history to
Insure the development of a public alternative school, These schools
start because of unique circumstances in each community and for a variety
°f purposes.
fl°>Ld°J2.u. imagine other school s in your community View the sit-,--.
—
i
?ame question for central adminis tration, school jmjfd,
^iiltcOMity, parents, staff, and students in your xrhnni. i fourteen,
on 93.3 per cent of the initiators, indicate other schools either support
no
the™ or have neutral attitudes concerning the™, nth „
suspicious at first and mn
^ SC °° s tend t0 be
TM ,
PPPortive the longer the school existsThirteen, or 86.7 per cent of the initiators, indicate centra,
^
administrations support them. One initiator states.
"The centra! ad •istration has never full, understood the school because it is tfrom if"* 4 j. oo removedr it
, one indicates
"the central ah™- • *
.. h .. , ,
adm,n,stration is only concerned
the legal aspects of things the school attempts
Ten, or 66.7 per cent of the initiators, indicate school boards sup-PO the program, other comments are:
"it „ hard t0 ^ _vative than before" "th0 „ . conser7 are mainly COncerned with keeping the budgetdown—ordered our 1 iterating"
‘Ure
• S°"e l“™ “eir jobs over us", andthey were against us at first."
Responses focused on the community vary among initiators. Eight, „r
Per cent, indicate positive support from the community, other ini-
tiators present statements such as: "it varies",
"doesn't care one way
» r the other", "they are feeling less hostile as we graduate more
Students”,
"a minority of the community sees a need for this", "it's okay
PS Ions as my kid isn't in it", and "it's seen as a threat."
comments concerning other parents vary from "they don't even know we
P-st" to "parents of kids not in the program are trying to put pressure
O" os to get their kid in." Thirteen, or 86.7 per cent of the initiators,
'ndicate there is good parent support from parents of students in the pro-
sram. Only one school indicates "parent support is not helpful at all."
Initiators' comments pertaining to staff from other schools alter-
nate between suspicion and acceptance, six, or 40.0 per cent of the ini-
tiators, cite favorable impressions from other staff members; other
comments Indicate neutrality or suspicion. Negative pri „cjpa ,
from other schoois are cited by five, or 33.3 per cent of the initiators
Fifteen, or ,00 per cent of the initiators, indicate strong support from
their own staff.
initiators often negated to comment on student support for their
schools; however, an interpretation of data indicates that seven, or 46.7
per cent of the initiators state there is good student support of the
program. These data seem to contradict responses to other questions in
the interview which indicate 100 per cent student support of the various
programs. Only one school indicates a drop in attracting students into
their program over the past year.
Some of these public alternative schools have had a “ripple” effect
on the conventional schools in their comities. Seven, or 46.7 per
'
cent of the initiators, indicate their schools have influenced new
methods initiated in conventional schools in their communities.
‘
—
s Pec1'fic ways your alternative sch ool/prooram has affected
Eleven, or 73.3 per cent of the initiators, suggest their
schools have had a positive influence on the communities involved. The
largest positive influence can be categorized as "kids working in the
community" (6 of the 11 initiators cite this). Two initiators indicate
there has been "no influence"' one initiator indicates a "minority of the
community sees a need for the school”; and, one initiator suggests a
negative influence in polarizing people in the community."
I_m interested in finding out what information initiators had about
alternative schools before starting them : for instance, were t,h.r»
events books persons etc
_which primarily affected vour
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thinking about alternative education during this period? Data indicate a
wide range of responses. The most significant information category iden-
tified is an initiator's "own experience", this category was named nine
times. Those initiators with most years of experience (6-7 years) iden-
tify their "own experience" often in their responses. The public alter-
native school movement has a short history, and there was little written
material six or seven years ago.
Reading was mentioned nine times; however, specific books or authors
were only identified in three instances. The books: Open Classroom ,
Society in Schools
, Summerhill ; and the authors: Holt, Silberman, and
Illich, belong to the genre of "romantic" literature written about alter-
natives cited in Chapter II of the study. The Parkway Program in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania and the Metro Program in Chicago, Illinois are
pioneers among public alternatives. These two programs are cited as in-
fluential information sources in the question and are mentioned several
times throughout the study. Specific people identified as influential,
including Pope John, John Kennedy, Senator Taft, John Holt, Martin Buber,
and Preston Wilcox, provide a wide range of differing philosophies that
have influenced the initiators of public alternative schools in New Eng-
land.
How long have you lived in the community? Data suggest longevity of
residence in a community is a significant characteristic of initiators of
public alternative schools in New England. In only three, or 20.0 per
cent of the schools, did the prime initiator move to the community the
same year he/she began advocating the school; however, even in these
schools, data indicate the prime initiator had assistance from other
initiators who had lived in the community for a length of time. Two of
these three initiators are no longer with the school system.
How
.
many years have you been involved with alternative education?
With ten, or 66.7 per cent of the initiators having five or more years ©f
experience, data indicate the initiators of New England public alterna-
tive schools have accumulated extensive years of experience in alterna-
tive education. Since the beginning of public alternative schools in
this country can be traced historically to the years 1968-69, the speci-
fic initiators interviewed in the study would be considered significantly
experienced with alternative education.
Has your role in the school changed since it opened its doors?
Eleven, or 73.3 per cent of the initiators, state they have experienced
role changes. Of these, the largest category is a role change where the
initiator now handles fewer responsibilities in maintaining the total
project than before, from "a doer of everything to more administrative*
(five, or 33.3 per cent). Only four, or 26.7 per cent of the initiators*
have not undergone role changes. The prime initiators are no longer with
the alternative school in five instances.
To what extent are you involved in community affairs ? Nine* or SO.0
per cent of the initiators, are involved in community affairs* Si** or
40.0 per cent, indicate they are not involved. However, most Of this in-
volvement is a result of the school's thrust toward community activities
for students; eight, or 53.3 per cent of the initiators, state they are
involved in the community because of their schools. Church work is Cited
by three of the initiators; however, no other category is identified.
Has your thinking changed about alternative school education from
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opening
,
day to today
.? Thirteen, or 86.7 per cent of the initiators,
specified that their thinking has changed. Only one initiator indicates
he "would not do One thing differently." Responses which appear most
frequently can be interpreted as a change in the thinking of initiators
towards offering "multiple" or different types of alternatives; seven, or
46.7 per cent, indicate there should be more than one kind of alternative
school in a community. This suggests a change in thinking, from a feeling
of "we" are offering the one "true" alternative to a realization that
other modes Of meeting student needs must be established in communities.
Other responses were directed at "setting more standards or the ability
to define what you are better"; this is stated by six, or 40.0 per cent
of the directors. Fifteen, or 100,0 per cent, favored continuing ideas
generated by public alternative schools.
Where di d the idea for an alternative school in this community come?
—
the idea of an alternative school began to develop what other persons ,
organizations. Or groups in your community joined you in feeling that an
Lite, native school/program was needed? How did this joining of forces
come about (methods utilized)? Is this approximately the order? The
public alternative schools of New England have been started in a variety
of situations-. 'While the range of response is wide, patterns can be dis-
cerned. lb fifteen, or 106,6 per cent of the schools, either a single
person or a small core group Of concerned people have been the motivating
force leading to the establ ishment of the school. These small groups
vary in make-up; however* in fifteen, or 100.0 per cent of the schools,
they involved people such as teachers, students, and parents who would be
directly involved in the process and direction of the school. In only
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one, or 6.7 per cent of the schools, was the statement made the "people
really didn't like us, so there were none that joined us."
School personnel rather than community people are the usual prime
initiators (thirteen, or 86.7 per cent); two, or 13.3 per cent of the
schools, were totally initiated by parents or community people. However,
community people, parents, and students were cited in seven, or 46.7 per
cent of the schools, as members of the core group of initiators.
Two methods are used most frequently to get others involved in the
initiation process: first, there are constant meetings where the core
group plans strategies for the school; and second, the core group con-
tacts others in the community for their support either through direct con-
tact or public relations through the newspaper. A formal joining of
forces throughout the community does not usually occur.
Did you use any person, organizations, or groups outside your commu-
nity to support the idea of an alternative school in your community?
Eight, or 53.3 per cent of the initiators, state there was no outside
help in supporting the idea of an alternative school in the community.
Only four, or 26.7 per cent of the initiators, cite specific names of
people or organizations which gave actual support during the initiation
phase. Title III funds were utilized by four, or 26.7 per cent of the
schools. Outside assistance has been more in the context of idea help
rather than actual process help with the initiation of the school. No
Particular outside person, organization, or group in New England has been
responsible for the development of these schools. The University of
Massachusetts and the Institute for Open Education of Newton College were
cited twice as giving assistance to these schools. Visitations to other
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schools, the Parkway Program in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (John Bremmer,
former director), and the Metro Program in Chicago, Illinois were men-
tioned several times as influential.
What were the most difficult facto rs you faced when attempting to
initiate the idea of an alte rnative school in your community ? Responses
varied from no difficult factors encountered to a variety of difficult
factors. Two factors were most frequently cited as difficult: (1) an
image problem and (2) a conservative school system or community. When
the image problem and the conservative school system or community respon-
ses are combined into one category, then these together were noted by
eight, or 53. 3.per cent of the schools, as most difficult factors.
Because they tend to be related, combining these two categories is not un-
realistic. Schools with image problems were seen by their communities as
havens for dropouts and drug users. Comments such as this reflect conser-
vative elements within communities.
Wha t is the approximate time span from first initiation of the idea
to_ establish an alternative school to actual opening of the doors? Did
the original conception of the school change from inception to opening?
The range of response for planning time spans a period from a low of
three to four weeks to a high of three years. The school that was planned
in a three to four week time frame was the only school in the sample with
massive outside help during the initiation stage. This school was totally
run by University of Massachusetts graduate interns, so all personnel in
the school were brought in from outside the community. It is also a
school which later experienced many problems with the communities involved,
and the program was reduced because of these problems. It presently
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exists, however, on a much smaller scale than when initiated.
With a mean planning time of one year, three months for all of the
schools in this sample, the public alternative schools of New England
appear to have been well thought out by the participants in the various
communities.
Seven, or 46.7 per cent of the initiators, state the original con-
ception of the school changed from inception to opening, there is no
significant pattern of response for these changes; each plan was altered
because of unique circumstances in the communities involved, flghtj Or
53.3 per cent of the initiators, state the original conception remained
the same. Three of these initiators report there was no initial
‘
concep-
tion of what the school was supposed to be; it developed as planning pro-
gressed.
—
s
-
there a Panning phase for informing staff? (Also parents and
sjtudents
.
_
)—Methods utilized ? The range of response varies from the
staff meeting one week before the school opened to a full year of Staff
planning time. The school which had only a week's planning for Staff
suffered under peculiar circumstances, because a new Superintendent had
to be hired for the school system before the staff could be hired. Jn
fifteen, or 100.0 per cent of the schools, meetings or workshops were the
methods used to inform staff. Two schools were planned by the Staff on a
Part-time basis while away from their full-time jobs.
Student involvement in planning varied. The range of responses Span
comments from no involvement to paying students for participation In the
Planning workshops. Two schools were planned by parents for a length of
time before staff were hired; one school had assistance from ah outside
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institute (Institute for Open Education, Newton College); one school had
graduate students aiding the initiation stage; however, thirteen, or 86.7
per cent of the schools, were planned hy members in the community who
would be directly involved in the functioning of the school. In fifteen,
or 100.0 per cent of the schools, either students or parents were involved
in some phase of planning with the staff of the school.
In_thinking about this init iation stage, what would you do different-
ly if you had it to do over again? Ten, or 66.7 per cent of the initia-
tors, state they would do things differently during the initiation stage
if they had it to do over again. Comments vary depending on the specific
situation. No particular pattern of response exists; however, several
key phrases delineate the responses: (1) "work faster", (2) "not rely on
outside help", (3) "less political grief", (4) "more staff development",
(5) document better", and (6) "start with one director only*. One
comment appearing consistently is interpreted as a statement by initia-
tors indicating that they would start more slowly and develop more slowly.
INTENTION C: To ascertain how initiators identified outside communities
disused information pertaining to alternative schools to
communities where alternative schools were subseguentl^f
started.
This intention was eliminated because of findings from ifche data.
(See Intention A.)
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Summary
In summary. Research Question 1 uncovered various patterns of initi-
ation for the public alternative schools of New England. These schools
are grass-roots ventures initiated by members within rather than from
outside communities. Teacher, parent, and student involvement during the
initiation stages have been of critical importance to the beginning
phases. These schools serve the same student population as conventional
schools in the various communities. No particular pattern of historical
factors has been critical to the initiation of public alternative schools
in New England.
Other schools in the communities, central administrators, and school
boards offer positive support to these programs. Community support is
positive; however, it is not as reinforcing as the groups previously
cited. Support from other parents in the communities varies; however,
parent backing of students in the schools and the students themselves
offer strong positive reinforcement. Some public alternative schools
have influenced the practices of conventional schools, and most of the
schools have had positive influences on the varous communities.
Initiators have been mostly influenced from their own experience and
reading before entering alternative education. Before starting public
alternative schools, the majority of initiators in New England lived or
worked in their communities for a long time. Role changes have been fre-
quent for initiators, most of them have experienced a reduction of total
responsibility for the school as other participants become more experi-
enced. Because of public alternative schools' emphasis on community
learning experiences for students, the majority of initiators are involved
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in community affairs. The majority of initiators have experienced changes
in thinking since their schools opened. Offering more alternatives and
setting more standards or defining what the school does best were the
most frequently mentioned changes in thinking. There is strong support
among initiators for continuing the ideas initiated by public alternative
schools.
These schools have all been started by one individual or a small
core group comprised of teachers, students, or parents who will be direc-
tly involved in the schools. School personnel rather than community
people were the usual prime initiators; however, community people are
usually members of the core group of initiators. Public alternative
schools in New England have been started by constant meetings with the
core group. The core group then contacts others in the communities for
support of the programs; however, a formal joining of the various groups
in the communities does not usually occur. There has been minimal outside
help in the initiation stages of public alternative schools in New England,
Within communities, initiators' most difficult factors encountered during
the initiation phases have been image problems and a conservative school
system or community. The majority of these schools have been planned in
constant meetings or workshops for over a year by staff. In all schools,
either students or parents have been involved in this planning process.
Research Question 2
The following paragraphs present and analyze data about four inten-
tions;
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intention D : To identify and categorize major oper-
ational changes which have occurred in alternative
s chools.
Int ention E : To identify and categorize specific
reasons major changes have occurred in alternative
schools.
Intention H : To compare characteristics of alterna-
tive schools with major operational changes whichhave occurred in alternative schools.
Intention I: To compare characteristics of alterna-
tive schools with specific reasons major operational
changes have occurred in alternative schools.
Thirty-four, or 70.8 per cent of the public alternative schools in
New England, have experienced major operational changes in the past two
years. These schools appear to be in a state of constant change, conti-
nually learning and growing. A similar study conducted within conven-
tional schools would produce a much smaller figure for change. A total
of 86 changes were identified. Table 13 (shown on Page 122) indicates
the position and frequency of response for each individual considered
most influential in bringing about the changes.
TABLE 13: POSITION OF I NDI V I DUAL ( S ) CONSIDERED MOST
INFLUENTIAL IN BRINGING ABOUT THE CHANGE
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Position
Administrator Only
Teacher Only
Student Only
Other
Administrator, Teacher
Teacher, Student
Administrator, Teacher, Student
Administrator, Other
27
14
6
5
14
11
6
3
31.4
16.3
7.0
5.8
16.3
12.8
7.0
3.5
TOTAL 86 100.0
Combining various categories shows administrators were influential
in initiating 58.2 per cent of all major changes; 52.4 per cent had
teacher influence, and 26.8 per cent had student influence. The unique
nature of decision-making found in alternative schools is evident in the
latter two categories. Rarely in conventional schools would teachers and
students be identified as most influential in bringing about major changes.
Table 14 (on Page 123) portrays seven characteristics of alternative
schools of interest cross-tabulated with the variable, the occurrence of
major changes during the past two years of operation. Data obtained indl-
cate that major changes are fairly consistent throughout all categories
of schools in the study. Therefore, the investigator decided to use only
one category (age of school) to cross-tabulate with specific major changes
and reasons for the changes. Since the investigator's intention was to
scrutinize changes over time, the age of the school was the logical cate-
gory to cross-tabulate.
TABLE
14:
CHARACTERISTICS
OF
SCHOOLS
CROSS-TABULATED
BY
WHETHER
MAJOR
CHANGES
HAVE
OCCURRED
IN
THE
PAST
TWO
YEARS
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An analysis of the 86 changes identified indicates that sixty-one,
or 70.7 per cent can be divided into the following five categories: (1)
curriculum changes-20. or 23. 3 per cent; (2) governance changes-19. or
22.1 per cent; (3) scheduling procedure changes—8, or 9.1 per cent; (4)
admittance or selection process changes-7, or 8.1 per cent. These cate-
gories are consistent throughout the various ages of schools. The age of
an alternative school in New England is not a significant factor in the
type or number of changes occurring; however, data indicate there are few
similar types of change which occur no matter what the age of school.
One category which appears frequently throughout the data is: "to incor-
porate basic skills back into the programs." Parents and school conrnit-
tees often instigate this emphasis on basic skills; however, a surprising
number of responses indicate students have asked for an increase of
"school type" activities. Curriculum offerings are also being expanded
in many of the schools; data indicate that alternative school participants
are learning more and more about the ways students learn best. Again,
these changes indicate alternative school participants are willing to
keep constantly changing, growing, and learning. The five categories pre-
viously identified emerged as the most significant areas of change in the
public alternative schools of New England no matter what the age of the
school
.
Specific reasons for the changes obviously focus on the five categor-
ies. A consistent finding among reasons offered is an apparent willing-
ness to constantly experiment with and encounter new methods of learning;
Participants are unremitting in their willingness to learn from mistakes.
Specific reasons for change offered are diverse; however, ten prominent
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categories which emerge are: (1) politic.! survival; (2) parent pressure;
(3) school committee pressure; (4) Internal strife; (5) teacher "bum
out"; (6) student pressure; (7) change of leadership; (8) pressure for
expansion; (9) constant experimentation with scheduling, curriculum, and
decision-making (governance) procedures; and, (10) pressure as to which
students should be admitted into alternative programs. In the opinion of
the investigator, the most interesting reason stated by a director for
change is: "Now I see the secret of making the best persons. It Is to
grow in the open air, and to eat and sleep with the earth-Halt Whitman.-
This quotation is a summation of the “uniqueness" represented by public
alternative schools; it points out in poetic fashion their basic thrust
towards experimentation and change to discover the best possible methods
of learning for students.
The following paragraphs present and analyze data about three inten-
t i ons
:
T
? ^
entify ?nd categorize which organ-izations and outside agencies alternative schools
nave utilized as sources of new ideas and assistance.
Intention G: To identify how frequently various or-ganizations and outside agencies have been utilized
y alternative school staff as sources of new ideas
and assistance.
Intention j : j0 compare characteristics of alterna-
tive schools with organizations or outside agencies
alternative school staffs have utilized as sources of
new ideas and assistance.
Table 15 (on Page 126) presents data for Intentions F and G. Respon-
ses for this table were coded in the computer as follows: 1 = (Never);
2 = (Once); 3 = (2 to 4 Times); and, 4 = (5 or More Times). An analysis
° f the means, modal responses and standard deviations for each of the
IDENTIFICATION
OF
ORGANIZATIONS
AND
OUTSIDE
AGENCIES
AND
FREQUENCY
OF
USE
OVER
THE
PAST
YEAR
CQ
<
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various organizations and outside agencies, indicates the majority of
these are used minimally by the public alternative schools of New England.
The National Alternative Schools Program, based at the School of Educa-
tion, University of Massachusetts in Amherst, has been the most utilized
organization with thirty-one, or 64.6 per cent of the schools, indicating
responses in the "2 to 4" and "5 or More" categories of use over the
past year. Of course, this information is somewhat biased, because the
investigator represented the National Alternative Schools Program (NASP)
in his questionnaire letter to respondents, and NASP is located in this
region. However, the level of response signifies more use by schools
than these biases represent. Universities (twenty-four, or 50.0 per
cent) and Local School Districts (twenty- three, or 48 per cent) are the
only other organizations or outside agencies used on a fairly active
basis. National teacher organizations are utilized the least by public
alternative schools in New England (AFT-44, or 91.7 per cent; and NEA-
39, or 81.3 per cent Never" used). Philanthropic organizations (42, or
87.5 per cent) and the New Schools Exchange in Arkansas (39, or 81.3 per
cent) are also infrequently employed as sources of new ideas or assis-
tance. A surprising finding is the lack of use of the only other
national organizations (besides NASP) representing public alternative
schools: the Consortium for Options in Public Education of Indiana
University—35, or 72.9 per cent "Never" used; and the Center for New
Schools in Chicago, Illinois-37, or 77.1 per cent "Never" used.
Respondents were also asked to list specific written responses in
the
"Philanthropic", "University", and "Other" categories, Specific
"Philanthropic" sources cited were: (1) NEPTE; (2) Philbrook Foundation;
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(3) Dimock Street Pre-School; and, (4) Ed Yeoman's Organization.
"Other"
sources identified were: („ Newsletters/mailing
„sts; (2) an appren-
ticeship program at the junior high school level and use of the ammUy
regularly; (3) Education Solutions; (4) Center for the Environment of
Han; (5) All other alternatives-constant networking; (6) "Most folks
don't know as much as we've already learned or as much as sources con-
suited above, (7) Experts in the community; (8) EOCO, EDC; (9) ERIC,
State Department of Vocational Education; and (10) Edcentric Magazine,
Other alternative schools. There were twenty-three different "Universf-
ties" identified; of those, the University of Massachusetts in Amherst
was cited eight times; Boston University, four times; Lesley College, two
times; Harvard, five times; and Boston State, two times.
These findings indicate public alternative schools of New England
look to organizations in their Immediate area for new information or
assistance rather than to national organizations. An exception to this
pattern would be the National Alternative Schools Program (NASP).
Appendix F displays Tables IF to 6F and presents data for Intention
j. These tables show relationships between the various characteristics
of public alternative schools on the one hand with organizations or out-
side agencies used as sources of new ideas and assistance on the other,
the investigator opted to identify responses in the "2-4 Times" and the
5 or More Times" categories as active and very active use of organisa-
tions or outside agencies over the past year. These categories were then
combined for presentation and analysis of data in the six tables. The
following abbreviations are used for the organizations in all tables!
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NSE
CNS
CONS
NASP
SEA
LSD
NEA
AFT
NET
PHIL
UNIV
New Schools Exchange
: Center for New Schools
National ^fll
+° r Options in Public Education
A1 ternati ve Schools ProgramState Education Association
Local School District
National Education Association
American Federation of Teachers
Regional Network of Alternative Schools
Philanthropic Organization
University
Table IF in Appendix F reports age of school cross-tabulated by or-
ganizations and outside agencies utilized as sources of new ideas and
assistance over the past year. National Alternative Schools Program re-
sources have been frequently used by personnel from alternative schools
of all ages. Local School District resources were also used frequently
across most categories; however, three-year, six-year, and seven-year
schools differ substantially from other age levels in this category.
Throughout the six states, no state education association was perceived
as having been an active, useful source of new ideas or assistance for
alternative schools.
Table 2F in Appendix F indicates size of school cross-tabulated by
organizations and outside agencies used as sources of new ideas and
assistance over the past year. Again, this table shows only sporadic
active use of most organizations; NASP, local school districts, and uni-
versities show the most active use throughout the various categories.
Although numbers of schools in the categories vary, those in the "151-200"
student category used local school districts (five, or 71.4 per cent) and
universities (five, or 71.4 per cent) substantially more than the "0-50"
student category.
Table 3F in Appendix F displays grade levels in the school
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cross-tabulated by organizations and outside aaenripc ab a g c es used as sources of
new ideas and assistance over thp
r , .
' P3St year
' Elementary schools f„ New
England use enigersU.es most freguently (five, or 62 . 5 per^ Jh
*'“ Ut,HZe NA$P ^ ««*<*, on an active basis (four, 0r
50.0 per cent,. The four Junior high schools in the study show Httle
dctivG use in cinv of th& •categories, except for MSP (two, or 50.0 per
cent). High schools show a few schools using each organization or out-
side agency. Given the large number of schools in this category, chance
P0SS ’ b,y aCC°Unt f° r th1s distribution. The extreme lach of use of
state education associations (NEA and AFT) is consistent across categor-
Table 4F i„ Appendix F displays predominant socio-economic character-
istics of students cross-tabulated by organizations and outside agencies
sources of new ideas and assistance over the past year. This
table, as others, is consistent in its portrayal of minimal use of most
organizations and outside agencies across categories. Low and Middle
socio-economic characteristics serve as the best sources for analysis and
comparison because each of the characteristics show uniform use across
the various organizations and outside agencies. This uniformity suggests
the predominant socio-economic characteristic of students in a school has
little to do with what organizations are utilized by public alternative
school participants in their search for new ideas. However, these two
characteristics do differ substantially in their use of local school dis-
tricts for new ideas or assistance (low socio-economic schools-fifteen,
or 78.9 per cent; middle socio-economic schools-six, or 28.5 per cent).
Table 5F in Appendix F conveys predominant location of students
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cross-tabulated by organizations and outside agencies used as sources of
now Ideas and assistance over the past year. this Instance, suburban
and urban schools serve as the best sources for comparison and analysis
for reasons similar to those mentioned above. There are differences In
frequency across each, however. Urban alternative schools In New England
have utilized the New Schools Exchange In Kansas, state education
associations, and local school districts more than suburban schools; sub-
urban schools have used NASP more frequently than urban schools. Table
5F is basically similar to other tables presented In this section the
patterns of use of NASP. local school districts, and universities through-
out characteristics.
Table 6F In Appendix F shows annua, per-pup„ expenditure cross-tabu-
lated by organizations and outside agencies used over the past year as
sources of new ideas or assistance. Again, NASP, local school districts,
and universities are the most frequently consulted sources for new ideas
throughout characteristics. Schools in the "$80,-1000" characteristic
have utilized NASP less frequently than other characteristics in the past
fear. Schools in the "$,20,-1400" characteristic use local school dis-
tricts substantially less frequently than other characteritics.
INTENTION J. To aieeJitain how new iieai have in(taenced alternative
sahooli tinee Inception (Jwm the peJieepUont. o{ MMMou
idenCc^ied in communities.
This intention is answered by various questions from the interview
format. Specifically, questions concerning how new information influ,
ences alternative school programs, program development
, and initiators'
Perceptions of the future of the school from present strengths and
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weaknesses, answer this intention.
from inside nr „
y -°"- SCh°01
Fifteen, or ,00.0 per cent of the
schools, have been influenced by inside Infnrwy information. Comments indicate
all of these programs are dynamic oraanl 7at<„„r7 g iz ions, constantly learning from
,nd being influenced by 1nside fnfomat)on from a^
Comments suggest these schools are continuously changing. Five directors
indicate more structure has been hum into the programs. Curriculum
changes and organizational changes are identified by ten, or 66.7 per
cent of the initiators. Responses indicate a„ programs have undergone
Changes unique to each situation. This constant state of change is best
exemplified from comments of two of the initiators,
-Each time you change
a staff member, you change the program", and "Every day we have started
“ ,th 50 ”a "y tM "9S and cha"9ed things continually after we have given
them a fair try."
Outside information has not exerted as much influence upon these
programs as inside sources. Ten. or 66.7 per cent of the initiators cited
outside information sources. Of the sources identified, literature or
reading is identified by six of the initiators as important, this is the
only category cited more than once. Other outside sources identified are,
"community people"; "conferences";
"other alternative education people";
"consultants";
"outside evaluation team"' and "student teachers from many
universities." Because of Its alternative nature, one school receives
outside assistance from others in the conmunlty who are writing grants and
a location, for experimental purposes, to secure the grant. Two ini-
tiators suggest outside information had little influence on their programs.
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,
with , ts
faci , iti„ „, >h „
in the school
same as when it was^first^tgrted? Eleven, or 73.3 per cent of the
schools, have increased the size of the faculty since the school was
started; three schools have retained the same size faculty; only one
school has decreased the size of fsn.n-w Tu-ulty. This particular school was the
only one in the sample with an side organization (University of Massa-
chusetts graduate interns) directing its p ro gram. It experienced politi-
cal tu™„ and the total program was decreased. These findings are a
clear indication of the success and expansion of p„t,i c alternative
schools in New England.
Nine, or 60.0 per cent of the schools, have increased their student
enrollments; three have remained the same size; and two have decreased
enrollments. Further, data indicate that each school with a decreased
enrollment experienced political difficulties. Again, expanding stutat
enrollments may indicate acceptance of these schools in the majority .f
cities in New England.
With just an inflationary increase each year, thirteen, or u.l per
cent of the schools, have maintained the same budget.. ntU Ml ms
cited several times in the data as an extra funding source; however,
majority of these programs have operated at or below the budget
-of ®sn-
ventional programs in the same cities; only one program delator stew
‘hat her school budget increased because of Titie III funding.. I* ata,
appears Title III funds have been most frequently used for dissemimMiam
Poses as opposed to basic operational expenses for the schools-
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PUMiC aUernat ’' Ve SCh°° ,S 1n N» island often change their facili-
t,6S
-
.
S,
'
rCe
- «-7 Per cent of the pnograms,
have either moved or altprpH .e ed the existing structure. One school has been
in three different buildings.
Eight, or 53.3 per cent of the schools, have experienced grade level
changes throughout their existence. Of these, six have increased the
grade levels served, and two have decreased grade levels. This finding
provides further evidence to support the generalisation that public al-
ternative schools are continuously changing, growing , dynamic
tions.
toward it. eon.
Three categories appear as the significant
responses: (1) ten, or 66.7 per cent of the initiators, suggest tht
school's strength stems from evidence of "success" of the program either
from its graduates" or from the improved "attitudes" of students! (I)
Six, or 40.0 per cent, indicate involvement in the process of the school
and backing by various groups such as "parents", "staff",
"students”, and
"community members" are a basic strength of the school; and, (3) four, or
per cent of the initiators, signify an important strength can he
found in the "openness", "humanistic attitude", and "bending to UCNM.
date all kinds of students needs" of the school. As Chapter It ef this
study pointed out, public alternative schools are unique forms ef iiihevs^
tion in education, and the findings cited above provide evidence that it
this very uniqueness" of participant involvement and open, humane
attitude which contributes to the success of these programs.
Hhat_ weaknesses of the school do you think threaten it, aviatx.xxa
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«o particular category is dominant among the responses. Data suggest
weaknesses in public alternative schools in New England are unigue within
each community. The "poor economv" nry o failure to generate enough funds"
1$ CUed ^ f° Ur> °r 26 * 7 per cent of schools, and becoming
"compla-
cent" or "taking the program for granted" is mentioned in two, or 13.3
per cent of the schools, as a weakness, other examples which convey the
variety of responses include: (,) "overbalanced with students that need
help
, "kids could hurt the imaap" anri »;l ge
» and ^ the minds of people it's
St,„ a tenU0US kind 0f (2) "haven't attracted the numbers be-
cause we aren't all things to all people"; (3) "if a kid is coming in and
doing nothing, this is a cop-out"; (4) "sometimes we just erase the symp-
toms and not the underlying problem"; ( 5 ) “needs for program are not
ordinary so staff cannot be normal"; ( 6 ) »„e have individuals and diverse
personalities, can't become convergent yet, can't divide too much either";
( 7 ) “natural inclination to think it has al, the answers-the learning
theory has all the answers'
“; (8) "pressures being brought on schools in
general-criticism about not teaching the basic skills— that and the
economy can pose a threat on any school"; (8) "inability to document
effectively all the things that we have done"; and. ( 9 ) "whether students,
as society is, become apathetic and won't even venture to get Into the
alternative thing can be a threat."
NTENTION L. To ascertain how new idea* have influenced alternative
schools New Englwid from the perception* of initiator*
identified outride communities.
This intention was eliminated because of findings from the data (see
intention A).
S ummary
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In summary, results from Research Question 2 conveyed how new infor-
"’0" °"'90i "9 Pr°9r“ in the puh,ic alternative
enced major changes in the past two years tw u. These changes most frequently
-e hee„ initiated hy administrators; however, teachers and students
have often been involved in launching changes. The majority of changes
can be divided into five categories: (!) curriculum changes; (2 ) gover-
nance changes; (3, scheduling procedures changes; (4, admittance or selec-
tion process changes; and, (5) expansion changes. Public alternative
schools m New England experienced changes irregardless of the age of the
school.
Most organizations and outside agencies have been used mi„i ra ,,y as
rces of new ideas or assistance. Local resources in the immediate area
were consulted more than outside sources. The National Alternative
Schools Program (NASP) at the University of Massachusetts in «,erst
universities, and local school districts are the most freguently cited
sources of new ideas or assistance. National teacher organizations like
flFT and NEA are used least for new ideas about alternative education.
NASP was actively used throughout the various ages of schools; use
of local school districts also followed this pattern. Surprisingly,
„0
state education agencies in the six state areas were considered a signifi-
cant source of information for new ideas or assistance. Throughout the
various characteristics of sizes of schools, NASP, local school districts,
and universities were used most frequently. Elementary schools used uni-
versities most frequently. High schools used NASP, universities, and
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local school districts repeatedly.
Except for local school districts crh n i
i . ....
’
c 00 s attracting predominantlylow and middle class student*s d, splay consistent use of all organizations
P$ " ' 0Cal SCh°°'
often than middle socto-
s e education associations and local school districts
.ore than suhur-
° an SC °° $ ‘ SU5Urban SCh °0lS USed NASP more frequently than urban
schools. NASP, local school districts ,nd • , ,a nc , a universities also were the
most commonly consulted sources armce hacross characteristics of annual per-puptl
expenditures for students.
Initiators indicated that all of the schools or program have been
* * "eK ins1de inf°™ ti0" ; however, outside information has no,
>een as influential in changing the programs. Most of the schools have
increased the size of their faculties and student enrollments. Budgets
only increased to meet the level of inflation each year; Title III funds
have heen available for dissemination purposes in several schools. The
majority of schools have changed facilities throughout their development.
levels of students in the schools have changed since initiation in
over 50.0 per cent of the schools.
The strengths of schools that contribute toward their continuation
C3n be diVided int° **"• categories: ( 1 ) the evidence of success of the
Program;
( 2 ) the support of groups such as parents, staff, students, and
ornmunity members; and, (3) the open, humanistic attitudes of the schools.
Weaknesses that threaten the schools' existence were unique for each
p Cific community; however, some of the very strengths that made these
scbods successful also contributed towards their weaknesses.
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Research Question g
The following paragraphs present and analyse data about three loten-
1
1
ons
«
sTon^s^ratevgi es°al ternatfve^s
What dfff“-
tend the Inll^ra^^ioTt.^^
^^h^slrategles^are^tn Ized^b^it*^ W,ous d"‘
staff to extend Ihe ?„n^n« of^J “ SCh<>0,
education to others.
f alternat1ve school
Table
,6 (Shown on Page 139) presents data for Intentions M and N
Responses for this table were coded In the computer as: 1 . ( Never);
2 * (Once); 3 - (2 to 4 Times); and, 4 • (5 or More Times). An analysis
of the means, modal responses and standard deviations for each of the
various diffusion strategies Indicates that two diffusion strategies
emerge as very actively used over the past year (5 or More Times).
Thirty-seven, or 77.1 per cent of the public alternative schools In New
England, have acted as educational demonstrations (i.e., allow visita-
tions on a regular basis), and thirty-three, or 68.8 per cent of these
schoo.s, have published and sent printed matter to others. This Informa-
tion suggests the innovation is in constant view of others, and that
t'ternative school staffs write extensively about the innovation and use
the postal service as a communication networking and dissemination tool.
In combining the active (2 to 4 Times) and very active (5 or More

MO
active status by oveTsYo^e^
^ bee" emp,0J'ed <" a"
— - an zt "hoMs in the past^
-
nesponse, and this occurs i 0 h
*"^^ **—
n over 50.0 ner e-a** a* t"
€e”t of tho schools ift eae-h
communication strategy.
Providing informal gatherings (tMftv-wi* >
, .
' y of 64.6 pef centli ftp-avri-ding programs or speakers at meetings of local sr t ,
. . -
y ' , ta e, regional. Of
na lona groups (twenty-nine, or 60.5 pef cent)- p r
(twenty-nine, or 60.5 per cent) - and
"
*
.
,
nnt , a, providing speakers to Informal |rformal groups (twenty-nine, or 60 5 per centl n- ,
an active to very active ha •
‘ been employes on
the past year.
^ "** ° f S“M,S »»
The "Never" category shows twenty, or 4U per cent of the schoolsdo not provide formal training. This aobearss pp to be in direct contrast
^ active nature of these schools as educational demons, rations.
The information provided above documents that public alternative
«hou, participants in New England are actively Communicating their inno-
vation to others.
Respondents were also asked to list "other" diffusion stfategie,
which were not part of the investigator's Categories. Specific sources
cited are: (,) "shared NEPTE grant with Newton {allege Prog* fir
Teacher Prep i„ Open Education";
( 2 ) "speaker for Classes of teachers at
ndgewater state College"; (3) “Newspaper articles"; (4) "Through being
ten about
, (5) Do extensive teacher education work with regional
schools of education"; (5) "Provide help to Communities"; ({)
PUb1
’ C relations
> "«« ^dia, peers-informatioh dissemination to schools,
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and community information ^ •y r sharing sessions";
( 7 )
"
Be nart of a
widp rhflin fo 1 ' P ^ of a nation-e chain for moral education"- (81 -Poiu- , •
P R «. / 0 \ „n . ,
’ kicking and through informal
r*K.
, (9; Our feelina i<; that „ u
each program should be as indigenously
conceived and operated as much as possible The „
. .
o
i
. problem with diffusion
sometimes is that people try to re-create a nr7 C program somwhere else wherethe conditions and people are nnt tho
maii » on,
^
1 "f0r-
y 1 00, Exchange with teachers from other Newton schools, be active
" <™„ta, activities at Newton High, and delegate at administra-
ors meetings at Newton High"; and mi "fl cy , a, (MJ A support group called
,
of Alternative Education (FATE, has meetings, puts out news re-
eases and raises issues in the community." No particular category
emerges consistently; however, the responses provide interesting data for
comparing how some directors interpret some of their diffusion strategies
at not fitting" into the nine categories identified by the investigator.
Tables 1G to 6G in Appendix G present data for Intention 0. These
tables show cross-tabulations of the various characteristics of public
alternative schools by diffusion strategies used over the past year by
alternative school staff to coMu„icate alternative school practices to
others. The investigator opted to identify responses in the "2-4 Times"
and the "5 or More Times" categories as active and very active use of dif-
fusion strategies over the past year. These categories were then com-
bined for presentation and analysis of data in the six tables. The
following abbreviations are used for the diffusion strategies in all
tables
:
W&I
M
Provide Workshops and Institutes
Provide programs or Speakers at Meetinqs
of Local, State, Regional, or National
Groups
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ON
'
Provide ^,^1^''?,^ for Others
for Others
tha" Pr1nted
"otter
pT : ^^
a
?on
E
s
d
“^t
on
„
a
]lp
D«-‘™«»"
p~vide
e
i;:si
Groups
to Informal or Formal
™e
, fi in Appendix G displays age of schoo, c ross-tabu,ated bydiffusion strategies used over thP n t
th1 , thl .
e past year. Analysis of the cells inis table indicate schools at ,
f , .
96 eve s tend tQward active levels
IZZ'ZTer ’ those 5Ch001s above the -» (4 - 44 »«")show higher percentage ieveis of dittos, on activity The f,ve-yearjen-year -oo, s which accoont for twenty, or 4, .7 per cent of a„
schools, are extremely active in all cells ThP th<111 ns. e three six-year schoolsportray different diffusion activity than nth*
ce]
o er a 9e levels throughout
Table 2G Appendix G disp,ays size of schoo, cross-tabolated by
Strate3,8S “* °"r th£ P3St >“'• Ce„s indicate schools of
^ sizes have been active,, involved in diffusion activity over the pasty6ar
-
WUh ',pUM1Shi " S a " d^ Panted matter to others', and "acting
" edUCat ’ 0na, de"°nStrati0"s " *»* P«ftr«d. One characteristic (,51-
00 students, differs from sma„er schools in that it "provides programs
OP speakers at meetings of local, state, regional, or national groups"
0"d
"consultants" to others on a much higher level of diffusion activity-
arger size could account for this discrepancy. Data indicate the larger
schools consistently engage in higher levels of diffusion activity than®,,er SCh°° ,S aCr0SS ™st
"owever, results a re inconclusive
ocause there are few large size schools included in the study population.
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™. 315 in Appendix G depicts grade ievels of schools cioss-tabulated by diffusion strategies used over the oast
t^eir lowest activity ieve, „Dr
^ ^ ^
P ovldin 9 workshops and Institute"(sixteen, or 48.5 per rPnM ..
48 5 Der tl
Providing formal training” (sixteen, nr
P Cen )! they exhibit hf Sh levels across all other cells
tary schools display high activity
,eve,s throughout all cells. The four
l^d^tf
1^ SC*1°°, S Prov i ie atypical data; they contrast sharply, with^^ow dif usion activity levels across cells.
Table 4G in Appendix G shows the predominant socio-economic charac
nstic of students in the school cross-tabulated by diffusion steal®,
gies used over the past year. Predominantly
"middle" class and
class socio-economic student schools comprise forty, or 90.9 per Cent of
!
~ ^ S“y
- ^ d(ffer f " V°Vld,n3 brings
Tor others" and "acting as educational demonstrations". Predominantly
.
°W C,a$S SOCl °-eCOn °m,' c stude"‘ with Sixteen, or 844 per cent,
providing
,„f„rma
, gatherings for others” differs substantially from th®
Predominantly
"middle" Cass socio-economic student schools (eleven, or
52-3 per cent). In the
"educational demonstration" category, all of the
Predominantly
"middle” class student schools act as "educational demon-
s ‘rations" and only fourteen, or 73.7 per cent of the predominantly
"low"
e’ess student schools, act as educational demonstrations.
Table 5G in Appendix G shows the predominant location of students in
SCh°01
‘^-tabulated by diffusion strategies used Over the past
l-car.
"suburban" (twenty-two, or 46.8 per cent) and "Urban” (nineteen,
°r 4°' 4 Per Cent) sch00ls subs™ ‘he majority of alternative saiddls in
" England. Suburban" alternative schools in New England engage in
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significantly less diffusion activity than urban schools in the following
categories: "providing workshops and institutes",
"providing media other
than printed matter",
"providing consultants", and "providing informal
gatherings for others." "Urban" schools are very active in all categof-
les of diffusion. These results indicate "urban" publie alternative
schools in New England are considerably more active than "suburban"
schools in communicating their innovation to other!.
Table 6G in Appendix G displays the annual per-pupil expenditure
cross-tabulated by diffusion strategies used over the past year. School!
in the lowest characteristic ($800 or less) engage in significantly lets
diffusion activity among schools in the following categories: "providing
workshops and institutes", and "providing consultants" for Others.
Smaller amounts of money in the schools probably account for these d1f=
ferences. Schools in the "$800-1000" characteristic are very active
throughout all categories. Schools in the "$1001-1200" characteristic
display atypical activity from other characteristics in "providing
speakers at meetings of local, state, regional
» or national groups" and
"providing formal training"; they show significantly iess diffusion act1=
vity in "providing media other than printed matter for Others. Schools
in the "$1201-1400" characteristic indicate low diffusion activity in
this same category. Schools in the "$1401-1600" characteristic defn§n=
strate high diffusion activity across all cel 1 s * except in "providing
formal training"; in this caracteristic, two strategies ("providing media
other than printed matter for others" and "providing informal gatherings")
are higher than other classifications.
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INTENTION P: To aecchtatn km Mabluhtd ^
“* aUcJmatioc school conecpU to otheM iWm the peteep-
tlom o( tnUtatou UmtiiUd In commttiei.
This intention is answered by questions from the interview format.
Specifically, questions concerning how alternative schools staff communi-
cate alternative school practices to others answer this intention.
Does your a lternative school staff actiivel.y attempt to communicate
the concept of alternjtive_sch^
outside of thp Crhnn1c?
.
(Methods utilized? ) Thirteen, or 86.7 per cent of the initiators, indi-
cate their school staffs communicate alternative school practices to
others. Various methods are used to communicate alternative school con-
cepts to others, but the four cited most frequently are: (1) allow open
visitations (eleven, or 73.3 per cent); ( 2 ) send literature (ten, or G6.7
per cent); (3) conduct workshops (five, or 33.3 per cent); and (4) write
newspaper articles (four, or 26.7 per cent). This augmenting data pro-
vided by the interviews coincides with results from the questionnaire to
directors. The public alternative schools of New England are in constant
view of others through their own "open door" policy; participants encou-
rage others to scrutinize the innovation through actual on-site observa-
tion. Participants also use the "written word" to communicate their in-
novation to others.
_Who do you think are the most significant others your school person-
Hgl_communicate alternative school concepts to? There are varied respon-
ses, but the two categories named most frequently are "parents" (seven,
or 46.7 per cent) and "other educators" (eight, or 53.3 per cent). Both
of these groups are necessary for continuation of the innovation.
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Parents must be convinced of the educational benefits for their children
or there will be no clientele; other educators must support the ih'nbve-
tion or it loses educational credibility*
INTENTION Q: To ucvuUin km utabiUhrt Monolioo tchooU a**.
ccUz oUvmaUot ochoot ionctpZt to othvu Horn thi peJleipr-
tiom o( inMatou UtnUUti owtUdz corn,muUii,
This intention was eliminated because of findings from the aati
Intention A).
Summary
In summary, data from Research Question 3 Indicate how public alter-
natTve schools in New England communicate new information and practices
to others. These schools actively communicate their innovation to
others. All communication strategies have been used on an active to very
active basis by over 50.0 per cent of the schools in the past year*
Acting as an educational demonstration and publishing and sending printed
matter have been the most frequently used diffusion strategies* Provid-
ing formal training has been the least utilized communication strategy,
The following statements summarize the results of inter-relationships
of the characteristics of public alternative Schools with the Various dif-
fusion strategies:
1. All age levels of schools displayed active COnffiU-
nication; however, schools above the average age @f
four and one-half years exhibited higher levels ©f
diffusion activity.
2. All sizes of schools displayed high levels ©f
communication.
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upi1 expenditure. Schools in the$80°-10°0 characteristic were very active throughout
all categories of diffusion. Other characteristics
of annual per-pupil expenditure conveyed various dis-tinctions throughout diffusion strategies.
Initiators indicated four categories as most significant diffusion
strategies used by their staffs to communicate alternative school prac-
tices to others: (1) allowing open visitations; (2) sending literature;
(3) conducting workshops; and (4) writing newspaper articles. Parents
and other educators were cited most frequently as the most significant
groups to whom school personnel communicate alternative school ideas.
Research Question 4
The following paragraphs present and analyze data about two inten-
tions:
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^formation" utlli ze^before"^
categonze sources of
teacher or director ,n In aiJ
per
J
on becMe a
' i a alternative school.
I ntenti
o
n S: To i ripn -fu •
new information which hpfo i
° cate9°rize sources of
People became Jead erc:^ ^,.-
ee\ ut11 ! zed after
schools.
" directors in alternative
Table ,7 (on Page
,49) Identifies Information sources, before and
after enter, ng alternative school education, for directors of public
alternative schools. A total of 48 directors of public alternative
schools or programs in New England answered these questions.
The most important source of information for directors of public
alternative schools in New England has been from "printed matter"; thirty-
three, or 68.8 per cent of all directors, used printed matter before and
after entering alternative education. Other important sources were
obtained from "workshops and institutes" (Before-twenty-six, or 54.5 per
cent, and After—thirty, or C2.5 per cent); twenty-two, or 45.8 per cent
of the directors, obtained formal training about alternative education
before entering the field; informal gatherings have also been important
sources of information for directors before entering alternative educa-
tion (twenty-two, or 45.8 per cent). These data suggest the “written
“ord" is the most used communication channel for directors of public al-
ternative schools in Hew England; however, the more formal "workshop or
institute" has also been an effective channel for spreading the word
about alternatives. The numbers of directors receiving formal training
about alternative education indicates colleges or universities have
acknowledged the importance of the innovation. Informal channels of com-
munication are also important for diffusing information about alternative
e ducation.
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TABLE 17: INFORMATION SOURCES FOR DIRECTORS OF PUBLIC ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLSEFORE AND AFTER ENTERING ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL EDUCATION
SOURCES BEFORE AFTER NEVER
(N) % (N) % (N) %
Workshops and Institutes 26 54.5 30 62.5 11 22.9
Meetings of Local, State,
Regional, or National Grps 7 14.6 13 27.1 32 66.7
Printed Matter 33 68.8 33 68.8 8 16.7
Media Other Than Printed
Matter 11 22.9 20 41.6 27 S6.3
Educational Demonstration 13 27.1 19 39.6 25 52.1
Consultant
12 25.0 14 29.2 28 58.3
Formal Training 22 45.8 15 31.3 19 39.6
Middle Management
Positions 11 22.9 10 20.8 31 64.6
Informal Gatherings 22 45.8 20 41.6 22 45.8
Other 16 33.3 14 29.1 28 58.3
« - Percentage of Total Number of Directors
From this table, sources which have never been utilized by directors
are of significance. "Meetings of local, state, regional or national
groups" have influenced directors minimally (thirty-two, or 66,7 p§r
c ent);
"Middle Management Positions" such as curriculum coordinators,
supervisors, and assistant superintendents have had little influence
(thirty-one, or 64.6 per cent); "Consultants" (twenty, or 58,3 per c#nt)j
Media Other Than Printed Matter" (twenty-seven, or 56.-3 per eent)j and
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"Education Demonstrations" (twenty-five, or 52., per cent) have a„ had
minimal inspiration for directors.
Specifically identified sources in the
-'Workshops and Institutes"
category show Marathons and the National Alternative Schools Program at
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst most frequently as influencing
directors' thinking before and after entering alternative education.
"Meetings of local, state, regional or national groups" show minimal
response in the specifically identified sources section of the question.
Again, Marathons at the University of Massachusetts and the National
Alternative Schools Program were identified most frequently; NESDEC is
another organization identified several times throughout this section.
Specific "Printed Matter" influential to directors before and after
entering alternative education have been books which were identified in
Chapter II of the study as the "romantic" writers. Authors such as Kozol
,
Holt, Kohl, and Herndon have been important not only for the free school
or counterculture movement but also the public alternative school move-
ment. Printed matter about the two pioneers of the public alternative
school movement (The Parkway Program in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and
The Metro Program in Chicago, Illinois) have also influenced directors'
thinking. John Bremmer, the original director of The Parkway Program, is
mentioned frequently throughout this specific information section. A. S.
Neill's book, Summerhill
,
about the first alternative school in England
in the early sixties, was cited several times. Silberman is another
author indicated several times as an influential information source for
directors.
"Media Other Than Printed Matter" does not appear to be an important
in
source of information for directors conD„ a i i .01 . Several films were identified, but
no category was consistent.
Visits to specific alternative schools in [Jew England have been in-
fluential sources of information for directors. Home Base School in
Watertown, Massachusetts and Murray Road in Newton, Massachusetts were
cited in several sections of the study as important.
Various "Consultants" have influenced specific directors in New
England. Again, John Bremmer, former director of The Parkway Program*
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania was identified, and his name appeared repeat-
edly throughout specific data in this study. Lawrence Kohlbefg of the
Center for Moral Education, Harvard University was mentioned several
times in specific information categories.
"Formal Training" is varied for alternative school directors. Again*
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst was cited Several times, For
several directors, graduate school has been an important source Of infor-
mation.
"Middle Management" people have had little affect as sources Of in-
formation for directors. Curriculum coordinators and assistant superin-
tendents were identified most frequently.
Friends at "Informal Gatherings" have acted as important SOUfCOs Of
information for directors.
INTENTION T: To identify and categorize thoz>e Apeeifiie eventi^ feddfes,
p&aonb
,
etc., which have. primarily a^ected the thinking
oft director alternative Achooti in Weu) England,
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The responses can he categorised into three major classifications:
(1) the inappropriateness of traditions, sch„„,s (cited ,5 ««), ( 2)
hooks (Cited ,7 times); and (3) involvement with other alternative
schools or people involved with alternative schools (cited ,5 times)
Some examples of responses in the above categories are:
-impatience with
existing structure as not meeting the needs of a„ students and especial-
ly impatience with incompetent school administrators",
"my own experience
aditional school
, a very positive experience at the SHANTI
School and disasterous experience in a traditional junior high", "frustra-
ted fellow teachers-many of whom I now teach with in our program".
"mostly my own experience working in a public high school, finding a
built-in distance from kids by virtue of my role (counselor) and from
peers because of the working day", "the poor standards in regular schools",
and "counseling education and theories of learning developed my attitudes
’
favoring alternative education; involvement with the Satellite Schools in
Arlington nurtured it; and common sense dictates it."
Agam, books and authors identified as influential were those of the
"romantic" writers identified in Chapter II of the study. The following
books emerged as most influential for directors in New England:
f reedom to
_
Learn
, Fantasy and Feeling in Education
. Teaching
iLLJL-Su.bversi ve Activity. Free The Children
. Free Schools . The Open
^iroom, Schools Without Failure
.
Soft Revolution
. Reality Therapy .
klves_of Children, Student as Nigger
, and Education and Ecstasy
. Names
s uch as Kozol
,
Illich, Holt, Silberman, Neill, Graubard, and Friere
appeared frequently throughout the data. The Parkway Program in Philadel-
phia (John Bremmer, former director) and The Metro Program in Chicago
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again appeared as influential sources.
The „ames of Robert Mackin, former director of the National Alterna-
tive Schools Program at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, and
Ornght Allen, former dean of the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts in «erst appeared in several sections of specifically
identified data.
INTENTION U: To compose 10utcel ^
y<uvu> o£ pn.o&eAUonal expedience in aUvwoUve. tchooli.
Tables 18 and 19 on the following pages display director years of
experience in alternative education cross-tabulated by information
sources before and after entering alternative education. For purposes of
brevity, the following abbreviations were used in the tables for informa-
tion sources
:
W&I = Workshops and Institutes
M
~
groups^
of local
> state, regional or national
PM = Printed Matter
OM = Media Other Than Printed Matter
ED = Educational Demonstration
C = Consultant
FT = Formal Training
MM = Middle Management Positions
IG = Informal Gatherings
Several intersting phenomena occurred in the cells of these tables.
"Printed Matter", "Workshops and Institutes", "Formal Training", and "In-
formal Gatherings" were portrayed in Table 17 (Page 149) as the most
active information sources for directors. Cells of Tables 18 and 19
corroborate these findings and show consistent use through the various
years of experience by directors.
years
of
alternative
school
experience
for
directors
™LE
,9:
YEARS
OF
ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOL
EXPERIENCE
FOR
DIRECTORS
CROSS-TABULATED
BY
AFTER
Jo
=
IRercerttage
Of
ITotall
-Number
of
LD-irectors
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cens in Table ,9 show Actons wfth M years experjence^
cons, stent,y h,gh«r percentages using information sources after entering
alternative school education than those with 1-4 years experience.
Directors with more experienrp haws u-.jce have had more time to use the various
sources of information.
Directors with 2-3 years experience actually show a decrease in the
number of those employing various sources of infection after entering
alternative education. Perhaps these directors are so involved with the
daily operation of their schools that there is little time for using
other information sources.
Comparing the two tables, we see that "Formal Training" it mr» <IB.
portant to directors with 1-4 years of experience before rather than
after entering alternative education; however, those directors with s-ft
years experience show some discrepancies with some cells indicating m©r§
of these directors have received formal training after rather than before
entering alternative education. This information could indicate that
formcl training is a recent phenomenon for participants in public alter*
native education.
Table 17 (Page 149) indicated the category, "Media Other Than Printed
Matter", had the highest percentage rise among Categories from before t©
after use (from eleven, or 22.9 per cent Before to twenty, Of 41.1 per
cent After). Comparing Tables 18 and 19, we see this expansion is COh*
sistent through the various years of experience for directors. Since this
increase is uniform throughout the years of experience, apparently this
source of information is a unique phenomenon which participants seek out
m °re frequently after becoming involved in alternative education.
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INTENTION V: To compare efutrac^Wcd
erf aUvuiaUw tchooto «uh
eourcc* direct „e<Me ^^
aeteAnotiue 4c/ioot education.
The investigator decided not to analyte the cross-tabulations of
characteristics of alternative schools with knowledge sources of direc-
tors before and after entering alternative school education. Nation
which would have been presented would be superfluous to the study. The
above cross-tabulations between director years of experience and before
and after Information sources were deemed most significant for purposes
of analysis in the study. Since a director could choose not to answer a
before or after category if he/she was not affected by this, it was con-
sidered irrelevant to analyze and compare cross-tabulations with the
various characteristics of schools.
Summary
In summary, results of Research Question 4 identified the informa-
tion sources that have been important to public alternative school direc-
tors in New England. Printed matter has been the single most important
source of information for directors both before and after entering alter-
native school education. Workshops and institutes, formal training, and
informal gatherings have also been important before sources.
Sources of information offering the least knowledge to directors
have been: meetings of local, state, regional or national groups, middle
management positions} consultants; media other than printed matter; and
educational demonstrations.
15S
/
C eVentS> b00ks> Persons, which have primarily affected
“* th,nk ’ n3 °f d1re£Mf§ «"
-1*1*- into three categories: th*
inappropriateness of traditional school «, books; and (3) jnv0 ,veM„t
" ,th °ther "*nM" “hM,s * Involved with alternative
schools.
Printed matter, workshops and Institutes, formal training, and infer-
sial gather, ngs have been consistently important for directors no matter
how many years alternative school experience he/she has accumulated; how-
ever, directors with M years experience have used Infection sources
more after entering alternative school education than those with 1-4
years experienci.
Formal training has teen more Important to directors with 1-4 years
experience before rather than after entering alternative school education;
directors with 5-9 years experience have undertaken formal training more
after entering alternative school education.
Media other than printed matter was the information source with the
highest percentage rise of use from before to after entering alternative
school education for director*!.
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VCHAPTER
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICES
chapter summarizes the design and process of study and offers
conclusions based upon the T ,
.
,
P
Implication of the work in terms of di-
recti ons for future research * nA *and for current practices are explored.
ouiiBnary
The study is designed to examine all the public alternative schools
or programs in New England to develop an understanding of the process of
initiation and the utilization and communication of new informa-
tion and practices. The study first confirmed the operational status of
each of the public alternative schools or programs in New England which
had been identified through a national study of public alternative
schools conducted by the National Alternative Schools Program. School of
Education, University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Efforts were then made
to ascertain how alternative school staffs currently use infonnation to
improve school operations and communicate information about the schools
to others. These data were obtained by questionnaires completed by direc-
tors.
The following organizations or outside agencies are used to determine
where alternative school participants obtain new outside information:
0) New Schools Exchange, Arkansas; (2) Center for New Schools, Chicago;
(3) Consortium for Options in Public Education, Indiana University; (4)
National Alternative Schools Program, University of Massachusetts, Amherst;
(5) State Education Association; (6) Local School Districts; (7) National
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Education Association; (8) American Federation of
Network of Alternative Schools; (1) Philanthropic
University; and, (12) Other.
Teachers; (9) Regional
Organization; (11)
The following diffusion strategies are used to determine how alter-
native school staffs communicate alternative school practices to others:
(1) Provide workshops and institutes; (2) provide programs or speakers at
meetings of local, state, regional, or national groups; (3) publish and
send printed matter to others; (4) provide media other than printed
matter to others; (5) act as an educational demonstration; (6) provide
consultant help; (7) provide formal training; (8) provide informal gather-
ings; (1) provide speakers to informal or formal groups; and (10) other.
Characteristics of public alternative schools are established to
determine if there are inter-relationships with major changes, organiza-
tions or outside agencies, and diffusion strategies. The following
characteristics were established for public alternative schools: (1) age
of school; (2) size of school; (3) grade levels in the school; (4) pre-
dominant socio-economic level of students in the school; (5) predominant
location of the school; and, (6) annual per-pupil expenditure of the
school
.
Sources of information which have been important to the directors of
Public alternative schools or programs were also collected through ques-
tionnaires.
Once all of the previously cited information was collected through
questionnaires, an effort was made to trace antecedent events responsi-
ble for program initiation and the utilization and communication of new
information and practices. The effort was undertaken through face-to-face
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interviews with a random sample of initiators of alternative schools or
programs in New England.
The investigator undertook to meet these objectives by posing four
research questions. In the following pages, each of the four research
questions is presented and summary statements of results in relation to
each are provided. These results are then inter-related with literature
reviewed in Chapter II of this study. Parentheses are used to credit
individuals for information drawn from the related research and utilized
here.
Conclusions
Through the collection and analysis of data from questionnaires com-
pleted by directors representing 48 public alternative schools or programs
in New England, the investigator was able to ascertain the following In-
formation:
1. The average length of alternative school experi-
ence for a director is almost five years.
2. The average age for a public alternative school
is almost four and one-half years.
3. Over 60.0 per cent of these schools have an en-
rollment of 100 students or less; enrollment in over
80.0 per cent of the schools is strictly voluntary.
4. Over four-fifths of these schools are secondary
schools, and less than one-fifth are elementary
schools.
5. Slightly more than half of the New England
schools have predominantly middle class students in
them, and over 40.0 per cent of the schools have pre-
dominantly lower class students. Nearly half of the
schools are located in the suburbs, with an addition-
al 40.0 per cent located in cities.
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The average amount of exper-ience reported by alternative school directors and the average age of
SC 0„ s included 1B the study jnd1cate New Eng)and pubi . c aiternative
schools are part of the early thrust of this innovation.
Empirical data collected nationally show public alternative schools
are: D small in site of student enrollment;
( 2 , mostly high schools.
and (3) usually voluntary (MSP). Findings of the study for schools in
hew England parallel the findings of the national study; it appears that
alternative schools deliberately focus on a small clientele, center at
the high school level, and sustain a voluntary method of student selec-
This voluntary selection of students perhaps overcomes one of the
common barriers to change in the public schools-the domestication of the
public schools (Carlson).
Research Question 1
Me tkviL patter uhiek asu common to the initiation
4C/l0°^ ^ En3land?
Interviews of a random sample of initiators of public alternative
schools or programs in New England are utilized by the investigator as one
basis for uncovering patterns of information. Initiators were identified
in questionnaires completed by directors of public alternative schools.
Public alternative schools are "grass-roots 11 ventures started by
members within rather than from outside various communities. This find-
ing corroborates literature which proposes that the failure of massive
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top-down reform movements of the sixties to alter patterns of schooling
°ur pub1ic system 9ave rise to the development of a "grass-roots"
attempt at change (Janssen). Results of the study also compare with
empirical data collected nationally which indicate public alternative
schools are community efforts (HASP). Change in public alternative
schools which arises from within communities would be classified as
immanent (Rogers and Shoemaker). These schools evidence participative
change in that participants actually develop the innovation (Hersey and
Blanchard).
Teacher, parent, and student involvement have been crucial to the
initiation of public alternative schools. Perhaps this involvement leads
to successful change in education since the failure of many change
attempts in the sixties seemed related to a lack of a critical mass of
teachers, parents, and others to give direction (Goodlad, Sarason).
Cooperative efforts were nonexistent then; change and innovation were
imposed upon school personnel (Brownson).
Public alternative schools serve the same population of students as
conventional schools in communities, and there are no particular patterns
of historical factors in the communities of New England which Insure the
development of these schools. Each community has its own reasons for the
development; therefore, to reinforce the adoption of a public alternative
school in New England, one should scrutinize specific positive and nega-
tive prior states of innovation adoption for each community (Wolf).
Other schools in the community, central administrators and school
boards strongly support these schools in New England. Communities sup-
port but not as strongly as the above groups. Support from other parents
in the communities vary from no backing to very strong encouragement.
Strong backing is indicated from parents of students in the various pro-
grams, and student support is favorable. Some of these schools have
influenced the practices of conventional schools in their communities.
It appears the external political groups influencing public alternative
schools in Hew England show mainly positive influences on the change
endeavors (Baldridge).
Initiators indicate the majority of public alternative schools in
New England have had strong positive influences on the conmunities
involved. The most significant information sources for initiators before
entering alternative education have come from an initiator's own experi-
ence and reading. The "romantic" literature and authors cited in Chapter
II of the study stand out as key sources (Graubard). The Parkway Program
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the Metro Program in Chicago, Illinois
have also been powerful influences.
The majority of these schools have been started by initiators who
have lived in their communities for a long time. This finding adds fur-
ther support to the generalization that these schools are developed by
participants within communities. Two-thirds of these initiators now have
five or more years experience in alternative education, which makes them
a valuable resource.
Role changes were frequent for initiators; of these, the most fre-
quent is a change from handling the total process of the school in the
beginning phases to less responsibility for the total project as other
participants become more experienced. Apparently initiators have posi-
tion power in the beginning phases of these schools s and as participants
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become more experie"“d
- »*««" p°- dimfn1shes in favor of more par.
ticipatory decision-making (McCauley, Dornbush and Scott, Mersey and
Blanchard, Center for New Schools).
jority of initiators are involved in community affiars; how-
ever, most of this involvement is a result of the school
-s emphasis on
community learning activities for students.
Almost 90.0 per cent of the initiators have indicated changes in
thinking about alternative education since the schools opened. Offering
more alternatives and setting more standards or defining what the school
does best are the two most frequent changes in thinking described. All
of the initiators indicate support for continuing the ideas initiated by
public alternative schools.
These schools represent new settings (Sarason). All of them have
been initiated by one individual or a small core group of concerned
people. These small groups always Involve people such as teachers, stu-
dents, and parents who will be directly involved in the school. School
personnel rather than community people are the usual prime initiators;
however, community people are almost always members of the core group of
initiators. Participation by these various groups during the initiation
stages show how decision-making processes differ from those of conven-
tional schools (Miller); rarely, would teachers, students, and parents
aid in the initiation of a conventional public school.
The schools were initiated by constant meetings with the core group,
and then the core group contacted others in the community for support. A
formal joining of forces did not usually occur. Constant meetings by
these core groups reinforced the sense of mission, hope, and enthusiasm
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inherent in ths Gdrlv stanpc n-F .y ages of alternative schools (Smith and Keith,
Sarason).
e help in the initiation process was minimal. No particular
outside person, organisation, or group in New England has been responsi-
ble for the development of these schools. When aid is provided, it is
usually inspirational advice rather than =/-+• iu than actual assistance with the
initiation of a particular program.
Image problems and a conservative school system or community were
the most difficult factors encountered by initiators when beginning these
p ograms. The conservative school systems or communities were probably
reacting to images of these schools as "organic", "natural growth", "do
your own thing", "upside-down authority structures", where students are
allowed to make decisions for themselves (Center for New Schools, Riordan.
Barth, Singleton, Boyer and Dorsey). Further, these schools often exist
as "anti-organizations" (Dewey) and often have found it necessary at the
beginning to remove themselves from any semblance of cooperation with the
conventional schools in their communities (Smith and Keith).
The average planning time of oneyear, three months for all of the
schools in the random sample indicates these schools have been designed
with much effort and thought on the part of participants. Staff planning
time varied from one week before the school opened to a full year of
organizing, in all schools, meetings or workshops were the methods used
to inform staff. In all schools, either students or parents were involved
in planning with the staff of the school. The length and method of plan-
ning by participants seemed related to innovation implementation, possibly
because the innovation became more personalized to staff and all
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P ipants involved, staff should be willing to innovate because they
are actually planning the innovation, and organizational arrangements are
being completed during this planning period (Gross).
Research Question ?
l
LTt^tT^°n^ze
d
'
by in New Eng-
hou? ^
on
-9°^9 pHoQtiam development? U
rmed with computer assisted analysis of data derived from question-
naires completed by directors, as well as interviews of selected initia-
tors, the investigator was able to address this question.
Over 70.0 per cent of the schools have experienced major operational
changes in the past two years. Administrators were influential in initi-
ating the majority of changes; however, over half of the changes had
teacher influence, and almost one-third had student input. In their
involvement of varied participants in the change process and the fre-
quency of reported major changes, alternative schools differ markedly
from the public school education which has been accused of changing only
minimally since late in the Nineteenth Century (Katz).
Over 70.0 per cent of the changes can be divided into five categor-
ies: curriculum changes; governance changes; scheduling procedure
changes; admittance or selection process changes; and, expansion changes.
Alterations like these suggest changes in public alternative schools are
not just "tacked on" to already existing school practices as were the
majority of innovations of the sixties in the public schools (Goodlad).
The age of a school is not a significant factor in the type or num-
ber of changes occurring. The five categories identified above emerge
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consistently no matter what the school's age. Specific reasons for
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- the five categories cited pre-VI os y, icwever, a consistent finding indicates a willingness on the
participants in these schools to experiment with new methods In
education and learn from mistakes.
Host organizations and outside agencies have been used minimally as
sources of new ideas or assistance. The National Alternative Schools
program at the University of Massachusetts in Mherst; universities; and.
local school districts are the most frequently consulted organizations
or outside agencies. National teacher organizations lihe AFT and NEA are
used least as sources of new ideas about public alternative schools
Local resources in the immediate area are consulted more than outside
sources. NASP is the only national organization which is an exception,
and even this organization can be considered a local resource since it is
located in the New England area. These conclusions parallel results of
another study of sources of new ideas or assistance utilized by alterna-
tive school staffs (Miles).
NASP. universities, and local school districts consistently were the
"lost frequently consulted sources by public alternative schools staffs In
need of information. These sources emerged consistently across categories
of data analyzed.
Initiators indicate all of the schools or programs have been influ-
enced by new inside information. Outside information has not been as in-
fluential; literature or reading has been the dominant outside source of
information for initiators.
The majority of schools or programs have increased the size of their
faculties and student enrollments. Budgets only increase to meet the
eve of inflation each year; Title in funds have served as extra
sources of funds for dissemination purposes in several schools. Sinceinitiation, most schools have changed facilities. Grade levels of
students ,n the schools have also changed since initiation in over 50 0par cent of the schools. These changes reflect the dynamic changing
nature of the innovation.
Initiators cite most frequently the following strengths of the
schools that contrihute toward their continuation in the comities;
1) the evidence of success of the programs; (2) the support of groups
uch as parents, staff, students, and community members; and, (3) the
open, humanistic attitudes of the schools. It is the very unique nature
of Participant involvement, consensus decision-making, informal organiza-
tion structure, and open, humane attitudes which give these schools their
strengths and lead to success of the programs.
Weaknesses that threaten the school 's existence are unique for each
specific community; however, some o, the very strengths that make these
achools successful also contribute towards their weaknesses. For in-
stance, the programs occasionally become overbalanced with kids that need
help; sometimes the informal, open, humane atmosphere of the schools
erases symptoms rather than underlying problem of kids; the programs, at
times, cannot attract the numbers of students because they can not be all
things to all people; and, the fact that these programs have individuals
with diverse personalities participating in consensus decision-making
Patterns can be a weakness as well as a strength.
Research Question ^
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9 re initial recipients of a hipp
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a diffusion undertaking to sustain the momentum
the innovation by spreading it to less innovative members of their
3 roup (llo, f), then the extensive diffusion activity levels of the public
alternative schools of New Engla„d may be responsible for continued
adoption of alternative school programs and practices. High diffusion
activity levels engaged in by staff within these schools suggest a com-
plex communications framework (Havelock).
The two most frequently used diffusion strategies are acting as edu-
cational demonstrations and publishing and sending printed matter. AH
communication strategies have been employed on an active to very active
basis by over 50.0 per cent of the schools in the past year.
Providing informal gatherings; providing programs or speakers at
meetings of local, state, regional or national groups; providing consul-
tants; and. providing speakers to informal or formal groups have all been
employed on an active to very active basis in over 60.0 per cent of the
schools in the past year. Providing formal training has been the most
inactive diffusion strategy.
Schools at a„ aae levels display active co-unication; however
schools above the averane ,
•
levels of diff •
°Ur a "d 0ne' lla ' f years «HMt higher
US,0n aCtivU^ *«“"»«/. older schools are more able toco_te their innovation to others.
,11J of schools have extre
J
’ 9 eVe ' S °f co"un ’eetion. with publishing and sending printed
t0 °therS a "d aCti " 9 demonstrations most predomi-
g schools display low activity levels in providing workshops
and institutes and providing forma, training; they exhibit high levels of
communication in othpr rato jcategories. Elementary schools show high levels
throughout all categories of diffusion.
Except for two categories (providing informal gatherings for others
and acting as educational demonstrations), both schools for predominantly
low and for predominantly middle Cass students conveyed similarly active
diffusion levels. Schools for predominantly low socio-economic students
provide informal gatherings more frequently than middle; schools for
predominantly middle socio-economic students act as educational demonstre-
tions more frequently than low. Urban schools are more active than sub-
urban schools in communicating their innovation to ethers.
Schools in the lowest characteristic of annual per-pupil expenditure
($800 or less) display less diffusion activity in providing workshops and
institutes and providing consultants than schools In other characteris-
tics. Less money In these schools probably accounts for such differences.
School in the $800-1000 characteristic are very active throughout all
categories of diffusion, other annual per-pupil expenditure Characteris-
tics indicate various idiosyncracies throughout diffusion strategies.
The majority of initiators indicate their staffs co—uriieate
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ire! allowing open visitations; (2) sending literature,
( 3 )conducting workshops; a„ d> (4)^
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^ ^ 1nitlators
* parents and other educators are the most signi-
t groups to whom school personnel communicate alternative school
concepts.
Research Question 4
idwot dAZoZ 6 ^poitant to aUvmatioe.
A computer program employed to process data derived from the ques-
tionnaire completed by directors enabled the investigator to identify in-
formation sources that have been important to alternative school direc-
tors in New England.
Printed matter has been the most important source of information for
directors both before and after entering alternative school education.
Workshops and institutes, formal training, and informal gatherings have
also been important before sources.
Meetings of local, state, regional or national groups; middle manage-
ment positions; consultants; media other than printed matter; and educa-
tional demonstrations have had minimal influence as information sources
for directors.
Specific sources of information indicate that Marathons and thi
National Alternative Schools Program (NASP) at the University of Massachu-
setts in Amherst have been influential. Authors such as Kozol
, Holt*
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"- 3nd S11b™ “™ 1—•«««. as important knowledge
aonrces. The two pioneers of the pUbl i c alternative schoo
, jn
is country (The Parkway Program in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the
0 Pr°9™ in Ch,' Ca9°> *"• cited as significant sources
A ' S ' Nei "' S b°°k
-^ ^ alternative schoo, in England
m the sixties was identified as prominent. Visits to specific alterna-
tive schools in New England such as Home Base Schoo, in Watertown,
Massachusetts and Hurray Road in Newton, Massachusetts have been key
sources. John Bremmer, former director of The Parkway Program in
elphia and Larry Kohlberg, of the Center for Mora, Education at
Harvard University have been notable consultants. The University of
Massachusetts was indicated several times as a location for foma, train-
ing of directors. Friends at informal gatherings have also been promi-
nent.
Specific events, books, persons, etc., which have primarily affected
the thinking of directors can be divided into three major classifications:
(1) the inappropriateness of traditional schools; (2) books; and, ( 3 )
involvement with other alternative schools or people involved with alter-
native schools.
Printed matter, workshops and institutes, fomal training, and infor-
mal gatherings have been consistently important for directors no matter
how many years alternative school experience he/she has accumulated;
however, directors with 5-9 years experience have used information sources
more after entering alternative school education than those with 1-4 years
experience. Apparently, directors with more experience have been allowed
more time to consult more sources. Directors with 2-3 years experience
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Based on conclusions presented here it i< not
. .
’ u ls not unreasonable to be-ieve the study succeeded in meeting statPri nted purposes and in providing
a
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- th. following sections we
explore the directions for future research and implications for
Practice which may be implied from the study.
Implications for Research
The data presented and analyzed in the study raise many guestions
and nssues which may provide the basis for future research. Possibili.
ties for future research may be categorized into:
"Development and
validation of More Diverse Instrumentation" and "The Investigation of
Issues Raised in the Study". Possible topics for research under each
category are now examined.
Mins
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If the categories are adequate. the investigator win have developed
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ana,yZ1 "9 Pr09rSm inUiati0n a " d **“ *" d communi*cat,oninformation in non^traditional schools Tf +ti n i . I the categories are lartin,
these deficiencies can be identified and a h
developed.
tyPOl °9y may be
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P^cipanti m the ichoot places ds
Now that the groundwork hat heen laid for the study of prog™
tiation and use and eolation of infonaation
,„ pub„ c alternative
schools, it seems appropriate to develop more instruments that win ana-
lyZfi h°W^ Wn,CfM"« program development. The development
of such an instrument will add to our knowledge of public alternative
school development.
Ino Invest igation of Issues Raised in the StnHv
1
. CompdAiAcin ofa uAe and eormunication
motion with conventional A choolA
.
°{> new infion.-
There is a need implied in the study to analyze how traditional
schools use and communicate new information. Perhaps through such a com-
Parison, the most effective information and communication strategies for
informing others about educational practices can be determined.
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_
need to be studied in-depth to ascertain their actual effectiveness in
communicating alternative school practices.
ov^uuom used tt
This Study reports minimal use of most organizations identified in
the study. Further in-depth investigation needs to be conducted to ascer-
tain reasons for this circumstance.
&&Solst^^.
This study provides base-line data about the initiation and use and
communication of net. information and practices of public alternative
schools. In an effort to assess all facets of alternative education, it
seems appropriate to study other schools in the districts where initia-
tors were interviewed to ascertain how others perceive these schools in
their communities.
lckoo^^^^
a^t0n Pa^c aJU.eAneuUve
This study provided a list of public alternative schools which no
longer exist. A comparison study should be undertaken to ascertain If
there are differences between the findings discovered by the investigator
for existing schools and defunct schools.
6. Investigation o{ the <LMe.ctlve.neA* o j puJbUa
alternative schools nationwide.
This study provides information about public alternative school pro-
gram initiation and utilization and communication of new information and
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practices in one geographic area of the United States. A nationa, study
shouid he conducted to determine the effectiveness of these schools.
hey educating more effectively than conventional schools? If so,
what practices and ideas can be incorporated into our public schools to
male them better educational environments. If not, what must be done to
make public alternative schools more effective educational environments?
Implications for Pract.irp
This study has identified several principles for the initiation and
diffusion of innovation in public education which may be used by practi-
tioners in a variety of settings. These principles are:
l'J'J
ia'n9e' Lt> a low and gradual ptiocMA which dz-pznd6 on coac^uI planning and conceptualization.
In each school setting or community there is a small core group that
can make change occur. When introducing innovations or change processes,
this group must be found and convinced of the usefulness of the innova-
tion or change process. This core group must meet constantly over a long
period of time to plan how best to introduce the innovation or change
process into the school system. It is important that this core group
contact others in the community as planning progresses.
An external change agent, new to the school system, must not-under
any circumstances—make a grand and glorious speech about the new innova-
tions or change processes he/she is going to attempt in the school.
Again, it must be re-emphasized that change is a slow and gradual process,
and the core group can best accomplish change through a lengthy process
of planning.
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The external change agent mutt diagnose the social system of the
school and its readiness for change. The only change which can occur in
Diagnosis of the readiness for change must also be a lengthy process.
h U "°**Ul**M»l rten U
to be changed.
x’Ulun organization
An external change agent must analyze the political realities of the
school. He/she must determine which power groups in the school and commu-
nity hinder or advance change. Once these groups are determined, it is
Of paramount importance for any change or innovation attempt to be per-
ceived as initiated from them. People external to the school and conau-
nity will not be recognized as the initiators of change and innovation.
It is important that a new member of a school or community plan change or
innovation with those who have lived or worked in the community for a
long period of time. This external change agent must then allow the mem-
hers of the school or community to take credit for any change or innova-
tion accomplished.
3. A change agent Hole which bnldget the external
and antennal change Hole mint be developed
.
An external change agent new to the school must first gain the
acceptance and trust of other members of the school system. This trust
may only be accomplished with a small core group, and again, it is
tant that this small core group have access to groups with political
power in the school or community. The external change agent must thin
act only as a resource to the small core group planning the change if
innovation. Once trust is established, this external change agent must
C
then raise the consciousness of the core group through printed material
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and other methods conducive to Informing them about the change or innova-
This external change agent must remain immediately accessible to
the core group at all times.
UquAjLU the cteatlon
ike. change.. '
• md dtadoUoyu, which Auppovt
The external change agent must convince the participants planning
changes and innovations to become comfortable with failure. People have
to learn that failure will occur every day. Success only transpires
through a massive amount of constant planning and failures. Those plan-
ning change or innovation must learn that they have to work harder than
anyone else in the school to allow change or Innovation to be successfully
implemented. All of this planning, failing, and succeeding require new
behaviors, values, and traditions on the part of those participants plan-
ning change or innovation.
5. Change mutt Involve community and patent!, at allttaget o{, development.
Throughout every step of the change of innovation process there must
be constant and continuous communication about what alterations are
being planned with community members and parents. Every attempt must be
made to include those interested community members and parents in the
actual planning process; however, groups like this often become too large
for efficient planning to be accomplished, so the core group must remain
the focal planning group at all times. Communication must be through
printed matter, other media approaches, town meetings, small group meet®
ings, and individual conferences. The only important point to reinforce
is that this communication must be constant and continuous throughout all
phases of development of the change of innovation.
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An externa, change agent must not only act as a persona, resource to
the core group, but he/she must a, so assess a„ , 0Ca, resources which
have been response, e for any Kind of change or innovation in the
d,ate geographic area. These resources wi„ not on,y provide valuable
information and aid to any change or innovation attempt, but they will
g've credibility to the alteration being planning by the external
change agent and his/her core group.
Further, alternative school practitioners may choose to use the re-
suits of this study i„ more general ways. First, alternative school prac-
titioners may use the categories of diffusion strategies and activity
levels to determine the most effective methods for communicating their
innovation to others.
Second, by reading the various responses collected from interviews
with initiators about past, present, and future development of their
schools, practitioners may discover ways to avoid pitfalls others have
experienced or determine how best to proceed with additional public
alternative schools.
Third, alternative school practitioners may use the information
sources that have influenced directors to better inform themselves about
alternative education. If a practitioner used the majority of these
sources of information, he/she might become a more proficient alternative
school educator.
Fourth, alternative school practitioners may use the organizations
identified as most useful to others as sources of new ideas or assistance
for themselves. tudy might also generate alternative school
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practitioners to contemplate establishing more efficient organizations
Which might better provide new sconces of aiternative education informa-
Perhaps public alternative school participants should develop net-
works and clearinghouses among themselves to better disseminate informa-
tion about alternative education.
Fifth, alternative school practitioners may use the changes which
have occurred in other schools to avoid mistakes in their own programs,
or perhaps these changes will generate ideas for making needed altera-
tions in other alternative programs.
Finally, the greatest contribution this study makes to all educators
is an increased understanding of an innovation which has been acclaimed
one of the greatest reform attempts to occur in American education. This
study adds new knowledge about public alternative schools. As more know-
ledge accumulates about public alternative schools, these programs should
become more prolific and successful.
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Dear
"Overworked" Director:
''nKe Barkhurst
429 North Pleasant Street
Apartment #107
1
^herst, MA 0 1002
questionnaire?^!
^fn?
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^
doctoral student is sendinn
I can remember the gloriou! ^
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?
her ln alternative schoo^fn ^ another
convince vou nf 1 will attempt in thp fnii •
S w^ at tfie last
found fi le°13°yet^
e % .41
determine hmTthe\'dL Pof
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al
t„° f l
be 0ues tfonnalre is twofold- first t
grams. Specific emphases involve ascertllSing?
" l° effeCt these P™'
(1) Who^were the individuals instrumental in starting the
1
tion before°entering afternative^T ?6tain infor™-where is this information „f
tlve
^
cfl ° o1 education, and
ternative schortffi&P""* after “‘oring’al-
’
“e
at
pa°s
P
rS 0;etsC 5an9eS •* ‘he school over
,s
' Sf-wsss s
rny questions such as names. ^Thi^
1
if fmportant^h
lnfon7iatl
’
on in some of
your response I plan to contact some of vou fter 1random sample of people that you have periled tn h! 2" formatio" tlators for the creation of your school P fn +h? b - he lmP° rtant stimu*
1 wi 1 be able to make some^eneralJzations abm/nV* is my hoPe **of alternative schools in the New England area? * P tterns of dl ^sien
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I also promise to send you the results of am/ n* =n * ** *if you so desire. I would also be willing to search out questions St?
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^
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’ * can stl'^ remember
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*° were the individuals instrumental in starting the alternative school?
a. Please list, in order of decreasing influence, the names and positions
of the persons in. your community who were most influential in starting
your alternative school.
NAME
POSITION
b. Please list, in order of decreasing influence, the names and positions
of the persons from outside your community who were most influential
in starting your alternative school.
NAME
POSITION
a.
Before becoming a teacher or director in an alternative school, from which of
the following sources did you obtain information about alternative school ed-
—
ucation? (BOXES IDENTIFIED AS BEFORE )
5 , After becoming a teacher or director in an alternative school, from which of
the following sources have you obtained information about alternative school
education? (BOXES IDENTIFIED AS AFTER)
CHECK ALL BOXES WHICH APPLY. Please list any specifics you are able to re-
call (i.e., read Crisis in the Classroom
—
"Printed Matter").
t
£
7 Workshops and Institutes a. BEFORE Specifics:
b. AFTER Specifics:_
7 £7 Meetings of local, state ,
regional or nation al groups a.
(i.e., NEA, AFT, American
Assoc, of School Admin.) b.
1 [J Printed Matter a.
b.
J £7 Media other than Printed
Matter (i.e., educational a.
programs on radio, TV,
motion picture b.
7 [J Educational Demonstration
(i.e., campus lab sch, al- a
.
ter. sch., vendors of
goods and services) b.
7 £7 Consultant a
b.
7 £7 Formal training
(i.e., pre-service teacher a.
education, graduate
education programs) b.
7 i.e., curric. coord., su-
pervisors. Asst. Supts.) b.
7 £7 Informal Gatherings a.
(i.e., social events , cock-
tail parties, friends) b.
7 £7 Other a*
b.
t
K
S
?
pe
n^1c eYent » book, person, etc.,thinking about alternative education?
which primarily affected your
4, Have major operational changes occurred at your school over the past two years?
Yes [J No n
If yes, please list major changes- that have occurred in your school in its past
two years of operation and indicate the position of the individual you consider
the most influential in bringing about that change. (NOTE THE EXAMPLE BELOW)
Admin. Teacher Student Other
EXAMPLE: Schcdutcnq pA.oce.duAn chanqeA X
a.
b.
-
What diffusion strategies do your alternative school staff use to extend theinfluence of alternative education to others? Indicate the extent to which
y
°S vear^nn^i
11
*
ed each °f the followin9 diffusion strategies over thepast year to popularize your school. (CHECK ALL BOXES WHICH APPLY)
j. Provide Workshops and Institutes fnr nennip
other than your staff.
b.
Provide programs or speakers at Meetings of
local, state, regional, or national groups
(i.e., NEA, AFT, American Assoc, of Adminis.
)
c.
Publish and send Printed Matter to others
d. Provide Media other than Printed Matter for
others (i.e., educational programs on radio,
television, motion picture)
e. Act as an Educational Demonstration (i.e.,
allow visitations on a regular basis)
f. Provide Consultant help to programs other
than your own. (i.e., other alternative
schools, public schools)
5
. Provide Formal Training (i.e., pre-service
teacher education, graduate education pro-
grams )
h. Provide Informal Gatherings where people other
than just staff are invited (i.e., social
events, cocktail parties)
1- Provide Speakers to Informal or Formal groups
in capacities other than as consultants
(i.e., tea parties. Lions Club, Kiwanis,
Moose Lodge, Ladies Auxiliary)
!• Other (Please list)
5 or
2-4 More
195Which of the following organizations or outside agencies does your
alternative school staff utilize as sources of new ideas and assistance?
(i.e., financial, technical, network, literature)
( PLEASE CIRCLE THE RESPONSE LETTER OR LETTERS THAT YOU HAVE CONTACTED)
a. New Schools' Exchange, Arkansas (formerly in Santa Barbara & then Ohio)
b. Center for New Schools, Chicago
c. Consortium for Options in Public Education, Indiana University
d. National Alternative Schools Program, Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass
e. State Education Association
f. Local School District
g. National Education Association
h. American Federation of Teachers
i. Regional Network of Alternative Schools
j. Philanthropic Organization: Please list
k. University: Please list
1.
Other: Please list
SECTION II
BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
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In this section of the questionnaire I would
With some background information on your school.
like you to provide me
] ,
Di recto
r
l School's Name & Address
3. What is the Age of your school?
4. What is the Size of your school? ' (Number of Students)
5* What Grade Levels do you have in your school?
''
“do-econl
t
?flev
f
ei°?
Ur StUdentS are ’' n the fol,owin S “Rories of
Low
Middle
H i gh_
l What percentage of the students in your school come from the following areas?
Rural
Suburban
Urba n
What is the makeup of the student population? (Indicate percentage of each)
As i an__
B1 ack
Indian
Spanish Surname
White
5 ,
The children who attend this school (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
are assigned to the school
have voluntarily chosen the school
0. 1° wh fl t range is the annual per-pupil expenditure at your school? (CIRCLE ONE)
a. $800 or less
b. $801 - $1000
c. $1001 - $1200
d. $1201 - $1400
e. $1401 - $1600
f. $1601 - $1800
g. $1801 - $2000
h. $2001 or more
COMMENTS—ANY RESULTS YOU WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE—ANY QUESTIONS YOU WOULD LIKE ME
TO SEARCH OUT—
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Dear
I am field testing the enclosed questionnaire on the diffusion of the
innovation of alternative schools. In addition to the questionnaire itself,
I
am enclosing a separate form for you to evaluate the Questionn aire. It will
^ help ul or you to read the evaluation form before attempting to respond to
the questionnaire.
K s p
A self-addressed envelope is provided for returning the questionnaire
and evaluation form. I honestly thank you for taking your valuable time to
help me. If I can ever do a return favor for you, please let me know.
Mike Barkhurst
EVALUATION FORM
1.
How many minutes did it take to complete the questionnaire?
less than 15 16 - 30 ^^31 - 45 more than 45
2.
The directions as stated in the letter were:
^
v
ery clear somewhat confusing need to be re-done
3. The directions throughout the questionnaire were:
i/^ ery clear somewhat confusing need to be re-done
4. Please respond to the value of the questionnaire. Check all that apply.
It was interesting and should produce results of value.
It was tedious to complete, but interesting.
It is boring and holds little promise for use.
Other:
5. Please list any questions you feel are inappropriate or need to be re-done:
Section I # 5 Section II #
6. Please list any questions you feel should be left open-ended.
Section I # Section II # ___
7. What suggestions do you have for additions or deletions:
Thank you Very Much, Mike Barkhurst
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APPENDIX B
Final Questionnaire and Original Letter
SECTION I
1. Who were the individuals instrumental in starting the alternative school?
a. Please list, in order of decreasing influence, the names and positions
of the persons in your community who were most influential in starting
your alternative school. [PZea&e ZncZude youA name. -L& appropriate)
NAME POSITION
b. Please list, in order of decreasing influence, the names and positions
of the persons from outside .your community who were most influential
in starting your alternative school.
NAME POSITION
h
ToTTwinq
C
sources did^nn °r.
d
l'
re
9
t°r in * n alternative school, from which of the
[Clieak boxpA a w obtain information about alternative school education?h c cKU cdmtcSccd m bijou mi pluui Uit my ipuU(iu ym cm ucaU)
OTT5<in5
0
sou?cL
t
^»
e
vn
0r
K;
rect“ r 1n a " alternative school, from which of the
fcilTk TdcnUuJZ °b ‘a,netl ,ne“ information about alternative school education?6 m a* a^tcA and ptcaic Zb6t any ipccZ^Za you. can AccaZZ)
(PZea^e AemcmbcA to check aZZ boxa uikZch appZy)
-Workshops and Institutes a
. bejoAe.
SpecllZct,
-Meetings of local, state
regional or national groups
(i.e., NEA, AFT, American
Assoc, of School Admin.)
-Printed Matter (i.e., books)
-Media other than Printed
Matter (i.e., educational
programs on radio, TV,
motion picture)
-Educational Demonstration
(i.e., campus lab sch.,
alternative sch., vendors
of goods and services)
-Consultant
-Formal Training (i.e.,
pre-service teacher educa-
tion, graduate education
progs., internship progs.)
-Middle Management Positions
(i.e., curric. coord.,
supervisors. Asst. Supts.)
-Informal Gatherings (i.e.,
social events, cocktail
parties, friends)
b. afiten 0
a- bc^oAz
b. a^tzA 0
a- bz^oAz 0
b
. a^tcA 0
a. bzfioAz 0
b. afitzA 0
a. bzfioAz 0
b. a^tzA 0
a. bz^oAz o
b. CL^tZA 0
a. bzfioAz 0
b. afytzA 0
a. bzfioAZ 0
b. a^tzA 0
a. bzfioAz 0
b. a^tzA n
a. bz^oAz 0
b. CL^tCA 0
Other
What were the specific events, books, persons, etc.
thinking about alternative education?
,
which primarily affected your
Have major operational changes occurred at your school over the past two years?
Yes No
a. If yes, please list major changes that have occurred in your school in its past
two years of operation and indicate the position of the individual you consider
the most influential in bringing about that change. [Note, the example, bellow)
Admin. Teacher Student Other
EXAMPLE: X
cr
b. If major operational changes have occurred, what were specific reasons for these
changes? [Pleaie. Hit)
5
' ?SffuencI
U
of°Slt-rn!t?
1eS y0
-
r alternative school staff use to extend the
staff has utilized p!^
8 ®d
^
atl0n to others? Indicate the extent to which your
to doduI arize vour crhL?
f t
^i.
fo
I
lowin9 diffusion strategies over the past yearp p l y school.. (Check all boxes which, apply )
-Provide Workshops and Institutes fnr neenin
other than your staff
-Provide programs or speakers at Meetinqs of
local, state, regional, or national groups
I i
•
e • » NEA, AFT, American Assoc, of Admin.)
-Publish and send Printed Matter to others
-Provide Media other than Printed Matter for
others (i.e., educational programs on radio,
television, motion picture)
-Act as an Educational Demonstration (i.e..
allow visitations on a regular basis
-Provide Consul tant help to programs other
than your own (i.e., other alternative
schools, public schools)
-Provide Formal Training (i.e., pre-service
teacher education, graduate education
programs, internship programs)
-Provide Informal Gatherings where people
other than just staff are invited (i.e.,
social events, cocktail parties)
-Provide Speakers to Informal or Formal
groups in capacities other than as
consultants (i.e., tea parties. Lions Club,
Kiwanis, Moose Lodge, Ladies Auxiliary)
•Other (Please list)
5 or
2-4 More
6. in the past year, which of the following organizations or outside agencies has
your alternative school staff utilized as sources of new ideas and assistance?
( i - e
. »
financial, technical, network, literature)--C/icc.fc all boxes which apply
5 or
2-4 More
Never Once Times Times
-New Schools Exchange, Arkansas (formerly in
Santa Barbara and then Ohio)
-Center for New Schools, Chicago
-Consortium for Options in Public Education,
Indiana University
-National Alternative Schools Program,
Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
-State Education Association
-Local School District
-National Education Association
-American Federation of Teachers
-Regional Network of Alternative Schools
-Phi 1 antrhopi c Organization: Please list
-University: Please list
-Other: Please list
SECTION II
background questions
In this section of the questionnaire I would likebackground information on your school.
you to provide me with some
1 . Director
2. School's Name & Address
3
'
aTter^ativ^schools?^
00 been P r° fess ’'°"a11* i"*°lved with
4. What is the Age of your school?
5. What is the Size of your school? {NumbeA Studunti)
6. What Grade Levels do you have in your school?
7. What percentage of your students are in the following categories of
socio-economic level? a a
Low
Middle
Hi gh
8. What percentage of the students in your school come from the following areas?
Rural
Suburban
Urban
9. The children who attend this school [Chuck all that apply)
are assigned to the school
have voluntarily chosen the school
10. In what range is the annual per-pupil expenditure at your school? [CaacJLz one)
a. $800 or less
b. $801 - $1000
c. $1001 - $1200
d. $1201 - $1400
e. $1401 - $1600
f. $1601 - $1800
g. $1801 - $2000
h. $2001 or more
youA commznt6--Any fiziultt you would Like, to fizc.eA.vz- -Any quzttiorn, you Mould tikz mz
to tzofich out fafi you—
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NATIONAL ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOLS PROGRAM
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,
AMHERST, MASS. 01002
Mike Barkhurst
429 North Pleasant Street
Apartment # 107
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear "Overworked" Director:
Yes another university doctoral student is sending you yet another questionnaire.
As a former teacher in alternative schools for six years and as an individual
planning to continue my involvement with alternative schools, I can remember the
glorious loving feelings I attained for doctoral students whenever I received
one of these to fill out. Please forgive me, but I really do honestly think I
have a neat study that can help us all. (That's what the last sixteen said
isn't it?)
I presently work with the National Alternative Schools Program (NASP) here
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts. My job includes
handling and mailing nationwide all publications relevant to alternative schools.
I also write articles and do research for our alternative school newspaper
Applesauce
. It is my intention to attempt to contact all the public alternative
schools in New England this year to find the type of articles you would like to
see in Applesauce and also to have you contribute articles that you would
personally like to have published in the newspaper. I am also enclosing a list
of all of our publications. We will be printing and publishing more throughout
the year. Unfortunately, we now have to charge for everything to offset printing
and mailing costs.
I empathize with your feelings when you receive another questionnaire to fill
out, so I'm going to try and give you something in return for completing my
questionnaire. First, you will receive any results of the study as indicated, but
second, if you don't have all these publications or want more, I will personally
contribute a $1.00 to everyone who sends back a completed questionnaire. I will
send you any combination of publications adding up to a $1.00. Just send back
the enclosed form, with the questionnaire, indicating what you would like, and
I'll get them to you. If you just want the $1.00, I'll send it. I realize this
isn't very much, but it's all a full time graduate student can afford these days.
The overarching purpose of the questionnaire is threefold: first, to
determine how information pertaining to alternative school education was spread
to communities where alternative schools were subsequently started; second, to
determine how new information in alternative education affects schools; and
third, how do established alternative schools communicate alternative school
concepts to others.
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Specific emphases involve ascertaining:
(1) Who were the individuals instrumental in starting the school?
(2) From what sources do school directors obtain information before
entering alternative school education, and where is new information
procured after entering alternative school education?
(3) What are the specific events, books, persons, etc., which have
primarily affected directors' thinking about alternative education?
(4) What major operational changes occurred at the school over the past
two years? If major operational changes have occurred, what were
specific reasons for these changes?
(5) What diffusion strategies do alternative school staffs utilize to
popularize alternative schools?
(6) What organizations or agencies do alternative schools utilize as
sources of new ideas and assistance?
You will note that I am asking for specific information in some of my
questions such as names. This information is important for the completion of
my study which will involve contacting a random sample of people taken from the
names of individuals you have identified in this questionnaire to be important
in the creation of your school.
The questionnaire is divided into two sections and most questions call
for simple check marks or short answers. Whether you were present at the
inception of the school or not, respond to as many items as you are able. Feel
free to call upon your colleagues for help in responding to questions concerning
the early history of your school. Please identify the names and positions of
colleagues who assist you in responding to the questionnaire.
I also promise to send you the results of any or all of my findings if you
so desire. I would also be willing to search out questions which might interest
you from this study. I hope you can appreciate my past and present involvement
with public alternative schools and recognize the potential value of this
study. I just wanted you to know that even though I arn presently working with
NASP, I have personally undertaken and financed this study.
Thank you very much for your time and effort in completing the enclosed
questionnaire and making this study possible.
Take care,
Mike Barkhurst
APPENDIX C
Follow-up Letters
FRIENDLY REMINDER
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Dear Director of an Alternative School or Alternative Program
«
The response to the enclosed questionnaire to alternative
school and program directors has been heartening. At this time,
over 40 percent of those contacted have responded. It may be
that your questionnaire has already been completed and that it
is currently in the mail. If so, I sincerely thank you for
participating.
If you have misplaced or didn't receive a questionnaire I
have enclosed another. Perhaps it may have gotten lost in our
wonderfully efficient postal service? It is imperative that
I hear from all of you regarding this study as the nature of
the study is about all of the public alternative schools and
programs in New England.
Your school or program was identified by use of the
National Directory of Public Alternative Schools which we
compiled here at NASP. Whether your program is an alternative
school existing independently of other programs or an "alternative
program" within a school please still fill out the questionnaire.
If this program has succumbed, please let me know. I know
it's bothersome to keep receiving questionnaires but it's also
important to study the movement with which all of us have invested
so much of our time and effort.
The results of this study can only be compiled with your
cooperation, therefore, I thank you for your time and effort
in helping me.
Sincerely
Mike Barkhurst
^ In NATIHMAI AITCD!SJ/\JjVE
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MASS. 01002
Dear Program Leaders
Yes, it's me again. I've now heard from 45 out of 66 alternative
schools and programs in New England. I'm sending this letter to
ask you to please send back one of the two questionnaires I’ve
sent. Because of the nature of my study, I must have 100$
return.
“
If you've misplaced the questionnaire, I will be happy to send
you another. If you've already mailed it, I give you my sincere
thanks
.
Starting the week of November 10, I will drive around NewEngland
to pick up my questionnaire from any porgram or school which
hasn't yet responded. As I've already stated, I have to
hear from all of you.
I've sent a self-addressed, stamped envelope for you to indicate'!
(1) If you need another questionnaire.
(2) If you would rather have me visit your school and pick
up the questionnaire.
(3) If my dropping in at your school unannounced would be
Please let me know! !
!
I really hope I haven't inconvenienced you too much with my three
mailings. Believe me, as a former teacher in three different
alternative schools, I know what a drag it is to try and keep up
with questionnaire requests. Hopefully f you can see the importance
of my study and how you may benefit from the end results.
I give you my sincere thanks for the extra time and effort it
takes for you to help me with my study.
Sincerely, .
too disruptive
GATEWAY SCHOOL FOR THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
GATEWAY REGIONAL SCHOOLS
LITTLEVII LE.R0AD
Mike Barkhu—
*
HUNTINGTON, KA 01050
/ CONTACT: ELLIE LAZARUS
grades 5-12. ..1 year old. ..900 students. .. 100X rural... 100X
White. . .everyone who applies is admi tted. . .funded by private
grant. . .housed in public school facilities. . .conmunlty-school
bond (foxfire type, other programs in connunity) .. .experiential
learning, ..using arts as tools In classroom.
\ 667-3628
rsO
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, ANDu
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
A PROGRAM OF:
f5n
"
1^
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1 national alternative
yL \ SCHOOLS PROGRAM
\ J j DIRECTOR, Robert A. Mackin
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MASS. 01002
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APPENDIX D
Pilot Interview Format
Three Research Questions of The Study
1. How information pertaining to alternative schools was diffused
to communities where alternative schools were subsequently
started?
2. How does new information pertaining to alternative education
influence alternative school programs?
3 . How do established alternative schools communicate alternative
school concepts to others?
INTERVIEW FORMAT
AN INITIATOR’S VIEW
OF
THE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
(In The Community)
PAST
1. Had there been a recognizable series of changes in your
community before initiating the idea for an alternative school?
(i.e. police dept., parks/recreation, activities for youth,
library) (NAME SOME EXAMPLES)
2. Who first introduced the idea for an alternative school in
your community? (Position (s) in the community?) Who picked up the
idea and moved it toward reality? (Same person (s)? T )
3 . Where did you get the idea that an alternative school wag
needed/possible in your community? (Name specific examples)
4. What was your experience with alternative school ideas pbiCF
to attempting to initiate a school in your community? Before
becoming involved in alternative education from what knowledge
sources did you obtain information about alternative school
education? (Name Specifics if Possible.) After becoming
involved in alternative education from what knowledge sources
have you obtained new £fif‘0'rmat
r
xo£bout alternative school education?
What were the specific events, books, persons, etc., which
primarily affected your thinking about alternative education?
5 .
(g)»6 . Which resource (s), person (s), organization (s), group
in your community were you able to convince ohat an alternative
school was needed. What methods did you utilize to convince t
toups help you to spT63.d the ides, to other
how)
groups? Did these
community members?
7 wMnh resource (s), person (s), group (s), organization (§),
did yoi utilize outside your community to help spread
the idea of
the need for an alternative school m your community?
8 What are specific ways in which people
you first contacted aided
or hindered your attempts to initiate an
alternative school m
your community?
( PAST CONTINUED )
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PRESENT
1. What's the proportion of new staff as opposed to old staff inthe school ^ system? (New=new to the community) What percentage of
. he staff m your school has taught in other school systemsin your community?
2. How do you imagine other school (s) in your community view
the alternative school?
3* Do you see your central administration as progressive/conservative?(Explain) Do you see your school board as progressive/conservative? •
(Explain)
4.
Do you feel that your school is known to a majority of people
in your community? (Explain) Which groups in your community have
accepted the school? Which groups in your community haven't accepted
the school?
5. Are you still attempting to gain acceptance for the school in
your community? (Explain) Has your role in the school changed at
all since the school was adopted? (Explain)
6. What organizations do you belong to in your community? How
involved are you in other community affairs? (Explain)
?.* Describe methods utilized by your alternative school staff to
communicate alternative school concepts to others. (DO NOT INCLUDE
YOUR STUDENTS AS OTHERS) Who do you perceive are the most significant
others your school personnel communicate alternative school
concepts to?
8. Name specific ways the alternative school has affected your
community. How has this school affected other communities in
your geographic area?
(PRESENT CONTINUED)
?•. are influential
initiate an alternative
people one might contact in order to
school?
n®w ^formation pertaining to alternative educationmf uenced your alternative school program? (Explain) Have
major operational changes occurred at your school over thepast two years? (If major operational changes have occurred, what
were specific reasons for these changes?)
11. What is the size of the faculty now as compared with its
inception?. What is the student enrollment now as compared with
its inception? What is the budget now as compared with itsinception? Have the facilities of the school changed since its
inception? Are the grade levels in the school now the same as
when it was first adopted? Are the goals of the school now
the same as when it was first initiated? (EXPLAIN)
K
12. Has your thining changed about alternative school education
since you first initiated the idea for an alternative school
in your community? (Explain)
FUTURE
1. Describe strengths of the school-as you perceive^them-which
contribute toward institutionalizing it within your community?
2. Describe weaknesses of the school--as you perceive them
—
which threaten the school's continuing existence.
3. Would you support the planning of any other schools in your
community? (Explain)
k. Do you think the community would support other schools? (Explain)
APPENDIX E
Final Interview Format
INTERVIEW FORMAT
PAST
l
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j. How Others View Your School /Program
1. How do you imaqine other schools in your community view the alternative
school?
Same question for - (Central Administration, School Board, The Community,
Parents, Staff, and Students in your school)
2. Are there specific ways your alternative school/program has affected your
community?
II. Internal
1. Throughout its history, has new information from inside or outside your school
influenced your program?
2. What is the size of the faculty now as compared with its inception? (Also
student enrollment, & budget.) Have the facilities of the school changed since
its inception? Are the grade levels in the school now the same as when it
was first started?
3. Has your role in the school changed since it opened its doors?
4. To what extent are you involved in community affairs?
III. External Relations With Others
1. Does your alternative school staff actively attempt to communicate the
concept
of alternative schools to people outside of the school? (Methods utilized.)
2. Who do you think are the most significant others your school personnel
communicate alternative school concepts to?
IV. Has Your Thinking Changed
1. Has your thinking changed about alternative school education
from opening day
to today?
FUTURE
I. Strengths & Weaknesses
1. What strengths of the school do you
think contribute toward its continuance
2. iUafwLkSserof the school do you think threaten its existence?
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APPENDIX F
Tables IF to 6F: Characteristics of Schools Cross-Tabulated
by Organizations and Outside Agencies
Utilized as Sources of New Ideas or Assistance Over The Past Year
abbreviations for tables if TO 6F
NSE = New School* Exchange.
CNS = Centex, {ox. New School*
CONS = Consoxtium {ox Option* in PubUc Education
NASP = National. AUexnative School* Pxogxam
SEA - State Education Association
LSD = Local School Vistxict
NEA - National Education Association
AFT = Amexlcan Eedexatton o& Teachexs
NET = Regional Netwoxk o£ AUexnative School*
PHIL = Philanthxopic Oxganization
UNI V = Univexsity
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APPENDIX G
Tables 1G to 6G: Characteristics of Schools Cross-Tabulated
by Diffusion Strategies
Used Over the Past Year
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ABBREVIATIONS FOR TABLES 1G TO 6G
W&I = Pnovlde lnJoA.ltih.op6 and InitltuteA
M = Provide. Pn.oQA.m6 on. SpeakenA at Meetlng6 o&
Local, Stale, Regional, on National Gnoup6
PM = Publlih and Send Pnlnted Malien to OtheAA
OM = Pnovlde Media Olhen than Pnlnted Molten, to
Otkesu
ED = Acl an an Educational VemonAlnjxllon
C = Pnovlde Comultant Help
FT = Pnovlde Ponmal Tnalnlng
IG = Pnovlde Inponmal Galhenlng
6
SPKS = Pnovlde SpeakenA to Infionmal on Ponmal Gnoupi
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